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WASHINGTON (AP) - Secretary of Defease Robert S.
McNamara announced today 95
mone military bases will be
eliminated. These include some
naval shipyards.
McNamara told A\ news conference the bases affected by
the new cutback will be announced Thursday. He declined
to identify any of them at this
time.

He said the cutbacks will be
phased gut over • period of
years anu will save about $500
million a year "without degrading our military capabilities. "
In addition to shipyards, McNamara said air bases, army
bases and other facilities will
be affected, some small and
some quite large.
The latest batch ef base closinffs comes on ton of 574 nrevi-

ous actions to close or reduce
installations considered surplus.
A study of the 11 Navy-owned
shipyard's has been under way
for many months and there
have been recurrent rumors
that several will be closed.
McNamara has said in the
East that some of the shipyards
ave not been operating at full
efficiency and capacity.
The earlier moves date back

to March 1961. When the old and
new cuts are completed, total
annual savings of more than/ |l
billion a year are expected.
McNamara said the 99 to be
announced Thursday are in 32
states.
A total of 63,000 job positions,
both military and civilian, will
be eliminated and a total of 37*7,ooo acres — almost 600 square
miles — of land will be turned

back for private, state and local
government use, McNamara
said.
The defense secretary acknowledged that the latest actions will be regarded by some
as "bad news because a significant military payroll is being
taken away from a particular
community."
"Yet I suggest that there is
also good news in these an-

nouncements, not only for the
taxpayer and the citizens who
are concerned about efficiency
and economy in government,
but specifically for the citizens
of many of the affected communities," McNamara said.
He promised to guarantee a
job opportunity for every career
employe whose Job is eliminated.
The new actions, McNamara
said, follow year-long studies.

He indicated that the peak haa
been passed in the search for
surplus bases which can be shut
down with economy.
"I don't anticipate in the next
12 or 24 months we will have
anything" as extensive as the
actions taken so far, he said.
However, he indicated there
were some bases already studied that he wants to review for
possible elimination.

Occasional Cloudiness,
Not Much Change
In Temperature
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Mondale to Take Senate Post
Few DaysBefore New Session
Move to Gain
Extra Seniority
Rights for Him

More Rain But
New England
Remains Dry
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AMERICA SAILS TO TRY HER SEA
LEGS . . . The America, the nation's newest
aircraft carrier, sail* from Newport News,

Va.; today for three days of builders trials
in the Atlantic Ocean. The ship will be commissioned Jan. 7. (AP Photofax)

Bomb Destroys
Restaurant at
Saigon Airport
SAIGON, South Viet Nam
(AP) — A terrorist's bomb demolished a restaurant at the
Saigon airport today, wounding
18 Americans and at least four
Vietnamese.
'
One American Air Force officer was badly wounded. He was

sitting outside the restaurant in
a bus when concrete fragments
smashed into it,
The other injured Americans
were 11 U.S. airmen, three
Army men and three civilians.

First reports indicated they
were in the area of the restaurant, not in the building, and
were only slightly wounded.
The explosion virtually leveled the Air Viet Nam restaurant situated a few buildings
from hangars containing U.S.
Air Force jets.
American and Vietnamese
security men at first thought the
airport was under a Communist
mortar attack similar to that
WASHINGTON (AP) - A which killed four Americans
U.S. F100 jet fighter plane and wounded 72 at the Bien Hoa
which was escorting a recon- air base two weeks ago.
naissance plane over Laos has
A few minutes before the exbeen shot down. Rescue operaplosion
an Australian air force
pilot
are
under
tions for the
plane
had
arrived from Singaway, Secretary of Defense Robpore
with
flood
relief supplies
announced
McNamara
ert S.
for
central
Viet
Nam.
today.
An armada of 115 U.S. heliThe fighter was one of two
aircraft escorting a RF101 photo copters was landing at the airreconnaissance plane in opera- port as the explosion took place
tions similar to those begun last They had been engaged in the
summer at the request of the biggest airlift of the Vietnamese
Laotian government to detect war, carrying troops into ComInfiltration of North Vietnamese munist territory north of Saipersonnel and equipment into goh.
Laos.
Demolition experts said the
McNamara told a news con- bomb was of a plastic type and
ocference that the incident
probably weighed about 45
curred about midnight, EST, in pounds.
Laos
in
the "panhandle " part of
the south central section.
It had been placed above a
concrete beam inside the restaurant. A similar bombing in
the Caravelle Hotel in downtown
Saigon last August smashed
through 21 rooms.
Four V i e t n a m e s e were
dragged bleeding from the debris of the restaurant.

Jet Fighter
Shot Down
Over Laos

94 Cars of
Ore Train
Derailed

GRAND RAPIDS , Minn. (AP)
— Ninet-v-four cars of a 200-car
Great Northern ore train were
wrecked in a massive derailment three miles southeast of
here early today. There were no
Injuries, although the three-unit
diesel pulling the loaded ore
cars also derailed.
The train was en route from
Coleraine to Superior , Wis.,
when trie 50 - ton ore cars
plunged off the track about 3:40
a.m. at a location known as Gun
Junction.
The wrecked cata were plied
four high in spots, and iron ore
was spilled out along the rightot-wav. Telephone lines servicing the villages of Warba and
Blackberry , and some to Grand
Rapids, were knocked down.

Classes Easier
Football has become such
a complicated affair that
some college players find it
easier to attend classes . . .
Sometimes a country boy
feels he 's made good in
New York if he earns
enough money for the trip
back . . . With comedy
shows so popular on TV ,
Taffy Tuttie is surprised
that CBS bought the Yankees instead of the Meta
. . . The tremble with some
people is that they 're learning the tricks of the trade,
without learning the trade.

( For more laughs see
Carl Wilson on Page 4)

New Carrier
America Heads
For Sej Trials

NEWPORT NEWS, Va. (AP)
— Looking as mighty as the nation she's named for, the aircraft carrier America eased
away from her berth today and
headed for the open water and
her first sea trials.
Two tugs pulled her from Pier
8 at-the Newport News Shipbuilding & Dry Dock Co. and
into the James River. Thousands of persons lined the river
bank as she moved slowly toward Hampton Roads.
Master of the aircraft carrier
for her sea trials is Capt. E. D.
Edwards of the Virginia Pilot
Association. She is manned by a
civilian shipyard crew, although
her prospective commander,
Capt. Lawrence Heyworth, and
other key Navy personnel are
aboard.

33 Houses
Flooded
In Alaska

SELDOVIA, Alaska (AP) Thirty-three homes were flooded Tuesday night as record high
tides hit this quake-tilted community.
Seldovia sank 3.4 feet after
the March 27 earthquake and
the high tides of this week were
expected to do minor damage.
Sandbags had been flown in
from Anchorage.

30T H ANNIVERSARY

CHICAGO (AP) - Moderate
precipitation dampened the dry
Midwest Tuesday, but barren
New England remained in the
grip of its most prolonged
drought in history.
The water shortage in the
New England areas became
more critical. Officials feared
the supply would be depleted
within weeks.
The situation was different in
Oklahoma, where light rains
continued
after
downpours
which caused floods in several
areas.
Intermittent rains which began over the weekend continued
in the eastern third of Kansas
and adjacent Missouri. The
rains eased a record autumn
siege of dry, hot weather.
Colder temperatures brought
locally heavy snow squalls to
most of Michigan, the heaviest
around Lake Michigan and Lake
Huron. The snow was expected
in Detroit tonight
A thin blanket of snow covered sections of northern Indiana Tuesday morning. Rain
continued to fall on parched rural areas. It was the first substantial precipitation in Indiana
in more than a month.

The Johnsom were married
Nov. 17, :834, in St. Marks Episcopal Church in San Antonio,
Tex., when he was a secretary

Johnson Legislative
Program Exp anding

WASHINGTON Iff) - President Johnson's legislative program is expanding like a batch
of yeasty bread dough in a
warm kitchen.
Until Tuesday, about all that
had been mentioned in the way
of priority legislation were 'two
big bills the President did not
Pasture conditions improved get last year —medical care for
somewhat in Illinois due to the aged under Social Security
weekend rains.
The drought continued almost
unabated in New England
where the U.S. Department of
Agriculture says the worst pasture conditions in the nation exist. Crop losses are expected to
reach $20 million.
No drought relief is sighted in
Connecticut where the state 's ST. PAUL (AP)-History will
woodlands and brushlands have hail this country 's Food for
been closed, banning all hunting
Peace program as one of the
and fishing in these areas.
most imaginative moves toward
New York State received world peace in the 20th century,
some snow flurries along with a the Farmers Union Grain Terwave of cold air. Woods in 45 minal Association convention
counties are still closed because was told today.
of the fire hazard the state's six"But we ought to rid ourmonth-long drought has created. selves of the Idea that this is
Many communities are low on surplus disposal , as if human
water and are using emergency beings ever can be considered
supplies.
built-in disposal units," said
Lowell W. Andreas, supervisor
of the GTA's huge soybean
processing plant at Mankato.

and the Appalachia bill to pump — Expanded Social Security
federal aid into the depressed benefits for all present recipi11-state mountain region.
ents.
— A new life for the area
But after a White House conference with the President redevelopment program, aimed
Tuesday, House Democratic at jacking up the economies of
Leader Carl Albert talked to
reporters in his Capitol office high-unemployment areas. This
and said these measures also proposal fell by the wayside in
are being considered as next in the last Congress.
line after those two :
— An immigration bill revising the old quota system.
— A program for increased
and liberalized unemployment
compensation.
— And perhaps a general aid
to education bill below the college level, a program that in the
past
has always foundered on
saying that the government
the
shoals
of the religious school
should not be implementing crop
controls while the "rest of the question.
world is starving."
As to the last, Albert said
"Well,
I'm sure that will be conBoth speakers were in conflict
sidered."
with Secretary of Agriculture
Orville Freeman, who told the
Albert and Speaker John W.
convention Monday that the 1964
conferred with
election indicated storms over McCormack
farm policies had been quieted Johnson before Albert left for a
and that they would continue vacation in his Oklahoma distheir present directions.
trict.
Albert emphasized that none
of these things was discussed
in detail at the White House, but
only in the most general way.
The President, with whopping
majorities in both houses, is in a
position to get almost anything
he wants through Congress.

Foocf for Peace
Program Hailed

Surprise Dinner
For Mrs. Johnson

WASHINGTON (AP) - President Johnson mixed sentiment
and fun in a surprise dinner for
his wife on their 30th wedding
anniversary.
The President, with the aid of
White House staff members,
planned the celebration himself
— inviting 20 guests to dinner
Tuesday night , choosing the
menu and planning the anniversary cake.
The guests were personal
friends of the First Family. The
Johnsons' daughters, Lynda, 20,
and Lucl , 17, b r o u g h t their
dates to help their parents celebrate.

WIFE PLEASED...The broadestsmile
of all came late Tuesday from Mrs. Joan
Mondale when her husband,. Walter IV Minnesota attorney general (right), was named

ST. PAUL, Minn, CAP) -Walter P. Mondale, designated Tuesday to be the new U.S. Senator
from Minnesota, is a product of
the youth movement that has
pervaded Minnesota politics
since World War II.
He was named by Gov. Karl
Rolvaag at a packed news con*
ference to succeed Vice President-elect Hubert H. Humphrey
when Humphrey resigns, probably around the end of the year.
"I am at once humble and
U. S. Senator-designate by Gov. Karl Rolproud
at the prospect of suctake
over
when
vaag (center). Mondale will
ceeding Hubert Humphrey and
Sen. Hubert Humphrey resigns to become vice
will give the job all I have,"
president. (AP Photofax)
...4 7^. Momtelesaid after Rolvaag bad
relinquished the podium.

World health and nutrition
experts agree that food and
fiber produced on American
farms have saved the lives of
millions and , in so doing, encouraged world peace," Andreas
declared.
In addition , he said the program had bolstered this country 's farm economy and developed new overseas markets.
At the Tuesday night session,
Dwayne O, Andreas urged that
government farm policies be
directed toward more complete
use of farm productivity.

to a Texas congressman.
One oi the gifts the President
had for his wife was arrangements for a trip for her. Where
or when, the White House would
not say, After the campaign,
Mrs. Johnson had said she
wanted to go away on a trip for
a few days and "walk under the
Andreas, a GTA vice presisky."
dent , is vacationing ln the VirIn fun, the Precedent also gin IslandB with Vice Presidentgave Mrs. Johnson a picture of elect Hubert Humphrey and his
"Gunsmoke" star Marshal Matt speech was read by Lowell
Dillon , whom the First Lady Andreas.
likes to watch on television on "Programs should be geared
td use our farm potential to keep
Saturday night.
Johnson Inscribed the picture, faith with hungry people every"To Lady Bird and my Satur- where and to consider food as
the soundest investment in buildday night competition. "
The White House did not dis- ing understanding and peace, "
close what Mrs. Johnson had Andreas Raid.
M. W. Thatcher, general man
given her husband to mark the
ager , echoed that sentiment
day.

10 Killed in
Crash ot
Patrol Plane

ARGENTIA , Nfld. (AP)-All
10 men aboard a U.S. Navy patrol plane returning to fogshrouded Argentia Naval Base
were killed Tuesday night when
it plunged into the sea.
The four-engine P3A Orion
was approaching on instruments
when it crashed three miles
west of the field. Persons on
shore reported seeing a fire and
hearing an explosion.
Two tugboats , two crash
boats, a rescue helicopter and a
Coast Guard transport found no
trace of tho aircraft.
The P3A , a military version of
the Lockheed
Electra , Is
equipped for antisubmarine
warfare and carries an array of
detect ion gear, torpedoes and
depth charges.
Identifications of tho men
were withheld.

Fromiiing to work closely
with the Johnson - Humphrey
team in the White House, and
then turning to the governor, he
added: "I hope to reflect with
honor upon your choice."
The senator - to - be got his
political start when he was 20
by running the 2nd Minnesota
District campaign when"Humphrey first sought the Senate
seat.
Rolvaag, for his part, said he
made the announcement "because it was time to come to
some conclusion."
"If you had been in my shoes
the last two or three months,
you would have wanted to bring
it to an end, too," the governor
told the conference.
Mondale was only four years
out of law school when he was
appointed attorney general in
May 1060, to succeed -Miles Lord
now U.S. district attorney for
Minnesota.
At 36, Mondale is believed to
be the youngest man ever sent
to the Senate from Minnesota.
He is only the sixth Democrat
in the office, only the fourth to
follow the state 's original two
Senators in 1859. He will turn 37
Jan. 5, the day after Congress
convenes.
In Washington he will team
with Sen. Eugene McCarthy,
now the state 's senior senator.
Known as "Fritz" to associates, the dark-haired, quicksmiling appointee has built an
image of "protector of the people" as he easily won two elections after his original appointment.
He has stressed laws to guard
against consumer frauds , and
early in his career probed a
multi-million dollar fraud in the
Sister Kenny Foundation that led
to numerous prosecutions .
Another lawsuit by his office
collected $262,000 in damages
for school districts allegedly overcharged in collusive bidding
by manufacturers of gymnasium
bleachers.

The President aloo has called
for repeal of a number of "nuisance "-type excise taxes on
handbags, lipsticks and the like.
House Republican Leader
Charles A. Halleck of Indiana ,
who engineered some serious
setbacks to the President's legMondale grew up In southwestislation program in the last session, already has conceded ern Minnesota , one of seven chilquick passage of the medical dren of the late Rev. Theodore
S. Mondale , a Methodist pastor .
care and Appalachia bills.
Hia 72-year-old mother was on
hand in the governor 's reception
W EATHER
room for the announcement
Tuesday and termed it "a proud
FEDERAL FORECAST
moment."
WINONA AND VICINITY Mondale 's political touch, with
Occasional cloudiness through
Thursday, not much change in possibly one exception, has been
temperature. Low tonight 20-25, a sure ono. In 1962 a move arose
to draft him for the governor
high Thursday 32-40.
race and It ran for several days
LOCAL WEATHER
without comment from him. But
Official observations for the Mondale finally quashed it and
24 hours ending at 12 m. today: the Democratic - Farmer - LaMaximum , 40; minimum, 25; bor convention went on to ennoon, 34; precipitation , none.
dorse Rolvaag.

f
Private XIrban Renewa l Jbb Completed

An "urban renewal project i according to Bambenek and
with private funds " has been '; his brother, Ted, co-owner of
completed on Mankato Avenue , the store. Most of this — about
two-thirds , in fact — went for
and King Street.
That is how James Bamben- labor, the brothers pointed out.
ek, one of the owners of Bam- Little was added to the buildbenek Hardware & Market , ing; the store was instead exstorage
views the remodeling work that tended into former
area.
enlarged the store by one-third
The only addition is a wareits former size.
house area built onto the store's
THE FIFTH enlargement of north side.
Two of the touchiest parts
the store in its 40-year history,: of the remodeling project , the
the last project added about ; Bambeneks said, were remov2,000 square feet to its floor ; ing a wall that supported the
apace, giving it a total of about j building 's second story and
taking out a chimney that was
6,000 square feet.
The work cost about $15,000, 1 in the center of the store.

THE WALL had to be care- both enlarged, have been moved father of the present owners.
fully torn down, then replaced to the back of the store. The His sons started working with
by a beam and supporting wall behind the counter — even him early — Ted in 1934 and
James a year later.
posts.
the side of the walk-in "Cooler
The four-ton chimney had to — has been paneled, and color- The brothers became partbe dismantled — one brick at ful lights have been placed ners in the enterprise in 1946,
then bought out their father in
a time — from the top down . above the counter.
1951. Ted Is fi charge of groOne workman took bricks off
ceries
and produce, and James
ONE
UNUSUAL
featore
of
the top, James Bambenek said,
and dropped them to another i the store now is a tunnel lead- handles the hardware and meat
workman, who stood aX the l ing to the basement. The base? departments.
The store now hat IS fullment stairway leads down from
bottom.
end
part-time employes.
The added floor space give* ; the newly-added storage area '
the store wider aisles and more I at the north side of the store
display space than before. The j There is no basement under
division between the hardware : this addition, so the stairwell
and grocery departments** had was dug, then the tunnel cut j
,
been eliminated, and both have about 10 feet to the right.
The store was founded In '
been expanded.
The meat counter and cooler, 1924 by Theodore Bambenek, I

Bus Strike in
West Pakistan

GENERAL contractor for the
work was George Karsten, Other contradors^were Thome's
Refrigeration, ''Winona Plumbing Co., Sense Elecrtic; Quality
Heating & Sheet Metal and
Winona Hug Cleaning Co.,
which installed floor tile in the
new area of the store.
The brothers planned the remodeling project to coincide
with the widening of Mankato
Avenue, completed earlier

RAWALPINDI, P a k i s t a n
(AP) - About 200,000 buses,
trucks and cabs stayed off West
Pakistan roads today in a strike
against a law to check fatal ac¦
*^ •
cidents.
It was the third day of the
strike, which has nearly paralyzed transportation in the province ef 48 million people.
Tha West Pakistan government has ordered persons accused of responsibility for fatal
road accidents to be tried for
murder.

Home Fc Te-fcfcers
Switch ip Eligliih;
More in Demand
ELEVA-STRUM, Wis. - Both
new English teachers at ElevaStrum High School are,former
home economic! teachers; an
English teteher last year also
had formerly taught home economics, They switched because
it is sasler to find an English
opening, v
Mrs. Donna Armstrong and
Mrs. Vera Martin, who joined
the staff this year, and Mrs.
Joanne Bauer, all had English
at Stout State University, Menomonie.
Mrs. Armstrong, in her seventh year of teaching, began at
Gilmanton. Commuting from her
home near Mondovi , she teaches
freshman and sophomore English.
Mrs. Martin, who has taught
14 years, is from Durand. Also
a beautician, this work paid for
her college education.

Recording Device
Squeals on Two
Young Burglars

THE OWNERS . . . Examining a product from their bakery goods department are
Ted, left, and James Bambenek, owners of
Bambenek Hardware & Market, 429 Mankato

NEWLY REMODELED . . . Wide aisles and a wide variety of goods from which to choose greet the shopper at Bambenek Hardware & Market, 429 Mankato Ave. These are the
results of a newly completed remodeling project that added

2,000 square feet of floor space. In the rear of the store is
the meat department, which formerly was situated about
halfway down this aisle. Other portions of the store to the
right are not visible. (Daily News photo )

Aye. Their store's stock was enlarged as a
result of a newly completed remodeling project that added about 2,000 square feet to the
business. (Daily News photo )

EVANSVILLE, Ind. (AP) - A
recording
device
stolen
squealed on two teen-agers. Detective Sgt, Gerald Baggerly ,
following a .tip Tuesday, went
to the apartment of Jack Smith,
19, and John Wlngert, 18, There
he found the recorder, 10 cartons of cigarettes and some foreign coins.
Baggerly said when he flipped
on the machine, it reported it
had been stolen from the First
Presbyterian church. The detective said the youths had
recorded the confession during
¦
party when someone asked
where they got the machine.
Smith and Wlngert were
charged with second-degree
burglary.

Comfort for '65 and Allthe
Yearsto Come Starts Now!
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Thanks !

The magn ificent 1965 Cadillac is once again in production.
Our (hanks to those unprecedented numbers of people who have
alread y placed their orders. Their patience wil l soon be rewarded.
All eleven models of tlir gren t 1 <•>(" .'"> Cftdillnr nr* once
nflain coming off tlir production linr — nnd info showrooms. We regret thai productio n had to he delayed more
than a month followin g the announcement of this ffreat
new car. lor we know ihe inconvenience that it cuused
the thousands of devoted Cadillac admirers who have
placed their orders . But patience is seldom as richl y re-

warded as it will he for thnie who take title to this magni/ie rnt acuomol>ile — rasilv the most eliciting Cadillac
in history , lis new beauty and luxurious interiors surpass
even traditional Cadillac s«mclnrck Its many personal
options havr made it the most desired automobile of all
time. And its new handling rase must he experienced to
he believed. S<tr atul drive tins great car toon.

Sonew!So right!So ohvwusly WMS K ^tf d($hc
SEE THE 1965 CADILLAC-THE STANDARD OF THE WORLD-AT YOUR AUTHORIZED DEALER

C. PAUL VENABLES, INC.

110 Main %\.
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Setret Here!

locked

In

canter comfort writro you
youwant It
lodcd-ln cantor support where
need
it.
You ^n «•• tht difference , you can
feel the difference , and you 'll know the difference
after you've "r.«Meated" the rWTcnic Ortho-Tonic. Come in,
take the "re.Mett", and
have this luxurious comfort in your own home from now on. What
better "gift" could
you give yourself than 365 nights a year of the proper-rest you get
only with a
Rsstonic Orthotonic?

Make This a Merry
Christmas All
Through the House!

Use Our 3 Easy Pay Plans!
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2 Depositions
Heard in Post
Office Dispute

Two depositions were admitted In evidence in the KrausAnderson civil suit Tuesday by
District Judge 0. Russell Olson.
One, taken May 28, is the
testimony of Charles Fuller,
since deceased, who formerly
lived at 226 W. 4th St. Fuller
was a master electrician who
worked on the new Winona post
office building. Its construction
gave rise to this suit.
The other deposition was given July 27, by a Milwaukee
plastering contractor , Arno
John, who did plastering and
"marble-creting" on the new
post office. This job is the
source ef about a tenth of the
$40,000 claimed by Kraus-Anderson, the general contractor,
from U.S. Investment Corp,,
Milwaukee, former owner of the
project.
FULLER testified that he had
been a master electrician 40
years previous to his work on
the post office. He said two
masters hired before him had
quit the job "because they
couldn't go ahead with it." Before they came, there bad been
no master on the job, although
the state law requires the presence of one, Fuller said.
*
He testified that the completion date for the post office was
postponed while he worked
there. Fuller's answers to why
the postponement was made and
why the masters couldn't go
ahead was ruled inadmissible ui
evidence.
Fuller testified that two to
three weeks of electrical work
had been done on the job by
Dec. 15, 1962. The job was begun in late September of that
year. ( One of Kraus-Anderson's
claims is that the Milwaukeebased
electrical
contractor
hired by U.S. Investment caused
delays which added to KrausAnderson's labor costs.)
Fuller ended bis evidence with
testimony that not all the electrical *work called for by the
plans was put in by the electrical contractor. Fuller questioned the man as to the reason
but could get no answer.
JOHN testtlfed that he made
a bid of $5,520 on the "marblecrete" Job alone. He said that
the bid was made over the
phone to a Mr. Rasch, one of
the architects hired by U.S.
Investment. However, John testified, Kraus-Anderson was apparently told the bid was for
all the plastering work as well
because they sent him a purchase order for the whole job at
$5,520.
John also said that he had
based e supplementary bid of
$1,700 for the inside plastering
on an outline of the work to be
done supplied by Rasch. When
he got on the job, he found
that it could not be done for
less than $4,100.
In other words, John testified, he charged $9,620 for his
work on the post office when
Kraus-Anderson had originally
thought it could be done for
$5,520. John said that William
Paschke, Rasch's partner and
an officer of U.S. Investment,
had been "embarrassed" when
he learned of the mistake.
Although he got the purchase
order, in the middle of November, John did not do the work
until early March , he said. He
maintained that $9,620 was a
reasonable price for his work.
JOHN REVEALED that he
never did sign a contract for
his work on the post office. He
said that it was common practice for him to do jobs up to
$25,000 in value with no written
contract. He never saw any
specifications or plans when he
made his bid, John added. He
said, "I took Rasch's word for "
the job. (Rasch was not on the
post office job after Sept. 6,
1962.)
He told Rasch that he was
making separate bids for the
marble-crete an<l plastering
jobs, John said.

Exhibits Flood
Contract Suit

Key testimony to delays on
construction of the new Winona
Kist office was given this morng in District Court by KrausAnderson's foreman on the job,
Charles A. Dumais, Minneapolis.
Kraus-Anderson, prime contractor on the job, claims $42,000
in extra payments from the former owner, U. S. Investment
Corp., Milwaukee. One of the
largest items concerns extra
expenses incurred because of
delays allegedly caused by subcontractors hired by U. S. Investment.

UNDER QUESTIONING by
K r a u s-Anderson's attorney,
John D. Levine, Minneapolis,
Dumais said that delays totaling three to four months resulted from procrastination by
the electrical subcontractor , and
six to eight weeks, from slow
work by the structural steel contractor.
Defense Attorney C. Stanley
McMahon asked Dumais how he
could claim that Kraus-Anderson would have completed the
job in two months, the difference between the actual construction time and the delays
claimed by Dumais. Dumais
Said they couldn't have done the
job in two months, but added
that the two delays he mentioned partially overlapped each
other.
Dumais testified that KrausAnderson had been ready to begin construction Oct. 1, 1862,
but that they had been delayed
because no electrician was on
the site. In, cross-examination,
fcJcMahon as^ed whether Dumais began construction before
the groundbreaking. Dumais
answered no.
"DID YOU KNOW that the
ground-breaking was Oct. 10?"
McMahon asked. Dumais said
he didn't remember. Levine
then produced a newspaper
clipping of the ground-breaking
and asked McMahon, "Would
you identify the date on that,
please?" The date of the clipping was Sept. 25. "I made a
mistake, " McMahon admitted.
Judge O. Russell Olson heard
brief testimony from assistant
Winona postmaster Lewis Wood
concerning the lack of electrical
materials on the job site. KrausAnderson president Lloyd Engelsma, Edina, Minn., testified concerning the timing of information forwarded by V. S. Investment prior to the contract
signing.
Engelsma was still on the
stand when court recessed for
lunch. Dumais was to return
for further testimony this afternoon.
Five witnesses and 19 exhibits added to the flood of testimony Tuesday.
Judge Olson, hearing the case
without a jury, received testimony from two post' office officials who inspected the job
and three local craftsmen who
worked on the building.
PLAINTIFF'S exhibit AAA
was a letter to William F. Clancy, Minneapolis, a 'postal offi-

Holmen Exchange
Contracts OKed;
Galesville Later
GALESVILLE, Wis. (Special )
— R. A. Bohling, commercial
manager of the General Telephone of Wisconsin for this
area, said in Galesville Tuesday
night the first-major step in a
$180,000 expansion and service
improvement program at the
Holmen exchange will be started this week with construction
of a new dial switching equipment building there.
Donald Stevenson, Arcadia,
received the contract for gene r a 1 construction; Hurlburt
Heating & Sheet Metal, Durand,
heating and ventilating, and
Kensmoe Heating & Electric,
Galesville, the electrical contract.
Bohling said improvement of
the Galesville exchange, not yet
converted to dial; will come
later.

cial who inspected the construction site once a month, from
the president of U. S. Investment, indicating the post office
would be completed by February 1063. (In fact, the building
was not finished till June 1*963;
and Kraus-Anderson claims payment of extra labor costs because of the delays.)
Clancy told the court that he
had talked with U. S. Investment officials about the "evidence of incoordination" on the
construction site which was
causing delays. He said that the
officials promised to urge speed
on their contractors.
In response to a hypothetical
question by Attorney* Levine, Clancy said that the post
office job should have been
completed in four months "with
good coordination." (The job
took more than nine months.)

State Rejects
Dublin Plat
For Lewiston

LEWISTON, Minn - A plat
attaching
Dublin
Common
School to Lewiston Independent
District has been rejected, according to Jesse Jestus, Winona County superintendent of
schools.
The letter of rejection from
the state Department of Education reached Jestus Tuesday.
The reason given was that no
answer had been filed by the
St. Charles Independent District
to 1963 legislation which provided for location of a central
secondary school for Lewiston
and St. Charles Independent districts and Vowels and Utica
common school districts.
UNDER CROSS-examinatfofl
The legislation is commonly
by A t t o r n e y
McMahon, known as . the Daley bill. LapsC l a n c y said that an exhibit ing of the bill will ensue if not
indicating a contract had not approved prior to the meeting
been awarded by Kraus-Ander- of the next Legislature, which
son for certain plastering work will be in January. The bill,
by the middle of February 1063, locating a secondary school
although the*work was to be near Erion's. corners on Highdone in early March; was- tak- way 14 between Lewiston and
ing a "risk" of not getting the St Charles, was approved by
lowest possible bid..
the other three districts and
McMahon then objected to all rejected by St. Charles, but apthe testimony on the issue of parently never formally to the
the plastering (basis of one of state Department of Education.
Kraus-Anderson's claims) as Dublin District is contiguous
immaterial. "If so, I will give it to the Lewiston district in the
no weight. I want to hear all Altura area. It is northeast of
the testimony," Judge Olson St. Charles. It is a closed disruled.
trict which under state -law
Clancy testified that several much attach to an operating
of the changes he demanded district by July 1 or be placed
were made on plans dated Sept. in another district by the Coun13 by the architect for U. S. In- ty Board of Commissioners.
vestment. Levine argued that
this was meaningless since the
Sept. 13 plan did not figure in
the signing of a contract for
the job by Kraus-Anderson.
(Kraus-Anderson claims it was
not informed of the changes , in
construction plans before signing the contract.)
However, Judge Olson ruled
that "no testimony" shows when
the information used by KrausAnderson was supplied them.
"The contract , we know , was
WABASHA, Minn. (Special)—
signed Sept. 24. That's all," he The jury serving at this term
said.
of District Court for Wabasha
JOHN E. H1NES, Rochester, County has been excused until
a master electrician, testified Tuesday.
that he was hired to work on Jurors in the house-moving
the post office by U. S. Invest- case brought by W. H. Batzel ,
ment's electrical contractor. He Altura, against Roland Howser,
said that be worked two days Plainview building - contractor,
on the job in November 1962, returned a verdict Tuesday
then quit because the tools and awarding the plaintiff $1,000 for
materials for the work were moving Howser's residence from
not at the site. The contractor Sand Prairie to Plainview, the
had promised to meet him the amount plaintiff asked.
second day to show him the THEY FOUND Batzel not
electrical plans but didn't, Hines negligent in moving it . The case
added.
started Monday afternoon. The
Robert W. Toye, 1929 Gilmore case went to the jury at 12:30
Ave., testified . that he had been p.m. Tuesday and the verdict
forced to make changes in his was returned at 1:35, following
plumbing work on the post of- lunch and deliberation.
fice without getting written perThree jury cases were called
mission. Attorney Levine was Tuesday afternoon, but none
trying to prove waiver of the were tried.
ordinary written approval of
P. M. Callen against Charles
changes with this testimony. Un- Maiwald
was stricken because
der questioning by Attorney Mc- no witnesses appeared. It inMahon, Toye said he got the volved a broker's commission,
"approval" of payment for his said J udge Arnold Hatfield, prework.
siding.
Martin J. Meyers, MinneapolJudgment was entered for
is, an engineer for the post the plaintiff in a collection case
office who made the final pre- brought by A. & X. Farm Supoccupancy inspection of the new
against Glen J. Wegner, dba
building, said that he had or- ?ly
'lein Auto Supply, because
dered the electrical contractor there was no appearance by the
to add circuits to the building's defense.
electrical system. Meyers said
With no appearance by plainthat the circuits had been speci- tiff Leonard Leidel in his suit
fied in the building plans but against Mr. and Mrs . John
left out without approval. This Bierbaum, the case was distestimony was received over ob- missed.
jection by McMahon on grounds
Attorney Dan Foley moved to
it might demonstrate undue transfer the case of John
haste on the part of the con- Latch am against Walter Maas
to Hennepin County. The judge
tractor.
¦
took it under advisement. Foley
is attorney for the defendant .

Wabasha Jury
Excused After
$1,000 Verdict

DFL Conlmittee
To Meet Tonight

A Winona County DFL committee meeting will be held tonight at 8 at the Labor Temple ,
county officers said.
Business will include plans
for winding up the Friends and
Neighbors fund drive, still in
progress, and a study of election results .

THE CASE brought by William E. Agneberg and Leonard
Sankstone, dba Agneberg, Sarikstone & Associates, against Harry Albrecht was transferred to
fact for court from the jury
calendar,
Cases settled out of court
were: Frank Johnson against
Carl Edward Larson ; Marian
Johnson against the same defendant, and Mabel Chinander
aguinst Allen, Ward and Albert
Gruhlke.

Mental Health Center Labor Award
Gets Grant From State Thursday

Tentative approval of a grant
of funds for the Hiawatha Valley Community Mental Health
Center has been given by the
state . It was learned here Tuesday.
The approval is subject only
to clarification of legal wording of resolutions adopted by
boards ot the participating counties, indicating that the counties will support the center.
WHEN Tll|S technicality has
been observed, formal approval
of the grant - $21,875, which
is to be matched by the counties — will be given.
,
This decision was the outcome of consideration of the
center 's application for funds
by a citizen 's review committee
of the Minnesota Department of
Public Welfare. The group met
Friday in St. Paul.
First announcement of the decision was made Tuesday night

at a meeting of the American
Association of University Women.
The money will be used for
operation of the Hiawatha Valley center until June 30, the
end of the fiscal year. The center is to be established here on
a site to be determined soon
by the center 's board.
Taking part in the program
are Winona, Wabasha and Houston counties.

adopted earlier this fall by the
three county boards involved.
They formally indicated what
the boards had earlier agreed
to informally — that the counties, would support the center.
The center is to be supported
half by the state and half by
the counties, with the latter
share being divided according
to the population of the counties. Winona County, with more
than half the population of the
trl-county area, Is to pay a corWORD OF the conditional ap- responding share of the costs.
proval of the state grant came
from Dr. Robert Pfeller, St.
THE CENTER already has
Paul, assistant medical director received a total of $3,000 in orfor the state and director of ganizational funds — $1 ,500 from
community mental health ser- the state and $500 from each
vices. He told of the decision county.
The Hiawatha Valley center's
during a telephone conversation
with William P. Werner , Winona board is to meet Monday to
County welfare department di- consider a site . It has already
rector and an adviser for the been determined that the cen
ter would be established in
mental health center board.
The resolutions involved were Winona.

Winona 's Union Man or Woman of the Year will be named
at a banquet at the Labor Temple Thursday night.
The person to be honored has
been chosen by a five-member
committee. Criterion used in the
selection is outstanding service
to labor , church and the community during the last year.
Mary Cysewski , last year 's
winner, is chairman of the banquet this year.
Speaker at the event will be
Judge Leo F. Murphy . The Rev.
L. E, Brynostad of Central Lutheran Church will give the invocation, and the Rt. Rev. Msgr .
Harold J. Dittman of the Cathedral of the Sacred Heart , the
benediction. J. Peder Boysen
will be master of ceremonies.
The banquet will begin at 0:30
p.m. A reception for guests will
precede, beginning at 5:30 p.m.
After the program, there will
be dancing until 1 a.m.

Temperatures
To Run Slightly
Below Normal

Seasonal weather with temperatures slightly below normal
is the prediction for Winona and
vicinity Into the weekend.
Occasional cloudiness tonight
and Thursday is seen with a low
tonight of 20-25 and a high
Thursday of 32-40. Friday is
slated to be near normal with
no precipitation likely.

MOON SHOT . . . A group of elementary
school children are shown a scale model of
a space vehicle designed for the manned
trip to the moon during Tuesday afternoon 's
Spacemobiie lecture at Senior High School/
With National Aeronautics and Space Administration lecturer Robert F. Knutson are
from the left: Vicki Ferguson, daughter of
Mr. and Mrs. Gordon Ferguson, 472 W.

Fillmore Co.
Man Fined for
Tavern Assault

A 23-year-old Fillmore County
man was given a partially suspended sentence in Goodview
justice court Tuesday after being found guilty of assault.
Robert Dahl, Pilot Mound,
was arrested earlier Tuesday on
a complaint of "Red" Adams,
operator of the Troy Tavern.
Dahl was accused of causing a
disturbance, hurting the operator's arm and ripping his clothing.
WINONA COUNTY Sheriff
George Fort sent the complaint
to Fillmore^County authorities,
who arrested Dahl Tuesday.
Fort went to Preston later that
day and brought Dahl back to
this county to stand trial.
Appearing before Justice of
the Peace Lewis Albert, Dahl
was fined $100 and $5 costs. Of
the total fine, $75 was suspended on condition Dahl not cause
any more trouble at the tavern.
Albert , lectured Dahl, the
sheriff said, and told him that
he would be arrested again if
he caused any more trouble and
would have to pay the entire
fine.
The alternate to payment of
the fine and costs was a sixmonth jail term. Dahl was given until Saturday to pay the
THE SHERIFF also arrested
two Lewiston juveniles and turned them over to juvenile court.
The two had been taking items
from Lewiston stores since last
spring. Included in their loot
were such items as watches,
knives, .22 shells and a pen, as
well as money.
The sheriff worked with William Anderson, Lewiston policeman, in apprehending the
youths.

Hi-Y Inducts 39
New Members

Induction of 39 sophomore
members into * three new Hi-Y
clubs was held Tuesday evening
at the YMCA.
Charters were presented by
Larry Schiller, youth director,
linking the new clubs with the
national organization. There are
30,000 Hi-Y clubs in the nation.
The national movement is observing its 75th anniversary
this year, Schiller said.
The following officers were installed:
Agema Club — President,
Bruce Reed Jr.; vice president,
Ronald Fuglestad; secretarytreasurer, Patrick C u r r a n ;
chaplain, Mark Wedul; adviser,
Ernest Buhler.
Scorpions Club — President,
Sam Gaustad ; vice president,
Steven Ford ; secretary-treasurer, Robert Keiper ; chaplain,
Mark Shaw ; adviser , James Gilbert.
Sophisti Club — President,
Paul Plachecki ; vice president,
Steve Moen ; secretary-treasurer, James Heinlen Jr. ; chaplaAn,
Frank Allen HI; adviser, Lee
Larsen.
Installing officers were Willinm Kane, Thomas Miller , John
Streater and Gr*eg Bambenek.

Broadway; Elizabeth Dale, daughter of Mrs.
Rose Dale, ISO Huff St.; Cindy Ferguson,
daughter of Mrs. Audrey Ferguson, 869 W.
Howard St. ; Dean Petersen, son of Mrs. Arlene Petersen, 1066 W. Wabasha St., and Clifford Cady, son of Mr. and Mrs. Cecil Cady,
224V4 Olmstead St., all sixth graders at Madison School. (Daily News photo)

Students Get Look
At Model Spacecraft

More than 2 ,500 public and j vehicle carrying equipment
parochial school students Tues- used in the discussion by Spaceday attended a series of three ! mobile lecturer Robert F. Knutlecture-demonstrations on space son on the history of rocketry ,
science conducted by a travel- [>ropulsion and specific probing lecturer of the National ems relative to space research
Aeronautics and Space Admin- and exploration.
istration at Winona Senior High Knutson demonstrated basic
School.
scientific principles by using
Equipment for the demon- visual aids and experiments.
strations, for which arrange- His explanation of NASA's sciments were made by Peter-Rolf entific programs was augmentOhnstad, head of the Senior ed by authentic space models
High science department, was of rockets and spacecraft . The
brought here in a "Spacemo- demonstration provided an inbiie," a specially designed troduction to the space sciences
and to the nation's space activities.
In Winter a Young
The lecturer began with a discussion of the origin and devel'
Man s Fancy T u r n s . . . opment of rockets and explained
were
ELEVA-STRUM. Wis. — how certain principlesas phyrecognized
and
stated
Knitting is generally considsical laws by Isaac Newton and
ered a pastime for women, others.
but boy students at ElevaExperiments were performed
Strum High School have
showing
the use of solid and
taken it up as a relaxing liquid types
of rocket fuels while
and worthwhile hobby.
other equipment showed a satelSteve Gibson, senior, has lite in earth orbit., the forces
made several slippers. He
acting on the satellite and the
knits on snowy winter nights use of solar cells to provide
and during Christmas vaca- electrical power in space.
tion. Ron Holden, senior,
Two programs were presented
who is making a pullover
in the morning, the first for
sweater, says it takes his Senior High School students
mind off his troubles. Dan and the second for those from
Bauer, junior, began knitfour junior high schools. The
ting in grade 5 and makes
afternoon program was geared
mittens, booties and gloves. to an elementary grade audi.
John Gullickson, s e n i o r, ence.
knits because he -enjoys it.
THE NATION'S high Tuesday
David Gunderson, freshman
was an 87 at Laredo, Tex. A 10
makes Barbie doll sweaters.
below zero at Ely, Nev., was the
country's overnight low.

150 4-H Leaders
6 Saint Teresa To Be Honored
Fountain Lilian
Graduates Work
Asks Hearing
In Lay Movement

Sbc alumnae of the College of
Saint Teresa are participating
in a movement aimed at correcting national social problems.
The six are working as extension lay volunteers, sponsored
by the Catholic Church Extension Society. Since 1961, the
group's volunteers have been
working in the southern and
western United States, including
Puerto Rico. There are 345 volunteers working in 135 missions.
The volunteers who were
graduated from Saint Teresa's
are Miss Joanette Kay Simonson, Williston, N.D., a June
graduate ; Miss Patricia Luger,
North St. Paul, another June
graduate ; Mrs. John Connors,
whose husband is also a volunteer; Miss Mary Lou Ferrin,
Detroit Lakes, Minn., a June
graduate ; Miss Mary Hennessey, Wilmette, 111., a 1963 graduate, and Miss Joan Lamech,
May wood, 111., a June graduate.
The volunteers serve one year
and are placed according to
their abilities,
Miss Simonson is teaching in
Duncan, Okla.; Miss Luger in
Columbus, Kan. ; the Connors in
Rowena, Tex,, and Miss Ferrin
in Portageville , Mo. Miss Hennessey is a parish worker in
Rocky Ford, Colo., and Miss
Larnesch is teaching in Chicago's slums.
Sister M. Lucllla is the movement's representative on the
Saint Teresa campus.

Swift Union Assured
Aid in Plant Closing
Everything possible will be
done to search for an industrial
replacement for the Swift & Co.
plant, union members were told
Tuesday night,
Chamber of Commerce and
city government representatives
attended a meeting nt Hotel Wlnonu called by United Packinghouse, Food & Allied Workers
Local 305. Conducting the conference was Fruncls Kronebusch, local president.

THE EXTENDED forecast for
the next five days, sees tern*
peratures ranging from normal
to 2 to 8 degrees below normal
through Wednesday. Normal figures are 34-39 daytime and 16-23
at night.
Precipitation in the five days
is expected to average .10 to .20
of an inch in occasional rain or
snow Saturday.
The Winona temperature got
up to 49 Tuesday, dropped to a
freezing 25 during the night and
was 34 at noon today. This con-,
trasts with a high of 53 a year
ago today and a low of 28.
All-time high for Nov. 18 was
68 in 1941 and 1953 and the low
zero in 1872 and 1891. Mean for
the past 24 hours was 37. Normal for this time of the year is
33.
Temperatures dipped sharply
below the freezing mark in
most Minnesota communities
overnight with a low of 18 registered at Alexandria and Redwood Falls and 19 at Bernidji.
Rochester posted a low ot 22
after a Tuesday high of 43 and
La Crosse had figures of 28 and
47 for the same times.
The stage of the Mississippi River was being held near
the normal stage by dam action
in this district. The Winona
reading today was 5.4, unchanged since Tuesday and expected
to remain at the five and a half
foot mark for the next several
days.
Temperatures across WISCONSIN continued their seasonal decline Tuesday night and today with the prospects of below
normal readings in the state for
the next several days.
Very light snow flurries were
reported in the Hurley-Ironwood
area this morning.
Park Falls was on the low end
of the temperature scale with
an overnight reading of 20 degrees. Other lows included Eau
Claire 22, Superior 24, Wausau
25, Madison, 26, Racine and
¦!
Green Bay 27.
Tuesday's state high of 48 de^
grees was reported
at Lone
Rock. Other highs were in the
40s with Superior recording a 38.

Suggestions for helping workers who will lose jobs in February included proposed expansion
of manpower retraining programs locally and increased efforts to contact industrial prospects for the property.
Representing the Chamber
were Arnold Stoa, president,
and Donald Stone, manager.
City administration representatives were Mayor R. K. Ellings and Aid. Harold Briesath,
council president ,

More than 150 Winona County
4-H leaders will be honored at
7:30 tonight at the Hotel Winona
at a banquet sponsored by the
Winona Chamber of Commerce
and its agricultural committee.
Awards will be presented to
junior and adult leaders who
have helped guide the county
4-H program.
Several musical groups from
Winona State College will entertain.

School Administrators
Plan Midway Meeting
WHITEHALL, Wis. (Special '
—The Western Rivers Conference of school administrators in
the western part of the state
will meet at Club Midway, Independence, Thursday night.
Robert Howard, administrator
of the Gale-Ettrick District ,
will head a panel discussion on
past and present school legislation, Attending from Whitehall
will be John Brown, administrator ; Mr. Olson, and Maurice
Ewing, elementary supervisor.

Two youths appearing today
in municipal court on separate
felony charges took different
courses with regard to preliminary hearings in the lower court.
Judge John D. McGill set
Dec. 2 as the date for a preliminary hearing on the carnal
knowledge charge made against
Robert J. Dingfelder, 21, Fountain City, Wis., Saturday. Attorney Dennis A. Challeen represents Dingfelder. Assistant
County Attorney Richard H.
Darby represents t h e state.
Dingfelder is being held in county jail under $2,500 bond.
Larry J. Kenosha, 20, Chicago, waived preliminary hearing!
on a check forgery charge and
was bound over to District
Court by Judge McGill. Attorney Harold Libera was appointed by the county to represent
Kenosha, and Darby represents
the state in this case also. Kenosha, too, is held in county
jail under $1 ,000 bond.

BEATLE FANS EXCURSION -TO

MINNEAPOLI S

FRIDAY - NOV. 27, SEE - HEAR

The DAVE CLARK FIVE
DIRECT FROM ENGLAND

MINNEAPOLIS ARM0RY - 7^0 PM - Nov. 27

• • • • •

Lv. Winona
9ilS AM—Nov. 27
Ar. Minneapolis
UilS PM—Nov. 27
RETURN
Lv. Minneapolis
10/45 PM—Nov. 27
Ar. Winona
1:17 AM—Nov. 21
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R0UND TRIP INCLUDES

EXCELLENT RESERVED SEAT FOR
DAVE CLARK FIVE PERFORMANCE
RESERVE BEFORE NOV. 23

LIMITEDto 200 - BUY TICKETSINADVANCE
MILWAUKEE PASSENGER STATION, WINONA, MINNESOTA, PfcmW

THE MILWAUKEE ROAD

By Jimmie Hatlo
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So Many Nice
Peop le in World

"By EARL WILSON
WASHINGTON — The** are many nice people in our evil
world.
I went out to Howard University to see Janice Williams, a
. Negro girl with a passion to be a social worker . . . whom some
of you readers helped through college.
Janice, one of seven children, of parents now divorced,
wrote me a touching letter from Indianapolis when she was 19.
She pleaded for a college loan.
"I'd pay it back — honest I away wives, runaway husbands,
would," were her moving words. sick children.
Many readers . . . movie stars But Janice likes helping them.
and just plain people . . . mail- I think she's dedicated.
ed money . . . but a well-to-do I think also she remembers
Pennsylvania woman guaran- that well-to-do anonymous womteed the entire college expenses an.
. 7 . providing her name be
kept secret, even from Janice FOR WHEN Janice wanted to
„. . . and that Janice help others go back to Howard, that woman
sent me a check, saying, "Rethrough college.
member — my name's never to
"I don't care to be paid be mentioned."
back," the anonymous benefac- The woman Janice will never
tress said.
know is still helping her from
After graduation from How- the sidelines. I know it's trite,
ard, Janice worked two years but as I was saying, there are
with the NYC Bureau of Child nice people around.
Welfare — helping unwed moth- TODAY'S BEST LAUGH:
ers round up ''alleged fathers." Lisa Kirk admits she's a fussy
• "I want to go back and get shopper. One night she dreammy master's degree," Janice ed she bought a coat, next night
told me last summer . . . "learn she dreamed she returned it.
more techniques . . . be a better WISH I'D SAID THAT: A
New Yorker tells us he yearns
investigator."
for the old horse-and-carriage
SHED ALREADY paid back days: "You can't satisfy a cab
Into the "Earl Wilson Scholar- driver with a lump of sugar."
ship Fund," as we called it . . . REMEMBERED Q U O T E :
so now she's back at Howard "One machine may do the work
at the graduate School of Social of fifty ordinary men. No maWork, learning the frequently chine can do the work of one
bitter facts of life, and to help extraordinary man." — Elbert
others cope with them.
Hubbard.
Two days a week her "lab" EARL'S PEARLS: Jack BenIs dealing with others' grief as ny was asked why he continues
studeat case worker at Travel- with a weekly TV show when
ers Aid In downtown Washing- he doesn't need the money. "Oh,
ton.
I may not need the money," he
Life is raw there. Troubled said, "but I want the money."
people . come all day long . , . Now the election's over, says
the mentally disturbed, run- Harold Coffin, we can all stop
arguing with our friends and
back to fighting with our
WINONA DAILY NEWS go
wives
. . . That's earl brother.
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Underground Nuclear
Soviet Test Reported
WASHINGTON (AP) — The
Atomic Energy Commission
announced Monday it had
recorded seismic signals from
the Soviet nuclear test area
which apparently indicated an
underground nuclear test.
The AEC's terse announcement said the signals came
from an "event" in the Semipalatinsk region. Later an AEC
spokesman said: "The absence
of acoustic signals indicates it
(the shot) happened underground."
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SPRING GROVE, Minn. (Special) — A free program of band
music will be presented at 8
p.m. today in the high school
auditorium.
Appearing will be the 50-piece
junior band and the 92-member
conceit band.
The concert band's program
will include selections featuring
a cornet solo by Roger Fossurn
and a clarinet duet by Joyce
Gulbranson and Sue Wold.

Catch Children 's
By LESLIE J. NASON, Ed. JO.
University of
Southern California
The problems of elementary
school children usually disappear in the normal course of
growing up. Even so, some
loom large to a small child.
He needs immediate help.
It is of no use to ask a child.

Redislricling
Committee Will
Be Broadened

MANKATO, Minn. (AP) Franklin Rogers, chairman of
the Governor's Bipartisan Commission on Reapportionment,
said Tuesday he had asked several persons to serve on two
subcommittees.
He named former state representative Peter Popovich of St.
Paul chairman of a subcommittee to draw up a redistricting
plan. Others asked to serve on
that committee are Chris Erickson, former state senator from
Fairmont; Charles Backstrom,
associate professor of political
science at the University of Minnesota; Archie Baumann, secretary of the Minnesota Farmers
Union; and Mrs. Lawrence Murray, Wayzata, legislative chairman of the Leagut of Women
Voters.
Carl Anerbach, professor of
law at the University, was asked
to serve as chairman of the subcommittee to frame a suggested
automatic reapportionment system. Others on tha. body will
be Frank Farrell, counsel for the
Northern Pacific Railroad; Mrs.
Betty Kane, state DemocraticFarmer-Labor party chairwoman; Norman Newhall Jr., Minneapolis attorney ; and District
Judge J. H. Sylvestre of Crookston.

KIDS!
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MONDOVI , Wis. (Special} A chamber music concert will
be presentedby Mondovi High
School music department at 8
p.m. Thursday in the high
school band room.
This ia the first in a series
of concerts to be presented by
the high school music depart'
ment. The program will includt
compositions by Gafcrieli, Bach
and Hoist. Students participiting will be:

Jon Marauand, Dennis Wulff, Sidney
Sharp, Jam Urneas, Frtd Maaadence
and John Phillips, cornetu Allyn Hubbard, Ttrry Glanzman, James Trowbridge snel Robert Lee, trombones;
Anile Haualend and Connie Moray,
flutes; TerrT Wrlghr, oboe; Ann Norrlsh,
Joanne Week, Lealle Simpson, Gayit
Rleck, Becky Elklnton and Sharrl Weiss,
clarinets; Jane Hagmeai and Mary
Brslnard, alto clarlneti; Mary Alice
Cook. Janice Folkedehl and Kay Stelnki,
ban clarlneti and Linda Scharf, contra
bast clarinet.

Richard Putzier is music director in the senior high school .
playing, Cass wrote, "Nancy
shows a strong talent and excellent preparation."
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HOKAH, Minn. (Special) —
St. Peter's Grade School is
sponsoring a hootenanny at 8
p.m. Friday in St. Peter's Hall.
The Green Vale Quartet from
the University of Minnesota
will be featured.
Profits from this affair will
be used for 'visual aid materials. The public is invited. Refreshments will be served.

One-Act Plays
Slated at Alma

NASON ON EDUCATION
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A Winona girl won «« outstanding rating and was featured in a young artist concert
at the keyboard festival sponsored by the Dorian Society
at Luther College, Decorah,
Iowa , recently.
She is Nancy Edstrorn, 14year-old daughter of Mr. and
Mrs. Harold Edstrorn, 216 Lake
Dr., one of five festival participants so honored at the festival. There were 226 young musicians taking part.
Nancy, who has been a piano
student of Mrs. H. Le Roy
Lidstrom, Rochester, ab»out
four years, was the only ninth
grader among the finalists.
Judges were Richard Cass, a
concert pianist; critics from
Iowa State College, Cedar Falls,
and music faculty members
from Luther.
In his evaluation of fancy's

St. Peter's School
Sponsors Quartet
On Friday Evening

GEMMELL . Miwi. (AP) — A
Minneapolis deer hunter, missing since Nov. 9, was found dead
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The body was found about V/i
miles from the man's camp site
in a search that covered nearly
1 ,700 acres.
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At Festival

¦

Missing Minnesota
Hunter Found Dead

*BE THERE ON TIMEWE'D HATE TO START
WITHOUT YOU!

Bands Play Today Young Pianist
At Spring Grove Gets Top Rating

Mondovi Students
To Give Chamber
Music Concert

FTHURS. ,

Nov. 19,
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Visit the New

Crescent Inn Ballroom
MAROE and VERG

•
SAT. MAT. ONLYI
NOV. 21 AT
1:15-3:00 P.M.

ALL SEATS 35'

•
("YOGI BEAR" NOT\
SHOWN SUNDAY

HHH

FREE DA NCING
BEER - LIQUOR - MIXED DRINKS
ThP'GOLDEN TRIO"

Is Now Appearing Evory Thursday Nit*

Danct 9 p.m. - 1 a.m.—No Rotervatloiti

Located al «he North Ede* of La Cretcant
Hlfihway 61-14
Phono 895-74SO

_^

DANCE

LARGE
OYSTER

Fri—Young l*»Of>let Dance

••JO to U-.MP.M.

Tha Jesfuret
Sari. — Tha Jolly Bohemians
Cam* Dressed As Yaw Are

Son. — Tha Blue Banners
Mixed Old Time & Modem
Bfe ThankagMnB Special

Thanksgiving Nlte—

Jules Herman
Rochester* Pla-Mor Ballroom

Per Reservation*call
AT J.5J44

66 EAST THIRD STREET

STEW
j Stea k Shop
1

Wedding

DAN CE

Becky Kalmat and
Bernard Scherbring

FRI., NOV. 20
Oaymor Ballroom
Altura, Minn.

—Music by—
HENRY BURTON.
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THE LOSS OF THE Swift ft Co. packing plant ii « ¦eribus blow to Winona and
one in which everyone must join hands to
counteract in every way possible. Even
more serious than the loss of 175 jobs and
an annual payroll of about $900,000 is the
loss in livestock payments to area farmers which in some years amounted to almost $25 million.
Area farmers, of course, will still be
paid cash for their livestock but since
checks will not be distributed locally, Winona business establishments may not get
as much benefi t from them as they do now.
There is no doubt that the plant, built
in 1906 by the late P. A. Jacobson as the
Interstate Packing Co., is obsolete and that
livestock production, particularly of hogs,
in the immediate buying area has heen decreasing annually, but civic leaders had
hoped that something could be done to retain the Swift organi7ation here.
Winona is not the only city hurt by
Swift's new economy move. A general bulletin to all employes Tuesday announced
the dosing of the firm 's meat packing
plant at New Haven, Conn., the closing of
its dressed beef plant at Brooklyn, N.Y.,
discontinuation of all processed meat operations at Des Moines , Iowa, and discontinuation of lamb slaughtering at South St.
Joseph, Mo., and Omaha, Neb.
For most of the years since 1928 when
Swift took over the plant, livestock was
purchased within a 100-mile radius of Winona in Southeastern Minnesota, Northern
Iowa and Western Wisconsin. When hog
prices began to fall, hog production declined as farmers branched into other fields
such as turkey and broiler raising. Thus
the buying area was expanded "until it almost reached a point of no return. This,
coupled with the fact that if would require
an expenditure of more than a million dollars to modernize the plant, plus rough
competition, plus high labor costs and
fringe benefits, all added up to but one factor — it has become economically unprofitable for Swift to continue local operations.

Powell Winner
Without Effort

Ten Years Ago . . 1954

William M. Bright, general rural sales manager of the J. R. Watkins Co. has announced
his voluntary resignation. It culminates 28
years with the company. C. K. Heberling has
been named to succeed him.
Nearly 2O0 area farmers and Future Farmers of America attended the first MinnesotaWisconsin Dairy Institute. Dr. E. H. Hartmans,
extension economist at the University of Minnesota was the principal speaker.

Twenty-Five Years Ago ' .. . . 1939

St. Mary 's football team will be honored tonight at the Junior Mixer, which inaugurates
the current social session at the college.
The "Fifty Books of the Year" the 17th consecutive annual exhibition of contemporary
books selected by the American Institute of
Graphic Arts, will be exhibited at the Winona
Free Public library .

Fifty Years Ago . . . 1914

D. D. Hawkins, cashier at the Chicago, Burlington & Quincy railroad depot returned from
a trip to Chicago and Milwaukee.
The contributions made by Winonans for the
relief of suffering Belgians through the special
committee appointed by Mayor E. S. Muir now
total close to $500.
A. B. Patton after having visited with friends
in Alabama has returned to Winona.

Peerless Chain, for example, has been
steadily adding hew manufacturing processes and upping its employment, the huge
Miller Industries are expanding constantly
and Watkins Products, Inc., is experiencing a new surge in business, to mention
only a few.

Seventy-Five Years Ago . . . 1889

W. W. Thomas has sold his boot and shoe
business to Messrs. D. B. Morrison and H. W.
Johnson . Mr. Thomas has purchased a boot and
shoe business in Minneapolis.
Lake Winona froze over smooth and gave occasion for many skaters to enjoy themselves
Sunday.

Meanwhile, the Winona Industrial Development Association under the management of Bill Morse, is working feverishly
to attract new industry, we are having one
of the city 's best building years, our colleges are expanding rapidly and will continue in that direction for many years to
come.

One Hundred Yea rs Ag o . . . 1864

»

The HutcMnson family will give one of their
popular concerts at the courthouse. They
have met with hearty welcomes and crowded
houses in eastern states.
Comfortable winter weather has been enjoyed by all the past few days. The snow is thawing and wearing away so that good sleighing
has nearly disappeared.

Many purveyors of gloom thought the
city was about to fold when the North
Western Railroad shops — which at one
time employed 1,000 men — closed a few
years ago. But we came out of it somehow and well come out of the Swift situation. It would be wonderful , however , if
WIDA could find another good tenant for
the Swift properties in the far East End
along the Mississippi River — and we
know Bill Morse and his board of directors
are working along those lines.

but the economic factors leave us no alternative. "
AT A LUNCHEON meeting with civic
leaders last week , C. <•!. Costigan, associated with Swift' s beef division at Chicago,
said the Winona plant had showed a profit
only one year in the l ast ten. In the last
two years, he said , the plant showed losses
of $750 , 000. Reasons for closing, he emphasized, were solely e conomic and "labor
relations have been ex cellent and production per man good. "

THIS MIGHT BE A good fimo to recall a bit of the history of the old Interstate Packing Co., and Swift & Co. which
have been a prominent part of this city 's
industrial life for almost 60 years.
Mr. Jacobson, father of Mrs . Robert
Selover , Homer Road , was an executive
with Armour & Co. at South St. Paul when
he made plans to build a packing plant in
Winona. Construction was started in 1906
and the plant went into full operation in
1907 when the organizer left Armour and
came here to devote full time to the new
Interstate Packing Co.

Since Swift has been operating the Winona plant , there have been ten managers:
K. T. Rainey 1928; L. A. Gilbert 1928-31;
R. K. Leonard 1931-45; G. R. German
1945-46; K. I) . Fletchell , now Swift's executive vice president , 194S-48; A. Frank Leathers 1948-51; Ferris C. Booth 1952-56; Kenneth W. Binder 1956-fil; W. B. Jones lil fil(>2 and the present manager , J. 11. Irish
who came hero in Januar y 1062.

Volume II of the Winona County History
published in 1913 reported at that time Interstate was capitalized at $150 ,000 and
had 110 employes. Mr. Jacobson was president and gpneral manager; C. A. Boalt ,
father of Ralph Boalt , 722 Main St., was
vice president; T, P. Cochrane , secretary
and treasurer ; C. J. Rohwcder , purchasing agent , and A. G. Anderson , superintendent. It was described as manufacturing "pork and bee f packing house products " with most of the emphasis placed on
pork,

RELATIONS between Winona and Swift
& Co . have been excel lent throughout Ihe
years. We are going to miss them come
next February.

a
lip (hat was dead came forth , bound hand
and foot with grave elot het. Jesus tilth unto
them, Loose hi in. and let him go, John 11 .41.

WINONA DAILY NEWS

At one tune Interstate , durin g its boom
years, operated branches in Minneapolis ,
Pine Bluff , Ark., Chicago , Memp his ,
Tenn., and Green Bay, Wis. Peak employment was more than 200 and capitalization
at one time was $950,000.
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By MARQUIS OHLDS
ROME - Secluded in the Qulrlnale, the great ochrecolored palace once the residence of the Kings of Savoy and
a
now of Italy's Presidents, is » naman problem and
lot conabout
stitutional problem. How it it resolved will aay ^
and, for that matter,
the stability of the Italian government
'
' „ ' _, •
of the Western alliance. . ,
Antonio Segni .suffered a
President
ago
Three months
stroke. Frail, slight, the 73-year-old President with his silver
hair and his look of almostascetic dignity had been
To Your Good Health
driving himself at an exhausting pace.
Segni has been partially
paralyzed ever since. But
his doctors issue optimistic
bulletins and the extent of
his incapacity is unknown to
the public. While the circumstances are not nearly
so grave in terms of power
and the shadow over the
Dear Dr. Molner : I
future, the situation is like
that in 1919 when Woodrow
have
hypoglycemia ,
Wilson was sequestered in
colon
spastic
and diverthe White House with partial
I
am
on a highticulosis.
paralysis from a stroke.
diet
without
suprotein
Nor does the resemblance
starch.
I
can
gar
or
't
Italian
end there. For the
Constitution like the Ameriseem to eat enough to
can Constitution provides no
keep my weight up. The
means;for determining when
doctor says to eat more
the executive is incapable of
calories. I try but it
performing his duties. The
s
e e m s I can't get
Italian government called on
— MRS . F.
for
enough.
the State Department
copies of the hearings by
Yes, you have a problem
Senator Birch Bayh's combut
I think there is a good
sucPresidential
on
mittee
way to solve it: Increase
cession and incapacity. And,
your fat intake, which can
in turn, the Bayh committee
be done without disturbing
asked Rome for details of
the amount of protein you
the formula the Italian goveat for the hypoglycemia,
ernment may finally settle
and without conflicting with
on.
the spastic colon or diverticulosis.
THE ITALIAN Constitution says that if the PresiUse extra cream ; drink
dent is found incapable of
half milk and half cream;
use more butter or marserving, then two weeks afgarine ; make a habit of
ter such a finding an elecextra snacks between meals.
tion shall be held to choose
These can be dairy proda new executive. But it hapucts, whether cheese or
pens that nationwide elecothers ; malted milk ; egg
tions are being held Nov.
nog, etc. Thus you can raise
22 to fill municipal and
the total of calories without
township offices. A second
increasing sugar or starch
election coming soon after
intake.
would have a disrupting effect.
Dear Dr. Molner: My
With a parliamentary
68-year-old husband has
form of government and a
cirrhosis of the liver. He
premier and his cabinet,
has a lot of fluid in his
the office of President is
stomach. He weighs 240
nothing like as important as
pounds.
in the United States. NeverHe is a heavy drinker
theless, the man in the of— fifth of whisky a day.
fice exerts wide influence on
The doctor told him not
Italian life and jockeying
to drink and gave him
for the inside track already
pills to get rid of the
has begun.
fluid. He is headstrong
Having failed once before ,
and won't do anything
Aldo Moro, leader of.* the
but eat and' drink.
left Christian Democrats,
What is going to beput together in "August a
come of him? — MRS.
delicately balanced coaliM. S.
tion. Besides the Christian
Please don't ask me what
Democrats, it includes the
is going to become of him.
left Socialists of Pietro NenYou know and I know that
ni, the right Socialists with
such a quantity of whisky
Giuseppe Sarragat as forwill destroy anybody — and
eign minister, and two
when there already is serisplinter parties, the Liberous liver disease, the end
als who are pretty far to
will be that much sooner.
the right, and the RepubliFacts are facts. Even uncans to the left of center.
pleasant ones. I am sorry.
This remarkable piece of
political carpentry is the
outgrowth of the "opening
the Communists on Nov. 22
to the left" which had the
will try to punish him for
blessing ol Pope John as the
coming to terms with the
hope of a stable governChristian Democrats. But
ment.
despite his losses his party
still holds the balance of
THE DELICACY of the balpower.
ance would be more precarious if it were not for what
IN AFFLUENT, booming
is happening on the extreme
Italy the djfiest for stability
left. The Communists are in
has been a wild chase with
an uproar over the removal
the Communists outdisof Khrushchev and the quartanced time after time. Sobrel with Red China. Observer heads are now saying
ers believe the decision of
that the Segni problem, can
the new party head. Luigi
be resolved without too
Longo, to. publish the conmuch unpleasantness. After
demnation of Moscow 's line
Nov. 22 the President will
since de-Stalinization may
resign and calmly in the
have triggered the upheavnew year a Presidential
al. Leonid Brezhnev came
election will be held. For
to Rome for the funeral of
a people with a flair for the
the v e t e r a n Communist,
dramatic , so that every trafPalmiro Togliatti , to try to
fic accident on Rome 's fanpersuade Longo not to pubtastically crowded streets
lish Togliatti' s posthumous
becomes a major producscolding.
tion , this may be asking too
much. But the prospect is
In the munici pal elections
there for a stretch of stable
four years ago the Commugovernment such as Italy
nists got clo.se to 25 perhas scarcely known in the
cent of the vote. The belief
post-war era.
Is they will do about as well
on Nov. 22.
(Advartlj amanl)
But in 1960 they were
partners with Nennl's left A Million Dollars to
.Socialists. Today Nennl is
Relieve Itch of Piles
Deputy Premier. Still at 71
It It •ttlmttsd thai ovtr a million
a wil y and resourceful politician , he Is having a field dollan • yt«r It tpant on varltd remain to
llch of plld. Y«t druoday pouring scorn on the Slid tall relltvt
you that cooling, attrlnotnt
Communists. Neither de- fttt rion't Olntimnt loothtt pllt farlura
Stalinization nor dc-Khrush- In mlnultt. 40c box or tSc lubt applichevization can conceal the cator , Palerion't Olntmtnt glvti fatt ,
authoritarian nature of the loylul relief iroen Itching. B» dallohttd
or money bach
regime and its glaring failures, he i.s saying,
Ni'jwi'.s own part y has
START YOUR DAY
|
heen splintered with a loss
of seats in both houses. And
i
with
i

Answers
To Your
Questions

IN YEARS GONE BY

WINONA HAS weathered economic
storms before and must weather this one.
Fortunately, our economy, as always, is
stable. This is not a "one industry community " such as Austin with its Hormel
plant. We have more than 75 diversified industries, most of which are doing extremely well.

The last ten years iiave been ti-yin^
ones and most of them have resulted in
annual losses. The terse company statement , announcing the closing effective
Feb. 19, 1965, merely said , "We regret it
has become necessary to make this move ,

Italian Chief
Suffers Stroke

By. DAVID LAWRENCE
WASHINGTON — Rep. Adam Clayton Powell, Democrat, chairman of the House Committee on Education and Labor, stayed away
from his district in New York City during the
entire campaign except for a few Sundays but
was elected anyhow by an overwhelming vote.
His prolonged and continuing absence from his
district is due to a desire to avoid the service
of certain legal papers, as he has been ordered
by a state court to pay $4€,S00 in damages to
a Negro woman who won a libel suit against
the congressman. Such papers cannot be served on Sunday, but he risks arrest if he enters
New York City on other days of the week .
Raymond Rubin, the attorney who won the
libel judgment for his client, is quoted in the
press as having said the other day with respect
to Rep. Powell's strategy; "I think before long
he won't even be permitted to be in New York
even on Sundays — except as a resident of the
county jail."
But the voters ln the Harlem district, which
is predominantly Negro, gave Mr. Powell this
time a larger plurality than he has obtained
in any of his ten previous elections to Congress.
MR. POWELL issued a lengthy statement the
other day about the meaning of the national
election. It got scant attention. Yet it reflects a
significant trend in American politics today. He
said:
"President Johnson called me yesterday afternoon at 4:15 from Texas to congratulate me
on winning re-election and I, of course, extended warmest congratulations on his tremendous
victory. The President told me I was the first
congressmen he called and said he had never
forgotten that I was the first representative to
endorse him for the presidency back in March
of 1959."

(In this connection, it was pointed out
that during the last 15 years, the Winona
plant has killed frjjjn 2V2 to 7 times more
hogs than beef.)

IN THE LATE 1 920s the packing house
industry was one of the first to be hit by
the agricultural depression and Interstate
experienced financial difficulties , labor
troubles and heavy losses . In • 1928 , business leaders headed by J. R. Chappcll , interested Swift & Co. and in that year the
big Chicago packing firm took over the local plant.

WASHINGTON CALLING

VERSATIL ITY

TODAY IN NATIONAL AFFAIRS

Loss of Swift & Co.
Serious Blow fo City

THE WASHINGTON MERRY-GO-ROUND

Kennedys Can t Absorb
Peter Lawford s Mother

By DREW PEARSON
LOS ANGELES - The
vigorous Kennedy family
has the . reputation of embracing and assimilating
any family which marries
into it. But there is one
doughty old lady who flatly
refuses to be absorbed.
She is Lady May Lawford ,
the individualistic motherin-law of Patricia Kennedy
Lawford, who not only goes
her own sweet way regardless of the incredible Kennedys but even wore a Nixon button during the 1960
campaign when every other
member of the family including her son Peter , was
out working for the election
of John F. Kennedy.
Meanwhile her son Peter
gives her only $150 a month
to live on and Lady Lawford finds that her grandchildren don't own her as
grandmother.
To get the lowdown on,
this fascinating but unpublicized family feud, I talked
with Lady Lawford in Los
Angeles, found her to be a
lady of just as much vigor,
possibly more vitriol than
the Kennedys.
"The trouble," she said,
"is that my son married
into an Irish family and
the Irish haven't got along
with the English since the
days of William the Conqueror. "
"Yet they sent Joseph P.
Kennedy to England as ambassador ," I recalled.
THAT WAS because he
gave so much money to pay
Roosevelt's campaign expenses," Lady Lawford returned.
"Roosei'elt asked him ,
'Why do you want to go to
the Court of St. James?' and
old Joe replied, "because
there hasn 't been a Catholic ambassador there since
Henry the Eighth and because I want my children to
marry into the peerage. "
"Churchill kicked him out,
and he should have done it
.sooner. The first thing Kennedy did as ambassador was
to start insulting the British.
"They have a very nice
custom over there when they
hold court, it's a beautiful
occasion . The men wear
velvet coats , with diamond
buckles at their
knee
breeches. But Joe Kennedy
arrived in a brown suit with
a colored tie and hrown
shoes. The lord chamberOPINION WISE

lain stopped him at the door
and told him he would give
him time to go back and
change, but Joe replied,
"I'm an American and I
don't change for anyone. If
they don't like my brown
suit I'll go home."
"The court gasped in
astonishment,"
continued
the co-grandparent of Joe
Kennedy, "when he entered."
•THE CUSTOM is for the
queen, who sits on a throne
alongside the king, to have
certain a m b a s s a d o r s
brought up to her. She then
holds out her left hand, they
kiss her hand and dance her
once around the room.
¦'But old Joe comes up,
grabs her right hand,
pumps it, saying "howdydo" I'm pleased to meet
you" and dances her several
times around the room."
"I understand that you
seldom see your grandchildren, " I said, having come
to Los Angeles to see mine.
"Yes, but that's not entirely their fault ," Lady
Lawford replied.
"My son and daughter-inlaw live in a very nice house
once owned by Louis B.

Mayer, and once, while they
were away, I thought I'd
go and see the children.
The butler let me in and the
French governess brought
them down. They were most
attractive children to look
at.
"But they looked at me
as if I was very funny. "
"The butler said,y 'say how
do you do Lady Lawford,'
so the little boy said 'How
do you do Lady Lawford.'
"Then the little girl curtsied and said 'How do you
do Lady Lawford. '
"THEN THE little one.
about two or three years
old tried to curtsey and fell
right on her bottom. I said,
"Come up on my lap and
give me a big fat kiss,
you know I'm your grandmother.
"We know your name is
May, " they said, "because
when they talk of you they
call you May ."
"But you can call me
grandmother ," I said. "No
thank you," they said, "we
already have one grandmother , she's very beautiful
and very- rich and has five
houses. We don't want
another grandmother .""'

JJUL 5JAIA.

,

"It 's agreed , then - - instead of investing in a variety
of stocks we 'll just invest in telephone stock as
we can keep that one up all by ourselves."

By Sakren
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The Associated Press is entitled exclusively
(o the use for republication of all the local
news printed in this newspaper as well as all
A.P. news dispatches.
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NEW SERVICES AT SEARS

Newly Installed Service Department

Sears Catalogs — Learn how you may
be entered on our regula r mailing list

Newly Expanded Telephone Faciliw.
R,
« i-,-,1
^
New Phone No. 8-4371.
ties. Our

s0 V ou wil1 receive a " Sears Cata,0 9 s Sea
Departmenf __
rs
Home

Easy Payment Plan. A complete local
credit service. To open your account
.

.

.
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quic kly and easily.

^^
provided measuring service. "How to

do it" booklets ,estimates — all free
of charge. Sears is headquarters for
J
H i *
all
home improvementa. needs.

WASHERS and DRYERS

AUTOMATIC WASHER
$209 *95
With new Roto-Flex A gitator. 1965
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Dr. F.C.Midelfort Addresses AAUW
On Religion and Psychotherapy

Cathedral Councrl
Of Catholic^Wornen
Holds Meeting

The Parish Council of Catholic
¦ By JEAN HAGEN
Women met in Holy Family Hall
at the Cathedral of the Sacred Daily News Women's Editor
Heart Church, Monday evening.
The increasing correlation beMRS. ROBERT FISCHER, tween religion and psychiatry
vice-president, directed the bus- in the modern treatment ' of
iness meeting in the absence of mental disorders was emphaMrs. Archie McGill, president, sized by Dr. Fredrik Midelfort,
who is attending the National La Crosse psychiatrist, in an
Council of Catholic Women's address here Tuesday night.
convention In Washington, D. C. He talked at a meeting sponMrs. Donald Gray, secretary, sored by the Winona Branch,
gave a report and Mrs. Frank American Association of UniMettille, treasurer, gave her versity Women, at Pasteur Hall,
About 150
new address, 356 £. Wabasha Winona State College.
members and other inSt, for the guild chairmen who AAUW
terested persons attended.
want to contact her.
COINCIDENTALLY his apMRS. MAX STEINBAUER, pearance
came only a few hours
reminded
the
welfare chairman,
after
official
word was received
membersof the annual Thanks- that the Review Board from the
giving clothing drive. All mem- Minnesota Department of Public
bers of the parish are asked to Welfare had approved the escontribute good used clothing. tablishment here of the HiawaMrs. McGill had appointed a tha Valley Community Mental
committee consisting of Miss Health Center.
Josephine Steinbauer, Mrs. This was announced by Mrs.
Wayne Himmrich, Mrs. Leo Lloyd Belville, chairman of the
Murphy Jr. and Mrs. Harold Bridging the Gap Between SciThiewes to compile a guide list ence and the Layman study of
for incoming officers when they the Winona Branch, who pretake on their respective duties. sented the speaker. She also
Mr. and Mrs. WilliamShrode
This was not added to the con- introduced his sister, Miss Mar(Beiton Phots Studio)
stitution until it is decided in a garet Midelfort, formerly a
Donna Rae Bauer Rozine and Wilma Bauer, the future date if these aids are member of the WSC faculty.
Becomes Bride of latter two sisters of the bride. adequate.
Bridge and 500 were played
They wore floor-length gowns during the social hour under John Skundbergs
William Schrode
with ivory brocade, bell-shaped the direction of Mrs. Harold Note Anniversary
DURAND, Wis. — Miss Don- skirts and sage-green velvet Thiewes. Prizes were awarded.
ETTRICK, Wis. ( Special) tops, styled with elbow-length
na Rae Bauer, daughter of Mr. sleeves and scoop necklines, V- Coffee and dessert was served. The 40th wedding anniversary
and Mrs. Raymond W. Bauer, shaped at the back. Their headof Mr. and Mrs. John SkundDurand, and William P. Shrode, pieces were double velvet bows Catholic Daughters berg was observed at their home
at a party attended by
St. Paul, son of Mr. and Mrs. in sage green.
Area .Workshop Will Sunday
40 relatives. Among the guests
Irvin F. Shrode, Fairfax, Va., Diane Bauer, the bride's siswere Mrs. Skundberg's mother,
ter, was flower girl and Gary Be at Plainview
were marriedSaturday.
Mrs. Alma Grinde, 80, of Blair,
The wedding was In St. Weisenbeck was ring bearer.
Court Plainview, Catholic and Oran Federson, best man
Michael
J.
Leary
was
best
Mary's Catholic Church, DurDaughters of America, will host
and, with the Rt. Rev. Msgr. man. Dennis Plankers, Richard an area workshop Sunday at at the wedding.
Mrs. Skundberg's corsage of
Leonard
Jr.,
and
Terry
DesStephen Anderi officiating.
mond were groomsmen. Ushers St. Joachim's Catholic Church, red roses was the gift of her
THE bride, given in mar- were Fred and Roy Bauer, Plainview, Minn. Registration son-in-law and daughter, Mr.
riage by her father, was attired brothers of the bride, Henry begins at 12:30 p.m. and the and Mrs. Alvin Kleppen and
workshop closes at 4:30 p.m. their children. The anniversary
in a floor-length gown of satin- Baier and Gordon Bauer.
faced peau de soie in a light iv- An afternoon reception was Winona CDA members who are cake, made and decorated by
ory color. It was styled with a held at the Rod and Gun Club interested in attending are to Mr. and Mrs. William Strozewcall Mrs. Ross Nixon no later ski, Black River Falls, Wis., the
snug bodice with scoop neckline, at Durand.
bride's brother-in-law and sisand elbow-length horn sleeves, The bridal pair went to North- than Friday.
edged with re-embroideredlace ern Minnesota for a honeymoon. The regular meeting of the ter, was served by another sisas was the Watteau train of the They will make their home in Winona Court will be Monday ter, Mrs. Donald Hessler of
at 8 p.m. in Holy Family Hall. Blair, Wis. Mrs. Leonard Gjestwind-swept skirt. Her ivory silk St. Paul.
Following
the meeting, games vang, Whitehall, Wis., sister of
illusion veil was caught by a
will
be
played
and prizes award- the groom, poured.
SUCCESSFUL
FEST
high crown of lace and pearls.
after
which
lunch will be John Skundberg and Tressa
ed,
She carried a cascade bou- TAYLOR, Wis. (Special) — served.
Grinde were married Nov. 15,
quet of white cymbidium or- The Holiday Fest, held Satur¦
1924, at the parsonage of First
chids imported from Australia, day at the Taylor Lutheran
Lutheran Church, Blair. Since
and white sweetheart roses and Church, was termed a big suc- Area Girl Scouts
their marriage they have farmsmilax.
cess with over $700 realized, aced in the French Creek valley,
Learn
to
Square
Miss Beverly LeTendre was cording to Mrs. Roy Bue,
about five miles west of Etmaid of honor and bridesmaids American Lutheran Church Dance at Hoe-Down trick, on his home farm. They
were the Misses Linda Norrish, Women's treasurer.
have one daughter, Mrs. KlepETTRICK, Wis. (Special) — pen, and two grandchildren
.
Girl Scouts from Arcadia, Whitehall, Blair and Ettrick particiLADIES'
pated in an old-fashioned hoe- About $95 Donated
down at Ettrick Community Hall
To Trempealeau GS
Saturday afternoon.
Caller Frank C. Tillman, La TREMPEALEAU, N Wis. (SpeCrosse, brought four couples of cial)—Francis Wood, fund drive
"Teen Twirlers" from La chairman for the Riverland Girl
Crosse, who demonstrated the Scout Drive here, announces
square dances and assisted in that $94.80 was raised during the
teaching the Scouts.
recent drive.
Colorful costumes,* twirling Solicitors that assisted were:
skirts and lace pantalets were Mmes. Craig Boyer, John Welch,
in evidence. A barn dance at- Donald Bruggen, William Stellmosphere was enhanced by a pflug, Nellie Church and James
large scarecrow. Lunch was Stull, Miss Linda Laun and Mr.
served in the basement.
Wood.
Eighty Scouts were registered, There are three troops of Girl
plus 25 mothers, leaders and Scouts in Trempealeau with a
committee members. The hall total of 55 girls. Leaders I are :
Reg. to $13.95
was in charge of Mrs. James Mmes. Vincent Pinorsky J and
Davis, Blair, neighborhood Ken Carhart for the Brownies;
chairman, and Mrs. Dea Fraust, Mmes. Warren Adams and Hubert Drugan, Juniors, and
Ettrick Scout leader.
Mrs. Fraust returned Friday Mmes. Francis Wood a n d
from Chicago where she was George Anderson. Cadettes.
a delegate from Riverland CounFLATS —MID HEELS— STACKS
cil at the three-day regional 750 Eat Turkey
Girl Scout convention.
WEDGIES —SPIKES

SAMPLE
SHOES
4-B

$

$

5" to 8"

TOWNSEND CLUB I
The Auxiliary to Townsend
Club I will meet at 8 p.m. Friday at West Recreation Center.
Members are to bring sandwiches for lunch. Those having
birthdays in November will be
honored. A social hour and
games will follow the meeting.
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BLAIR, Wis. (Special) — The
turkey dinner, prepared and
served by the men of St. Ansgar's parish Sunday, attracted
a crowd of 750 persons.
High school boys helped the
men serve the meal. John Angst
and James Krai were 'head
cooks. Consumed were 600
pounds of turkey.
Diners came from Waumandee, La Crosse, Eau Claire,
Alma Center, Blair, Arcadia,
Ettrick and Black River Falls ,
Wis,, and Winona.

TAYLOR SUNDAY SCHOOL
TAYLOR, Wis. (Special) Taylor Lutheran Church Sunday
school teachers will meet Thursday at 8 p.m. at the church
to plan for the Christmas program.
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SALE!

20% A OFF

At Blair Church

FOUNTAIN CITY, Wis. (Special) — Fountain City American
Legion Auxiliary, with other auxiliaries in Wisconsin, will again
this year collect coffee can
strips and labels, in return for
which the coffee company will
donate toys at Christmas for
children in orphanges.
Members of Unit 56, Fountain
City, which is vitally interested
in child welfare work , solicits
the aid of the public in helping
with this project, Dec. 12 Is the
deadline for turning in the
strips.

was moved up a week because
of Thanksgiving. Christmas
cards will bt for sale at the
meeting^ which is open to all
interestedwomen.
TAYLOR ALCW
TAYLOBj Wliy ^Special) Taylor Lutheran Church American LutheranChurchWomen,
wm ine«t ^esdsw7«t:a p.m.
Hostesseswill be Mmai. Douglas Curran, James KnUeley,
Chris SeversonandJames Watson. The, Mary Circle will present the program.

Mrs . E. J. Boiler, branch presi- one can see, such as awareness
dent, spoke briefly.
of God . . . an insight or hid- DAKOTA WSCS
,
Dr. Midelfort, whose topic den wisdom. Many great re- DAKOTA, Minn. ( Special) was "The Relationship of Re- ligionists were mystics, he said, The Women's Society of Chrisligion and Psychotherapy" trac- as was Einstein about mathe- tian Service of the Methodist
ed the development of psychi- matics.
Church will meet at 2 p.m.
atry, pointing out that, until "Einstein had a sense of mys- Thursday at the home of^ Mrs.
recently, the tradition had been tery and wonder about the uni- Bertha Vanderzee. The meeting
not to mix religion and psychi- verse, " the speaker said.
atry.
He discussed the concept of
He touched briefly on the the person and emphasized that
early treatment of mental pa- one must learn to know onetients, when' custodialcare, be- self. Of critical importance, he
hind bars, was considered the said, is the -religious life of a
proper treatment. Then the perton;it has much to do with
condition was thought to be phy- the proper balance of the persical, but doctors came to real- sonality.
ize that there ¦ were other
. -. A . .^7" .;
causes.
HE SPOKE OF the work of
Freud
and Jung and other early
"TODAY, 50 years later, we psychiatrists. In the past, he
are not afraid to associate re- said, psychiatrists looked inligion and psychiatry," he said. wardly to the instincts, but the
The American Academy of picture is changing now to soReligion and Health, the Amer- cial psychiatry, with more emican Medical Association ant} phasis on the dynamic forces of
other groups now recognize the the environment around the pacorrelation, he stated.
tient.
Dr. Midelfort explained the Modern psychiatry places
importance of mysticism in the much importance on family
development of a well-rounded units in psychotherapy^ Dr.
human being. This, he said, is Midelfort said. When a patient
.>
On Every Item of Maternity Wear
a belief that everything is sym- is brought to a mental health ) ¦ ¦
bolic of something more than center, psychiatrists want the
the known facts . . . an aware- familyto come too to take part
ness of something beyond what in the treatment of the patient.
This is where religion comes
according to Dr. Midelfort,
Two Weaver Social in,
for the family pastor is encourPhono 7855 (
Groups at Parties aged to participate.
) 156 Main
"There are certain things that
WEAVER, Minn. (Special) - psychiatrists cannot do. We
Two social groups at Weaver need help," he said, implying aammmmmmmmmm mmmmmmmm ^^
had parties recently. The that pastors can supply this
Neighborhood Group met at need. "But it is not easy to
the home of Mr. and Mrs. get pastors to come in and talk
Leonard Rollins Thursday even- with me and I'm still a little
ing, with well-filled baskets for afraid of them."
a surprise supper party. The "IT IS A GREAT asset to
sociable evening was spent be able to sit down with the
musically.
patient, the family and the pasThe Hungry Four met with tor and talk together," Dr.
Mrs. Lawrence Lamey Friday Midelfort said. The desired reafternoon in observance of her sult, he said, is to give the "a
«'j •
SS
birthday. They brought the patient a sense of being a cenI
'^tt/
1
"
lunch, which included a birthday tered self instead of self-cencake.
tered, which is the goal of
¦
psychotherapy.
there is nothing as effective
Music Mothers
in psychotherapy as human
he stated. A paChairmen Named relationships,
tient needs warmth and love;
TAYLOR, "Wis. (Special) - tranquilizers cannot take their
Group chairmen have been place.
I
!
METALLIC
l!
named for the Taylor Music Dr. Midelfort said he would
Mothers, according to Mrs. Ar- like to see people in churches
GLITTER
j 'j
JK
thur Gilbertson, president. The involve themselves in helping
chairmen and their respective mentally disturbed persons.
night in j j
I
j M M « a \ Step into the
groups are Mrs. Walter Mat- He described briefly the ideal
fabric opera : I
shimmering
i|^PPl\
white.
zelle, Village of Taylor; Mrs. mental health center, which I
would
include,
he
said,
a
genmetallic patterncomfort
Gerald Koxlien, Curran Valley
\l
and Big Slough; Mrs. Ievai eral hospital as a focus, in- | A^P^^^mX Dance-all-night on
and
an
out-patient
servpatient
in
i
\\
Hoem, Rose Hill; Mrs. Leon
I^^tw^t^^
\ delicate mid-heel.
Rauss, East of Taylor, and ice; day and night therapy; 1
j
1H^^®M X
hospital units; and ocMrs. Harley Simonson, Trump weekend
cupational and recreational
Coulee area.
services.
The next meeting of the group After his talk, he answered
will be Dec. 7 at 8 p.m. at the many pertinent questions from
high school cafeteria. This will the audience.
be the Christmas party and fol- "Good luck to you with your
lowing the meeting here will be Mental Health Center," he said
an exchange of 50 cent gifts.
in closing.
m ^sM ^ss^^m ^mmmim ^mmmmm ^^mmmmmmmmmm

Legion Auxiliary
i Starts
Project

II AND COMPANV

BABY SHOWER . , , v „ ,
TAYLOR, Wis. (Specia > -r«
baby shower for Carol Eliiabeth
Matson, infant daughter of Mr.
and Mrs. Henry Matson, will
be held Sunday at 2 p.m. at the
Taylor Lutheran Church. Everyone is welcome.

TINTING NOW AVAILABLE
IN OUIl SHOE DEPARTMENT
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or
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** pora pump -01 mld hecl or
hi-heel.
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Cancer Film
To Be Shown
This Evening

Sobotta-Sluga
Nuptia l Vows
Exchanged

Two films put out by the
American Cancer Society will
be shown at the Welcome Wagon Club meeting at 8 p.m. today at Lake Park Lodge. A local medical doctor will discuss
cancer and answer questions!
Coffee and dessert will be
served during the social hour.
Any interested persons are
welcome to attend.
¦
TEACHERS AT WHITEHALL
WHITEHALL, Wis. (Special)
—The Whitehall Teachers Association will meet Monday at

ARCADIA, Wis. (Special) Mr. and Mrs. LaVern E. Sobotta are now residing in Arcadia, following theirhoneymoonto
the western states.
Mrs. Sobotta is the former
M i s s Marlette Ann Shiga,
daughter of Mr. and Mrs. John
Shiga, rural Independence, and
Mr. Sobotta is the son of Mr.
and Mrs. Edmund Sobotta, rural Arcadia.
THE COUPLE was united in
marriage by the groom's cousin, the Very Rev. Edmund KHmek at the Ss. Peter * Paul
Catholic Church, Independence,
Nov. 7.
Marcel Lyga, Independence,
sang a Polish hymn and other
solos. He was accompanied by
Mrs. Regina Relnhold, who also
furnished the traditional nuptial
music.
A floor-length gown of lace
and pleated nylon tulle was
worn by the bride, who was given in marriage by her father.
The fitted bodice of lace, featured a scalloped neckline, detailed with white sequins and
pearls and long traditional tapered sleeves. The bouffant skirt
was fashioned with alternate
ruffles of lace and pleated nylon
tulle. Her silk illusion veil was
held by a tiara of pearls.
She carried a bouquet of red
roses, with streamers tied with
red rose buds.

DR. AND MRS. LUIS A. GALVEZ, 118 W. Stir,nia St., announce the engagement of her sister, Miss
Norma Estevez, daughter of Mr. and Mrs. Camilo
Estevez , Guantanamo, Cuba, to Charles H. Anderson, son of Mr. and Mrs. Emil Anderson, 850 W. 5th
St. The wedding has been planned for Jan. 24 at St.
Paul's Episcopal Church. Miss Estevez Is employed
by the Winona Monument Company and her fiance
works at the office of Drs. C. R. Kollofski and Max
L. DeBolt. (Durfey Studios)

Ettrick Auxiliary
Initiates Members

Job's Daughters
Initiate
Eight Candidates
Eight candidates were initiated into the International Order
of Job's Daughters when Bethel 8 met Monday evening. Receiving the Epochs were Joanne
Huber, Nancy Willis, Pam
Peirce, Linda Johnsrud, Sue
Pettit, Jeanne McCleur, Ren'anne Hollingsworth and Kathy
Rihs.
Mrs. Edwin Greethurst, worthy matron of Chapter 141, Order of the Eastern Star, was
introduced by the honored
queen, Susan Fried. Miss Fried
reported on the bake sale held
at the Winona National and
Savings Bank Nov. 6 and thanked the members for making it
a huge success.
Mrs. Willard Hillyer was the
musician. An invitation to attend the institution of a Bethel
in Shakopee, Minn, was read.
Mmes. Edna Fried and Ervin
Neumann and Maurice Godsey
assisted the guardian council
with the dinner which preceded
the meeting.
PLAINVIEW AUXILIARY
PLAINVIEW, Minn. ( Special)
— The American Legion Auxiliary of Post 179 will meet at 2
p.m. Thursday at the Legion
Community Building. This meetlag will take the place of the
regular meeting date which falls
on Thanksgiving.

THE GROOM was attended
by his brother, Linus Sobotta,
Arcadia, Jerome Beck, Winona,
and William Thoma, Whitehall,
Wis.
Roland Roskos, Ames, lows,
and Junior Kampa, Independence, were ushers;
For her daughter's wedding,
Mrs. Sluga wore a taupe brown
dress and the groom's mother
wore a green wool dress. Both
wore corsages of yellow split
carnations, threaded with yellow rose buds.
Ninety-five guests were entertained at a dinner at Club 93 at
noon with a wedding cake centering the bridal table, made by
Mrs. David Theisen, Arcadia.

all, a price that's to tun to pay

• Best
Black

Mr. sod Mrs. LaVern Sobotta

Patent or Leather Red—
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Biggest Shoe Veluel
Smartly trained calf* that's at toft at It Is luscious
Cuthlonid arch pad for comfort whers It really eounti
Cuthlonid foam Insole tfiet whltptn toftnwi In awry step
Lighter, mora flexible outtnol* that b long-wairlnf
Walksbli mid heal... broader, mora comlorttbla

manuel Lutheran School basement.
Election of national directors
and local officers will be held.
There will be entertainment
Lunch will be served. Bernard
Smith, St. Charles, win answer
questions on AAL insurance.
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bride's orchestra and Richard ed at a rehearsal dinner. AsSaa our new BREAD RACK
*° «
sisting Mrs. Sobotta, was Mrs.
- much lirg«r and filled with • COOKIES — 3 varieties.
PronschinskSi
many Goodit>« — properly dit- • BREADS—Dote, Banana, Datenui, Banana Nut.
Assisting during the dinner Julia Thomas, Arcadia.
played.
• CHILI — Try some and saal
and reception vtrt: Mmes. The bride li a graduate of
Independence
High
School
and
Clarence Schank, John Kuja,
Anna Marsolek, Everett Sluga, is employed as a secretary at
Stanley Skroch, Roman Sonsal- the Killian, Inc. Furniture
la, Edmund Pyka, John Mie- Store.
: GALLONS (4 popular flavors) $1.1• - HALF GALLONS (including "Doublo Delight" ) 79*
mietz, Aloiry Kiehl Jr. and The groom attended Arcadia
SCOOPER ICE CREAM, Vi Gal. 69* — PINTS (10 flavor!) 2l(, 2 far 55* _ SHERBET (t '!
Misses Laura Graul, Mary Rose schools and is engaged in farmflavors) Pt. 28*, 2 Pt$. 55«.
and Carol Reuter, Jean Wolfe, ing with his father in the North
Plus LAND-O-LAKES Country Freih Milk A Othor Dairy Products
j
Joan Sobotta, Theresa Roskos, Creek area, Town of Arcadia.
Bi
Beverly Thoma and Alice SoWe stock a good election of CANDY and SOFT DRINKS plus many other Item* too
botta.
TREE SALE AT PRESTON
Tumorous to mention.
Music for dancing in the eveTHE BRIDE selected her sis- ning was furnished by the Wal- PRESTON, Minn. (Special)ter, Miss Gertrude Shiga, Inde- ek Orchestra of Independence. Boy Scout Troop 67 again will
sell C h r i s t m a s trees and
pendence, as her maid of honor
Do Your Shopping Evenings
and the groom's sister, Miss THE GROOM'S aunt and un wreaths on Main Street. Scouts
Helen Lois Sobotta, Arcadia, cle, Mr. and Mrs. Clarence So will have long and short needle
and Miss Carol Pronschinske, botta, rural Arcadia, entertain varieties.
West Bend, Wis., as bridesmaids.
«. . .
All bridal attendants wore
floor-length gowns of emerald
Seen brocade with fitted bodis, fashioned with scalloped
necklines, three-quarter length
i/ v v v v v v v v / v y vv tf uv vvaaaajaj
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sleeves, and pleated skirts.
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GALESVILLB, Wis. (Special)
—Examinations for tha soma 22
applying for the Galesville post*
office position will be given at
tha La Croeie pottofflce Nor.
28 at 8:80 a.m.

LEONE 6L LLOYD'S Grocery

LEWISTON, Minn. ( SpeclaDLewiston PTA will meet at 8
p.m. Thursday in the school
auditorium.
A panel discussion on the topic, "Guidance and Counseling,"
will be featured. Guest speakers
will be Thomas Raine of Winona Vocational School and
James Rosasco of Red Wing
Public School.
Mrs. Paul Mueller, chairman
of the serving committee, will
be assisted by Rimes. John CalA RECEPTION was also held
lan, David Beech, Robert Mueller, Donald Mulholland, Roger at Club 93 in the afternoon with
Neitzke, Arnold Bartelson and music furnished for dancing
during the reception by the
Robert Sim.

CHECK THESE OUTSTANDING FEATURES:

AAL AT PLAINVIEW
PLAINVIEW, Minn. (Special)
— Aid Associations for Lutherans will hold its fall meeting
Friday at 8:15 p.m. in the Im-

Galesville Postmaster
Examination Nov. 28

OPEN 7 DAYS A WEEK -9 A.M. to 9 P.M.

ETTRICK, Wis. (Special) New members initiated when
the Ettrick Legion Auxiliary
met Monday evening were Mrs.
Don ald Corcoran, South Beaver
Creek; Mrs. Richard Herreid,
North Beaver Creek, a n d
Mmes. Anna Tranberg, Anna
Evenson, Robert Brush and Ed
Forseth.
Coffee strips to be redeemed
for childrens' toys .are to be
taken to the Terpening Grocery
before Dec. 15. Christmas gifts
are to be purchased for hospitalized Ettrick veterans.

Lewiston PTA to
Hear Panel Talks

7:30 p.m. in the hot lunch room
at Memorial High School. All
schools in the Whitehall district
will be closed Nov. 28 and 27
for Thanksgiving vacation.
James Olson, high school principal, announced that members
of the student council are planning to help sponsor another
foreign exchange student here.
Last year Yuuoko Pykalainenof
Finland was here.
¦
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Station, Melrose;
have their registration card, Young's Mobil
M
that comes with their license, Undberg's «" Station, Hixton,
filled out In advance to present and Pure Ofl Station, Highway
at the time tiny display the 12, Camp Douglas.
deer to the registrar.Stations
Two weeks before the are at the following locations: THE WORST PAJtl^
opening of the season,
LOUISVILLE m — Two 10George Meyer, Whitewater
Buffalo County —Merrick year-old boys ware discussing
Refuge manager, bad three
State'Park and Glenn's Mo- the dance classes being held at
telephone calls from the
bil Station, Fountain City. the Louisville Country Club.
Dover-Eyota area that an
Other stations will be at
I kinda like dancing," on*
elk was seen there. The reNelson, Alma, Maxville and confessed.
ports came from hunters
Mondovi.
"I don't mind the dancing/*
who could identify an elk.
Pepin County — Durand, the other agreed, "hjit I "sin*
Meyer checked track marks
Schwartz
Cities Service Station, do hate all that politeness.
and made a report to the
research department at For- and Pepin, Buzz's Bar.
^
est Lake — who told him
Trempealeau — F o s s' '
FREE
politely that be was "nuts"
Standard Station, Whitehall;
which anybody else would
Vilas Smith Shell Station,
Dinner for 2
have done under the circumGalesville; Perrot State
stances not realizing that
at The Oaka
Park, Trempealeau; Johntor...Golden
elk could get lost and go the
Prog
ny's Standard Station, Oswrong way.
-.. if you run out «f PUBL
seo, and Rebbahn Mobil StaOIL whHa en our
tion, Arcadia.
Wisconsin Checking Station*1
KEEP-FULL SERVICI
Successful Wisconsin d e e r Monroe and Jackson — Tomhunters are required to check ah, Black River Falls, Pray,
In their deer at registration sta- Necedah and Fairchild Rangtions in the county in which the er Stations; Sheriffs office,
Phono 2314
deer was killed or in an adjoin- Neillsville; former Rasmussen
Radie-Dli|MlclMtf IWiOmeM
ing county. They are asked to Garage, Highway 16, Sparta;
i

Voice of the
Outdoors

PEAR ABjBY:

This One Is
- Hard to Land

Bowhnnting Season
The early bowhnnting season
for deer in Wisconsin closed
Tuesday to reopen Saturday for
the regular deer hunting season
which runs through Nov. 29.
Minnesota's early season closed
last Sunday. In the shotgun zone
along the river in Wisconsin
during the first two days, a deer
of either sex may be taken, then
it is a spiked horn buck through
Nov. 29.

By ABIGAIL VAN BUREN
DEAR ABBY: How long is a girl supposed to wait for
a man to marry her? I've been going with him for 16
years. I am 46, have been married, no children. He's 58,
has never been married, owns his own business, lives in
style and likes to travel (alone). At first his excuse was
that he had to support his mother. That may have been true
16 years ago, but today she needs his "support" like 1
need a hole in my head. He's made some shrewd investments for her (she owns two luxury apartment buildings )
and her income is over $35,000 a year. (I know, I work for
him.)
In private he tells me he "loves" me. In public he refers
to our relationshipas "pals" or "buddies." I'm sure he
doesn't have anybody else (in town, anyway) and I certainly
don't have another man and don't want one. How do I get
him to marry roe/
ON HJK 16 YUAHS

Mike Gilchrist, 879 W. 5th
St., (r i g h t) was one
of the last Winona bowhunters to bag his deer. He was
the successful one in a party of 18 bowhunters who
hunted in the Black River
Falls area last Sunday. He
is shown with Dick Carr,
817% W. W a b a s h a St.,
weighing the dressed doe. It
tipped the scales at 105
pounds.

DEAR ON ICE: No preacher would
marry a woman to a man with a gun
in his ribs. Your friend is surely not
waiting for you to propose, so give him
the "now or never" ultimatum. But be
prepared for a negative reply.

Six of the deer were yearling bucks, seven adult does,
and two adult bucks. No estimate was available to the
extent of property damage
resulting from the deer-car
collisions, but it was extensive. No serious injuries resulted. Deer kill in other
area counties, also r u n s
high, better than three a day
for the five Southeastern

the four boys and a girl Monday
in Zavala Hospital, in Hambane
District.
The doctor said the birth was
normal and all five of the babies
had a good chance of survival.
Mrs. Matangua, a Negro, and
her husband, Felizberto, already had two sons.
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DA,SY " FRESH AND FULL 0F ENERGY-

VITAMINS Jgr

Taste the Difference

enj oy a good fresh g lass oi milk.
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Winona Fire & Power
Equipment Co*

PHONE 3626
WINONA'S
HOME-OWNED DAIRY^OR HOME DELIVERY
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• Big 100-lb. top freezer.Hyd
Twin Porcelain Enamel
.
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for nearly y4 bushel of vegetables.
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Takes drudgery out of dishes. Rolls anywhere. RollTo You Racks glide out all the way to make loading
easy. Swirling Water Action scrubs and sanitizes
every dish surface. Holds an average full day's
dishes for a family of four ,and 4-Cycle Dish-Minder
Dial lets you choose washing cycle.
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It will be obsolete before
you get it paid for, UNLESS it's a . . .
23" MOTOROLA
COLOR TV
from
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SERVE 0NOF THE GR0W YOUNGSTERS
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TT
OUR VITAMIN - ENRICHED
A PLENTY

| Limited Quantity. Just a few left at *
Thanksgiving Special!
| this low, low price!
* §££1 All-New FRIGIDAIRE Range
FRIGIDAIRE
m "wlndow" oven!
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TERRAMYCIN
SOLUBLE POWDERS

BUY ONE—CET ONE FREE

The value of the data is
strictly comparative. It is
no indication of the deer
harvest for the county, as
many hunters take their
deer to Rushford, Winona
and other points outside the
county, and there is a lot of
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with coupons from October Issue

jSJ

238

Buying a Color TV
on Terms?

TOP GRADE "A"

«
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1964
Specials
tl»

!
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250

home dressing. La Crescent,
the largest community in
the county, does not have a
locker plant.
More Elk Dope
The head and antlers of the
adult elk killed last week near
Eitzen, Minn., have been sent
by Warden Ham to Bernard
Fashingbauer, big game specialist, at the Carlos Avery
Game Research laboratory at

f
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The number of deer processed at four Houston County locker plants ran proportionately
the same for the recent deer
season as a year ago, according to Ham. For the 1984 season it was 250 compared with
238 in 1963. Here is the comparison of the two years at the
four plants:
Town
1964
1963
Eitzen
.. ' 120
110
Caledonia . . . . . . . . 77
. 75
Houston ... -.. . . ..i. 28
28
Spring Grove .. .... 25
25

^W^^

«

_
a
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Minnesota and four Western
Wisconsin counties.
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DEAR ON: Don't ever criticize your teen-aged
daughter in the presence of others. Humiliation never
improved anyone. Explain how important good posture is
to the impression one creates. Work out a few signals
between yourselves as a silent reminder to improve her
posture. (Smooth your hair, or touch your left eyebrow.)
She'll appreciate your consideration and you'll get your
point across painlessly.
Problems? Write to ABBY, Box 69700, Los Angeles, Calif.
For a personal reply, enclose a stamped, self-addressed envelope.

LOURENCO MARQUES, Mozambique (AP) — The birth of
quintuplets to Clara Matangua
was reported today by Dr. Julio
Fernandes. He said he delivered

..

High Auto Kill
Fifteen deer have been killed
on highways in Houston County
during the last month, according to Phil Ham, Houston County warden. The period covered
is from Oct. 18 through Nov. 15
for an average of one deer every two days. The figures cover only the animals that the
warden checked and in most
cases buried. Nine of the animals were killed before the shotgun season opened Nov. 7. In
addition, one deer was killed by
a train.

DEAR ABBY: The letter from Mrs. S.
regarding her disfigured daughter brought
back memories of an incident which occurred when T was in the fourth grade. As 1
ABBY
look back now, I realize how much wisdom
and understanding our teacner snowed, ane cnose ine mosi
popular boy in the class — one whom all the other boys
looked up to — and she told him privately, "Tomorrow we
are going to have a new boy in class. He stutters badly. The
best way to overcome stuttering is to read aloud. If you
children laugh at him, or make fun of him when he stutters,
it will make his stuttering worse. If you show no signs of
noticing it, you will help him tremendously. It is up to you
children. I am depending on you. Spread the word to every
boy in the class."
I was the girl chosen to get the word to all the girls. As
I recall not one person in the class ever violated the trust
the teacher placed in us. Needless to say, the new boy imMRS. R , E. R.
proved.
DEAR ABBY: Regarding the woman whose daughter had
been badly disfigured in an accident and was fearful of returning to school while in dire need of plastic surgery.
My neighbor had a son who had a dental problem, end
he was worried about going back to school wearing the necessary brace-type appliance on his head. His teacher had him
get up before the class and explain what it was all about
There was never one bit of ridicule or rudeness from the
children once they understood the problem.
If that mother would go to school and speak to the class
and explain what had happened to her daughter and hoW
they hoped to correct it in the future, I'm sure she would
find the children very sympathetic and extremely kind to the
child. Young people are amazingly cooperative when put to
THELMA J.
the test.
DEAR ABBY: I knew it's bad psychology to keep after
my teen-age daughter to stand up straight, but her lovely
figure is spoiled by the way she stands. She either has one
hip sticking out, or one toe turned in, or she stands with her
shoulders stooped and her stomach sticking out. I hate myself for constantly criticizing her in front of others, but how
else can I get her to pay some attention to her posture and
ON EDGE
Improve tt?

Birth of Quints
In Mozambique

Forest Lake. Tests will be made
to try to ascertain the location
from which the animal came,
and more about its age.
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Pepin County
Gets $81,100
In Road Aids

Glenn Back
To School

EL TORO, Calif. (AP) - It's
back to adwol for Col, John H.
Glenn
, Jr„ the first American
astronautto orbit the earth.
Glenn checked in at the El
Tore Marine Air Station Tuesday for a two-week refresher
DURAND, Wis. — The Pepin course ln flight training. PurCounty Board of Supervisors
the course is to restore
adopted ¦resolution from the rof
statui at an unrestricted
highway committee advising It pilot.
that the Wisconsin Highway Glenn baa been grounded
Commission is allotting Tt ap- since a bathroom fall earlier
proximately $81,100 for the this year impaired his sense of
county trunk highway system balance.
for next year.
Glenn plana to retira from the
ON RECOMMENDATION of Marine Corpe in January to enthe committee, the board adopt- ter private business. He will
ed county appropriations for
highways as follows:
For bond retirement tn the Tawn at
WelarWIle tar roads, t3.no, with KMO
raised locally.
Maintenance ef the county trunk system, $23,000; winter maintenance on
county trunks, 120,000, and admlnlitre
tion, 113^00, Includlno salaries, per
diem, ofliet and travel ef the hlahway
and advisory committees, commlsefonirs,
clerks and assistants net said from conetructlon and maintenance funds.
Need cosiatructlon, UHMt, ant amer¦sncy brldca repair, 13,400.
,

The highway commissioner,
in cooperation with the civil defense director, was authorized
last week to clear all roads of
travel and assist in any way
possible when a major disaster
of any nature occurs, using
highway equipment as needed
The highway committee was
authorized to purchase equipment up to $30,000 without county board action and draw from
the general fund to the county
aid construction account for a
federal project should it become
feasible, the money to be reimbursed by the federal govern'
ment.

RESOLUTIONS a a t h o r I «ed drawing from the county
treasurer^ funds f o r winter
maintenance and regular county
trunk maintenance when such
funds are needed and not required for other purposes, to be
reimbursed from future appropriations.
The board resolved to petition
the state Highway Commission
to advance one or more future
years' allotments for improvements on state trunks or connecting streets in the county if
they become necessary and desirable.

Test Driver
Admits Theft

A guilty plea to a car theft
charge was entered in District
Court Tuesday by John M,
Lamb, Salem, Ore., who "test
drove " a car from Winona to
Beloit, Wis., in early September.
Judge Leo F . Murphy ordered a pre-sentence investigation
for Lamb, who told the judge
that he has a drinking problem,
Judge M u r p h y interrogated
Lamb to provide a basis for
the state investigations/ and the
Oregon man then was returned
to county jail.
The hearing was held in Judge
Murphy's chambers at the
courthouse Tuesday at 3:30 p.m.
Assistant County Attorney Richard H. Darby represented the
state, and Attorney P. S. Johnson was the court-appointed
lawyer for Lamb.
Car theft, in Lamb's case, is
a felony carrying with it a maximum five-year prison sentence,
Lamb stole a 1964 model car
valued at $2,430 by the agency
that owns it.
Previously, the agency had
listed the car's value at $2 ,900.
At that value, Lamb's offense
would have been punishable by
up to 10 years in prison.
The theft occurred Sept. 10:
Lamb was apprehended sleeping in the car in Beloit , Wis..
Sept, 15. The Oregon man waived preliminary hearing in municipal Court Oct. 14 and was
bound over to District Court.
His Tuesday appearance is the
last step before sentencing in
Lamb's journey through t h e
courts.

Blast Wrecks
Varnish Plant
BRUSSELS, Belgium (AP) A aeries of explosions wrecked
an ink and varnish plant outside
Brussels today. A fire department official b-ajd ;) persons
were killed and more than 40
injured, 15 seriously.
Firemen said the blasts apparently started in a photogravure shop and fed on the inflammable store of ingredients used
to produce inks and varnishes.
Workers told of being hurled
through the air by the blasts
which set the plant ablaze and
touched off nearby gasoline*
tanks. The factory is In a large
Industrial complex at suburban
Uccle.

Guerrillas Routed
In Kenya Baffle

NAIROBI , Kenya (AP) - A
government communique says
250 Somali guerrillas were routed In one of the biggest battles
of the 18-month campaign for
control of 60,000 square miles of
semi-desert grazing land in
northeast Kenya.
The communique snld a security force surprised tho guorrillas camped in a deep gully last
Saturday.

State Has Two
Money Problems

continue working pari time for led me to believe that they
the National Aeronautics and would participate this way."
Regular public hearings on
Space Administration.
the midget proposals will be
held Nov. 27.
a
Private Complaints
Will Be Listened To Washington Getting
MINEOLA, N.Y. (AP) - Naa- New Chief of Police
sau County residents who are

too shy to stand up at a public
budget bearing and voice their
Siinkms will be able to have
eir say and keep their composure.
County Executive Eugene
Nickerson will open bis office
tonight on a first-come, firstserved basis for citizens wishing
to sit down in private with him
and offer suggestions.
"Some people are shy, you
know," Nickerson said. "This

^
^\^ ^___-^____.

WASHINGTON (AP) - The
nation's capital is getting a new
police chief.
He is Deputy Chief John B.
Layton, S2, who will succeed
Chief Robert V. Murray, 60, on
Dec. 1 in the $23.000-a-year Job.
Murray is retiring for health
reasons.
Laytoo's promotion to head of
the
3,000-man Metropolitan
force was announced Tuesday
by District commissioners.

ST. PAUL (AP ) - A state
representative and a department
head voiced separate suggestions Monday for solving two of
Minnesota 's money problems.
Frank Starkey, commissioner
of employment security, proposed a new system of financing the dwindling unemployment
reserve fund.
Rep. D.D. Wozniak, St. Paul
liberal, proposed withholding for
collection of corporation income

taxes as a means of solving the
school aid deficit.
Wozniak, In a letter to conservative legislative leaders,
said the procedure would create
a "windfall" of tax collections
"somewhere in excess of $20
million" in the first two years
of the plan.
Under Wozniak's proposal corporations would pay part of
their taxes before the end of the
'year. "I am suggesting that cor-

porations be placed upon a modified pay-as-you-go schedule,
somewhat comparative to the
self employed," Wozniak mott.

estimated 144 million a year In
employer-paid taxes, Starkey
said. The current intake Is about
$30 million.

He said he intends to Introduce
a corporation tax withholding
bill in the next Legislature
which meets In January and
added that Gov. Karl Rolvaag
agrees his plan is fair and equitable.
Starkey told a state Senate
subcommittee he favored raising the tax base from $3,000 a
year for each employe to $4,800.
He also suggested passing a 50
cent tax penalty for employers
who Lay off workers.
The system would bring in an

New Junior High
Set at Sauk Rapids

.

a)

SAUK RAPIDS, Mlnm. (AP)~
A $735,000 bond issue for construction of a new junior high
school in Sauk Rapids was approved Monday by a 580 - 552
vote.
The new school will adjoin the
Sauk Rapids Senior high school
recently constructed at a cost of
more than $1 million, The
current junior high school will
be used for elementary classes.
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Old Home Persis t

By BILL MERRILL
With futuristic homes, pushbutton conveniences, and prefab swimming pools, the question is, will our present generation have fond memories of the
old home place?
There's something majestic
about the memories of an old
frame house, a picket fence, and
a acreened-inor
open porch, a
tree or two In
the front yard,
all rolled intc
one setting. And
to these thai
grew up in this
atmosphere,^ il
has become endeared as the
"old h o me
place."
Merrill
Piece by piect
k

the old home took on a change
to keep up with the strides of
time. The pantry was made into the bathroom, thus the shed
that had housed the outside accommodations came down, giving us considerable more yard
to romp in. The familiar rattle
of the furnace, as Dad shook

DECA President
Gets State Office

John Chick, 462 St. Charles
St., president of the Winona
chapter of Distributive Education Clubs of America and one
of 11 students in this year's
distributive education program
of the Winona Area VocationalTechnical School, recently has
been elected state parliamentarian of the Minnesota DECA organization.
Four other Winonans also
were chosen as voting delegates
at the state conference in Minneapolis. They
are B o n n i e
A r m a t rong,
Pauline Hunter,
Diane Palbicki
wd N a n c y
Schroeder.
The distributive marketing
program, now
under the direcJohn
tion of coordinator Ronald Kuhn, is in its
second year here and members
of the class have planned several projects for the current
year. One is the serving of
coffee for members of evening
school classes at Senior High
School. A display was prepared
recently for exhibit in a downtown show window pointing out
offerings of the vocational-technical school.
Classroom sessions in marketing and management are
conducted mornings and are
augmented by on-the-job training at stations throughout the
city.
This year's officers of Winona's DECA club, in addition to
Chick, are: John Schnaufer,
vice president ; Diane Palbicki, secretary, and Bonnie
Armstrong, treasurer.
¦

Circulation Gain
Reported f or
Lanesboro Libra ry

down the ashes, and the chilled
greeting of cold winter air have
given -way to — first a new
fangled oil burner with its constant heat , and finally, to a gas
furnace that has even eliminated the oil tank. Thus, the home
reflected, with each decade ,
progress in its most vivid forms .
Even the furniture gave way to
the march of time as the drip ,
drip, drip of the old icebox was
removed in favor of a white
miracle, called a refrigerator .
Yet, with all of its changes, the
old frame house held its identity
and with little imagination , the
mind's eye can capture it as it
was then, in the good old days.

IT'S THE younger generation
I'm concerned about. Take for
exampk , the ever-growing suburb of 500 homes, three basic
designs , and everything ultramodem. Garage doors pop open
with the touch of a button; zone
heating , dishwashers , garbage
disposals, and in some cases ,
a pce-fab swimming pool in the
back yard . Now you can 't say
it's not nice. You can 't fight
progress. You don't even want
to. It's just hard to imagine
such conveniences all rolled into
every-day living as being a part
of a fond memory called the
old home place. You know , tha t
could be the whole thing — convenience. The old home place
was slow in coming to the place
of convenient living.
There was always something
to do — paint the wainscoting,
take out the old furnace, tear
up the pantry and convert it to
a bathroom, and build in cupboards. It demanded more time
and care. Today there's more
time to go to the beach , the golf
course, or picnic grounds.
PERHAPS THE up - coming
generation will have to settle
for a fond memory of the old
home beach, golf course, or picnic grounds. Anyway, until by
the press of time, houses vary
from the present ones, to where
they are modernistic, dome-like
structures that eliminate furnaces altogether as a tiny contraption absorbs the heat from
the sun and stores .it, or until
living rooms containing built-in
furnishings that at the touch of
a button transforms into a bedroom, and every modern home
boasts wall-to-wall television, 1
suspect dreams of the old home
place will be the special privilege of the present adults, who
may have been horn 30 years
too soon, but wouldn 't change it
one iota for a rocket ride to
the/ moon.

Chemist Joins
Watkins Research
Joining Watkins Products ,
Inc., this week as an associate
chemist was David J . White ,
28. He is assigned to the cosmetic section of the company 's
research laboratories .
White's appointment is in
connection with a company program of expansion and development of its lines .
He is a native of Minneapolis ,
where he was graduated from
Southwest High School. He attended the University of Colorado arid was graduated in 195J!
from the University of Minnesota with a bachelor 's degre*
in bacteriology and chemistry.
Before joining Watkins h«
worked in similar capacities for
Abbott Laboratories and the
Jewel Tea Co . He lives with
his wife and daughter , 2, at
319 Main St.

LANESBORO , Minn. (Special)
—Mrs. C. W. Hanson was elected chairman of the Lanesboro
Public LibTary Association annual meeting Monday.
Other officers: Mrs. Karl P.
Doffing, first vice chairman ;
Mrs. Walter Ode , second vice
chairman, and Mrs. Maynard
Ask, secretary-treasurer. Other i 4-Year Term
board members are "Mmes. Paul
Gardner , A, W. Highum , Theo- For Wisconsin
dore Bell , Orrin Flab and Arnold Aakre and Misses Frieda Tax Dod ger
Schluter and Frances Williams .
Mrs. Edward Walsh , librarian , MILWAUKEE i/P - Walter
reported circulation of 2 ,601 H . Forth , 6.'1, a Milwaukee bus ibooks the last year , an increase I ness consultant and former inof 497 over 1963. A total 216 ' dustrialist . was sentenced Tuesbooks was purchased — 52 adult day to four years in Waupu n
fiction , 68 adult nonfiction, and State Prison and fin«xl $2,000 for
96 juvenile — at a cost of ap- evasion of state income taxe s
from 195R through 1961.
proximatel y $600.

Robbinsdale Votes
New School Bonds

MINNEAPOLIS (AP I -- Suburban Robhinsdale voters gave
2,823-1 ,113 approval Tuesday to
a $1.6 million bond issue lor a
new elementary school and 12room additions to two others.
¦
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Why "Good-Time
Charfie"Suffers
Uneasy Bladder

OBW IM Mllag a* drlaklaa maw ba a
smnaat aalU, bat «nnorln» bhdaar trri•ttlona—as**tag r»» f**l r«atl«M, mo,
and antaorfortaba*. An* tt natlw alibi*,
with aurainc bac«a«ti*, baadubs or mi»
•alaracOM and palm du* tooT*r-««rtlon
,
¦Ira la ar •actional apwt, art add In. a*
want mlaarr-aaa*!valt—try Dotn'a Pllk,
Doaa'a PUa aa*. t wars for apa aij nBat. 1 — Thar aava a aootblnf affacl n
fclaadar Irritation*. i-A fait p»lo-r.ll«rfa* actios aa aanlnf hatkarh: h—Amtnaa, mvMoUr aaaat and pttnt . I —A
woaaarfaltr mild Jlurati* actios thru tha
siMnay*,taniltg to Uanaa* to* ralout of
tin II M IIM at kMnnr tabaa. 60, t*t Ih.
mtn *bappr nllcf gllHnci h«r« rn)or«d
for ant to rami*, 'or conT»lmc«, buy
at*laraaalas.M Oaaa'a rUU lodart

Portti was charged on four
counts with nonpayment of nn
estimated $2.r) ,000 In state (axes .
¦
TIM!': MARCH E S R.-W'KWA RI)
AVO-N PARK. Fla. ¦¦# - The
clock on the wall nf the Li '1
General Store on Main Street
must haw Rot quite a shock .
A customer noticed that it was
[ running backward . Yes. said
j Mrs. Sura Houpe , the cashier ,
it had been doing that ever
since an electrical storm a few
davs earlier.

Madison Lake
LA CROSSE, Wis. — The Man Dead of
United Auto Workers (UAW)
Tuesday ratified a local and a
national agreement with the Al- Crash Injuries
lis-Chalmers Manufacturing Co.

and returned to work today.
The UAW struck Allis-Chalmers' five plants Nov. 9.
Agreement on local issues was
reached Tuesday at the company's West Allis, Wis., plant.
This was the last of the five
plants to agree on a local contract.
UAW officials in Milwaukee
said the union's central pact
with Allis-Chalmers was agreed
upon soon after the West Allis
agreement.
¦
PLEASANT HILL FU
WITOKA, Minn. - Reports
on the state convention will be
given at the meeting of the
Pleasant Hill Farmers Union at
8:30 p.m . Fridav at Pleasant
Hill Town Hall . Movies will be
shown and lunch will be served.

\ A S HARDWARE
$74 E. 4th St. Ptiona 4007

5Ts

PLAINVIEW, Minn. (Special )
— The first membership dinner
was held at the American Legion community building Sunday night. All paid up members
of Post 179 were eligible.
The 175 present saw slides
shown by Dr. R. A. Glabe ,
Plainview, which he took in
South America while serving
as physician aboard a pleasure
cruiser.
Arrangements for the dinner
were made by Mr. and Mrs.
Floyd Nienow, Mr . and Mrs.
Donavon Timm, James Harlan
and Mr. and Mrs. Herman
Liebenow. The meal was prepared by Mrs. Lawrence Majerus, Mrs. John Kohn and Mrs .
George Rother.
The post will meet tonight at

^
education at Winona Stat* College, appears in the fall edition
of "Journal of Experimental
Education."
It's called "A Study ol Effectiveness of Three Methods
of Teaching One Segment of
Political Science," an outgrowth
of a research project at the
University of Iowa, Iowa City.
Lewis participated In the
project, which undertook to find
out the effectiveness of a student study program which involved three groups of lecture
and reading, each group using
a different study plan.

CALEDONIA PATIENT
CALEDONIA, Minn. (Special)
— Syl Pellowski is a patient at
Caledonia Community Hospital.
A former Winona resident, he
8:3fi.
had a heart attack Saturday
at American Lutheran Church while at work. He is employed
here. Clothing is to be brought by Northwestern Bell Telephone
to the church this week.
Co.

BLAIR, Wla. (Special) — Tha
Blair-Preston volunteer fire de*
partment has answered 83 fira
calls so far in 1964.
Of these, aeven wera city
runs and 26 country calls, according to Chief Agnus Olson.
The department's reauscitator
was put into use twice this fall
when volunteers answered a call
to aid a farmer who suffered
a heart attack and to revive a
man in the city.
These officers were re-elected
at the annual meeting Tuesday:
J a m e s Pederson, president;
James Frederixon, first vlca
president; Otis Berg, second
vice president; Olson, chief; Lyman Toraason , assistant chief;
Duane Johnson, secretary, and
Jerome Mattison, treasurer.
Twenty firemen attended tha
dinner Tuesday evening honoring "Dick" Benson for 55 yeara
of service with the department.
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By THE ASSOCIATED PRESS
Eddie Volk, 58, Madison Lake,
Minn., died early today in a Minneapolis hospital to which he
was removed from Mankato
Tuesday for treatment of injuries suffered Monday afternoon
in an automobile accident.
The death raised Minnesota's
1964 traffic toll to 739, compared
with 716 a year ago.
Volk was injured when his car
overturned on a curve in a Blue
Earth County road 1*4 miles
north of Madison Lake. He was
alore.
Stanley Jackchopt, 38, Hibbing
was killed Tuesday night when
his car collided with a Great
Northern freight train at nearby
Kelly Lake. He was riding alone.
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Storm Windows
and Doors
ilUDD STORE

Feiten, director of Catholic
Charities here, is one of five
Minnesota voting delegates on
the 14th annual meeting and
mental health assembly of the
National Association for Mental
Health today through Saturday
in San Francisco. Community
mental health services and volunteer leadership will be among ,
topics discussed.
TREMPEALEAU STUDENTS
TREMPEALEAU, Wis. (Special) — These six student at
Trempealeau High School attained the A honor roll during
the first quarter: Trixie Delaney
and Barbara Leavitt, seniors;
Sherry Stull, junior; Tom Johnson, sophomore, and Jim NehrIng and Steve Johnson, freshmen.
ARCADIA CLOTHING DRIVE
ARCADIA, Wis. (Special) The annual Thanksgiving clothing drive is now in progress
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Aluminum Combination
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Plainview . Legion WSC Teacher 's Bjai^Prestpn
Article Published Firemen Answer
Post Dinner
A research article by John 23 Ca lls in '64
The Rt. Rev. Msgr. J. Richard Attended by 175
Lewis, assistant professor of

Msgr. Feiten Attends
National Convention
On Menta l Health

Allis-Chalmers
Strike Ended

• Tr«|)t body ha«t to
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The Daily Record
At Community
Memorial Hospital

Winona Deaths

Wi lliam Henwurm
William Herzwurm. 83, Rochester, formerly of Winona,
died Tuesday at 9:17 p.m. at
Community Memorial Hospital
following an illness of several
TUESDAY
days.
ADMISSIONS
Funeral arrangements are beMisa Sally Mrozek, 72 High ing completed by Breitlow FuForest St.
neral Home.
Vlsitiiaj netirai MMICII and surgical
Mtlantu a to 4 and J .«• a:tt p.m. (No
ctilldram undar it.)
Maternity Mtlanrs; » to »:30 and / tt
¦;30 a.m. (Adult* only.)

Haas Koch, Lake Boulevard.
Mr*. Jerome Klinski, Utica,
Minn.
Mn. Hanna Berg, 717Vi E.
5th St.
Mearlyn Hanson, 755 46th Ave.,
Goodview.
Frank Schollmeier, Fountain
City , Wis.
Gerald Amundson, 508 Chatfield St.
Mrs. Harriet Seeling, St. Charles, Minn.
Mrs. Roger Green, 511 Wilson St.
Mrs. A r t h u r Scbeidegger,
Wauraandee, Wis.
Julie Laumb, St. Charles,
Minn,
Discharges
Mrs. Roger Green, 511 Willon St
Miss Inga Smaby, Peterson,
Minn,
Gerald Christopherson, Winona Rt. 3.
Mrs. John Cellus and baby,
80 E, Howard St,
Wesley L a u m b , Houston,
Minn,
Mrs. Jennie McCamley, Fountain City, Wis.
Alfred Brandt, 1262 W. 3rd
St.
Mrs. Charles Todd, 1222 W.
8th St.
Mrs. Alvina Kochenderfer,
Cochrane, Wis.
Births
Mr. and Mrs. Gordon Schaeht,
557 E. Broadway, a son.

BIRTHS ELSEWHERE
BLAIR, Wis. (Special) - Mr.
and Mrs. Howard Boe, a son
Sunday at Tri-County Memorial
Hospital, Whitehall.
Mr. and Mrs. James Frederixon, a daughter Tuesday at
Tri-County Memorial Hospital,
Whitehall. Mrs. Milton Frederixon and Mrs. Ed Otterson,
Blair, are grandmothers.
CALEDONIA, Minn. (Special)
— Mr. and Mrs. Clayton Hosch,
a daughter Nov. 5 at Caledonia
Community Hospital .
WINONA DAM LOCKAGE
Flow — 19,800 cubic leet per
second at 8 a.m. today.
Tuesday
8:45 p.m. — George W. Banta, 4 barges, down.
9:15 p.m. — Col. Davenport,
2 barges, down.
Small craft — 5.
Today
8:15 a.m. — E. B. Ingram, 3
barges, up.
9:08 a.m. — Lady Marjorie,
4 barges, up.

Dodge Sportsmen
Rename Tulius

DODGE, Wis. (Special ) —
Members of the Dodge Sportsmen 's Club altered a bylaw
at the annual meeting Tuesday.
It permits the president to succeed himself.
Richard Tulius was re-elected
president. Harold Andre was
elected vice president to replace
Roy Hoesley. Richard Kulas was
elected director for a threeyear term replacing Leonard
Kulas. Holdover officers are:
David Hoesley, secretary; Mrs.
Lambert T u l i u s , treasurer ;
Richard Lipinski , director for
two more years , and James
Wlcka, whose term as director
will expire next year.
Membership dues were raised
from $1 to $2 per year. The
club voted that junior members, under 16, may attend
meetings only in June , July
and August.
The club will award two trophies after the deer hunting season, to the member bagging the
heaviest deer and the deer with
most antlers.

Sheriff to Attend
2 Sta te Meetings

John Ebben
John Ebben, 88, St. Anne Hospice, died there Tuesday at 5:15
a.m. after a brief illness.
He had been a resident of the
hospice since February 1962,
moving here from St. James,
Minn. There are no immediate
survivors.
Funeral services will be held
at St. John Vianney Church,
Fairmont, with burial in a
cemetery there.

Winona Funerals
Harold J. VeiiFuneral services for Harold
J. Veir, Winona Rt. 8, will be
Friday at 2 p.m. at Fawcett Funeral Home, the Rev. William
J. Hiebert Central Methodist
Church, officiating. Burial will
be in Dakota Cemetery.
Friends may call Thursday
from 3 to 5 and 7 to 9 p.m.

WEATHER
EXTENDED FORECAST
MINNESOTA - Temperatures through Wednesday averaging near seasonal normals extreme northwest and 2 to 8 degrees below seasonal normals
elsewhere. A little warmer Friday, cooler over weekend, a
little warmer again early next
week. Normal highs 26-34 north,
34-39 south, Normal lows 11-18
north, 16-23 south. Precipitation
averaging .10 to .20 inch east
and less than .10 inch west, in
occasional rain or snow about
Friday or Saturday.
OTHER TEMPERATURES
By THE ASSOCIATED PRESS
High Low Pr.
44 35
Albany, clear
Albuquerque, cloudy 57 44
Atlanta, cloudy . . . 78 61
Bismarck, cloudy .. 33 30
Boise, cloudy . . . . . 37 23 ' . ..
49 3»
.
Boston, clear
Chicago, cloudy . . . . 48 35 T
Cincinnati, cloudy . 61 46
Cleveland, clear .. . 49 31
Denver, snow
32 28 .01
Des Moines, cloudy 49 32
Detroit, clear . . . . 50 33
Fairbanks, cloudy . 39 21
Fort Worth, rain . . . 70 54 1.33
Helena, snow . . . . . . 41 28 T
Honolulu, cloudy . . . 81 70
Indianapolis, cloudy 54 38
Jacksonville, clear 82 62 7.
Kansas City, cloudy 48 40 .18
Los Angeles, clear . 49 39 .44
Louisville, cloudy
62 47 .02
74 62 .33
Memphis, rain
Miami, clear
81 69
Milwaukee, cloudy . 4 7 29
Mpls.-St. P., clear .. 45 28 ..
New Orleans, cloudy 79 63
New York , clear ... 52 45
Okla. City, cloudy . 47 44 .68
Omaha, cloudy . . . 49 32
Philadelphia, clear . 61 42 ..
Phoenix, cloudy . . . 57 35
Ptlnd, Me., clear .. 42 33
Ptlnd, Ore, clear .. 51 27
Rapid City, clear . 34 14
Salt Lk. City, clear . 35 22 ..
San Fran., clear . . . 56 51
Seattle, fog
39 35
Winnipeg, snow . . . . 37 18 T
(T-Trace)
DAILY RIVER BULLETIN
Flood Stage 24-hr.
Stage Today Chg.
Red Wing
14 2.7 . . . .
Lake City
6.6 . . . .
Wabasha
12 7.3 - .1
Alma Darn
4 .3 -|- .2
Whitman Dam . . .
2.4
....
Winona Dam . . .
3.3 + .1
.
WINONA
13 5.4
9.9 — .1
Trem'au Pool . . .
4.4
.. ..
Trem'au Dam . . .
Dakota
7 .5 — .2
Dresbach Pool . . .
9.7 + .1
Dresbach Dam . . .
1.9 — .3
La Crosse
12 5. 1 + ,1
Tributary Streami
Chippewa at Durand 4.5 -f .3
Zumbro at Theilm'n 28.5 + . 2
Trem'au at Dodge —0.1
.. .
Black at Galesville . 3.2 — .6
La Crosse at W. Sal. 1.9
Root at Houston ... 5.7 . . . .
RIVER FORECAST
(From Hastings to Guttenherg)
Little change indicated in river stages ln this district in next
several days.
AIRPORT WEATHER
( North Central Observations)
Max temp. 47 at 2 p.m. Tuesday, min. temp. 26 at 8 a.m. today, 34 at noon today, scattered clouds at 3,000 feet, visibility more than 15 miles, northwest wind at 10 m.p.h., barometer 30.08 and falling, humidity 65 percent.

Winona County Sheriff George
Fort said today he plans to attend two statewide meetings
within the next week.
He said he hopes to get to the
three-day meeting of the Minnesota Sheriffs Association that
begins Thursday in Minneapolis
and to the Minnesota Association of Counties meeting convening in Rochester Sunday.
At the former meeting, legisTODAY'S BIRTHDA Y
lation concerning sheriffs in the
state will be discussed. Includ- Richard Rohn, 263 W. Mill
ed will be a proposed change St., 11.
from the salary and-fee system Monica Lynn Hale, «7B>/i E.
to a straight salary payment Broadway, 1.
for Minnesota sheriffs. AI HO to Lori Jean Schneider , 506 E.
bo reviewed is the statewide Broadway, 10.
teletype system,
a

Boat Recovered

The 14-foot boat and 15-horsepower outboard motor reported
Ktolen Monday by Sgt. Joseph
Kryjer, 553 E. Wabasha St.,
from a dock east of Latsch
bunch have been receovered, Asslpidnt Police Chief Marvin A.
lVk'wr reported today . The boat
and nriulor were found In a
sljugh on the Wisconsin side of
the river. They are valued at
about J40O.

Municipal Court

Forfeitures :
Richard R. Quaday, Blue
Earth, Minn., $15 on a charge
of making an improper turn at
the Intersection of U.S. 61 and
14 Nov, 8 at 3:55 p.m.
Elsie B. Young, St. Charles,
Minn., |1C on is, charge of going through a stop sign at Olmstead Street and the Milwaukee railroad tracks Tuesday at
4:46 a.m.

Youth Draws Terms
Wabasha
Without
First Members Totaling 10 Years Yucatan History
NOVEMBER 18, 1964
BLACK RIVER FALLS, Wis.
Author to Give
— Larry G. Betr, 21, rural To Be Presented
Taxi
Service
Black River Falls, was sentencTwo-State Deaths
Return to
WABASHA, Minn. (Special)ed by Jackson County Judge In Houston Co.
Preview of Book
Richard Lawton Tuesday to a
The Wabasha City Council TuesHans Lysgaard
total of 10 years in the Green HOUSTON, Minn. (SpeciaDMABEL, Minn. (Special) - day night revoked the taxicab
Hans Lysgaard, 72, died Tues- license of Miss Judith Pfeil- Legion Meeting Bay Reformatory on three A biography of Capt. Samuel B.
charges. The sentences are to Mclntyre, first appointee from To History Unit
day at Tweeten Memorial Hos- sticker, who didn't renew her
run
concurrently.
Spring
Grove,
pital,
following insurance when it expired Nov. World War I veterans remithe 1st Congressional District to
WEDNISPAY

a long illness.
He was born March 1, 1892,
at Toten, Norway, to Mr. and
Mrs. Ole Paulson Lysgaard. At
18 he came to the U.S., settling
in this area where he spent
the rest of his life.
He married Clara Hoverud
Dec. 9, 1914.
Survivors are : His wife ;
three sons, Melvin, Austin,
Tex.; Carrol, Houston, and Norman, Spring Grove, and four
grandchildren. One son, Orville,
one brother and one sister have
died.
The funeral service will be
Friday at 2 p.m. at Mabel First
Lutheran Church, the Rev.
Bruce Boyce officiating. Burial
will be in Mabel Cemetery.
Mengis Funeral Home is in
charge.

Gustave J. Zabel
ELGIN, Minn. (Special) Gustave J. Zabel, 87, died Tuesday afternoon at a Rochester
hospital after a long illness.
He was born Dec. 26, 1876, at
Plainview to August and Henrietta Tetzlaff Zabel. He married Otelia Ponto Sept. 25, 1912
at Elgin. They farmed in the
area.
He was a member of Trinity
Lutheran Church. They retired
and moved into the village in
1959.
Survivors include his wife;
one son, Glenn, Elgin; two
daughters, Mrs. Eileen Schwanke, Rochester, and Mrs. R. A.
(MaxJne) Narvaez, St. Paul, and
eight grandchildren. Five brothers and two sisters have died.
Funeral services will be at 2
p.m. Friday at Ranfranz Funeral Home, Rochester, the
Rev. O. H. Dorn, Elgin Trinity
Church, officiating. Burial will
be in Elgin Cemetery.
Friends may call at the funeral home after 5 p.m. today.

15.
Now the city , spread ever a
large area, is without taxi service.
The council set Dec. 1 for the
final hearing on a petition to
vacate part of Augustine Street
in Rocque's Addition, in a northeasterly line from Rustic Lane
to the bank of the Mississippi
River. The land adjoins property of Dr. James Perry, dentist,
and the Wabasha Marina.
M. F. Hammer, council
president, presided in the absence of Mayor Gilbert Graner,
who underwent surgery at St.
Elizabeth's Hospital here Tuesday.

Methodists Set
FundCampaign
At St. Charles

ST. CHARLES, Minn.—Plans
for a Christian education building, housing classrooms, a social hall, a kitchen, pastor's
study and church office will be
discussedSunday at St. Charles
Methodist Church.
The program will be started
with a finance campaign under
the direction of Albert V. Hooke,
director for the Minnesota Annual Conference, office of
church finance.
The Rev. Dwight W. Hendricks, church pastor, will head
the local campaign. Other members who will work on the project include John Hynes, general chairman; Henry J. Bartel
prayer life chairman; Mrs. Myron Treder, secretary; Perry
Jenks, publicity chairman; Raymond Benedett, resource chairman; Mrs. Mary Rentfrow,
Christian |& Fingerson
FOUNTAIN. Minn. (Special) hostess chairman; Walter Fisch—Christian Olaf Fingerson, 82, er, special contact chairman,
died Tuesday at 5 p.m. at Pres- and Burge Hammond, visitation
ton Nursing Home after a long chairman.
The campaign will cover a
illness.
five-week
period beginning SunHe was born Oct. 22, 1882, in day with an 8:30 a.m. worship
Chatfield Township to Christ service over a Winona radio
and Rachel Finneseth Finger- station. There also will be a
son.
11:30 service Sunday.
He married Olga Pekop Aug- Presently the congregation
26, 1928, at the home of the has 200 members consisting of
Rev. N. A. Gierie at Lanesboro. 111 families. Because of crowdThey farmed in the Fountain ed conditions, one Sunday school
area until retiring and mov- class meets in the church furing into the village.
nace room and another in the
Survivors are: His wife; one parsonage "basement.
son, Clifford , Fountain; two sis- Cone & Peterson . Architects,
ters, Mrs. Thea Sollid, Mea- St. Paul, have been employed
chain, Sask., Canada, and Mrs. by the church and are drawing
Hanny Isakson, Elk Mound , up a plan. The proposed buildWis., and two brothers, Clar- ing would be added to the rear
ence, Fountain, and Malvin, of the present structure. The
Chatfield. Five sisters and one building would be completed by
September 1965.
brother have died.
The funeral service will be Walter Fischer is chairman of
Thursday at 2 p.m. at Fountain the building committee.
Lutheran Church, the Rev. Leander Brakke officiating. Burial grandchildren; nine g r e a t will be in the church cemetery. grandchildren, and one brother,
Pallbearers will be Curtis, Wilfred, Mondovi.
Kermit and Tilman Fingerson, His wife and three children
Orville and Merlin Tangen, and have died.
Funeral services will be at
Victor Asleson.
Friends may call at R. C. 1:30 p.m. Friday at Arkansaw
Drury Funeral Home after 4 Methodist Church, the Rev. Arp.m. today and until 1 p.m. vid Morey officiating. Burial
Thursday, then at the church. will be in Arkansaw Cemetery.
Friends may call at Goodrich Funeral Home, Durand,
Mrs. Alva Murphy
NELSON, Wis. - Mrs. Alva Thursday afternoon and eve"Jack" Murphy, 63, died at her ning.
Frank Clark
home five miles north of here
at 5 p.m. Tuesday after an ill- WABASHA , Minn. (Special)Frank Clark, 44, formerly of
ness of one year.
The former Gertrude H. Er- Marshalltown, Iowa, who had
pelding, she was bom Aug. 6, lived in Wabasha three months,
1901, at Kellogg, Minn., to Char- died of a heart condition Tuesles and Ethel Erpelding. She day morning at St. Elizabeth's
was married to Alva "Jack" Hospital. He had been ill only
Murphy Oct. 19, 1927, at Fort a few days.
Dodge, Iowa. They lived most He was born Nov. 9, 1920, at
of their married life at Kellogg Maquoketa, Iowa. He had been
and Reads Landing and since in the road construction busiretirement hove lived here the ness and had just opened
Clark's Enterprises, a farm mapnst six years.
She was a member of the Kel- chinery leasing business.
logg Methodist Church and its The funeral service will be
WSCS . the Kellogg American at Carson Funeral Home, MaLegion Auxiliary, the Kellogg quoketa, Friday afternoon. AbGrand Army of the Republic bott-Wise Funeral Home is in
charge of arrangements here.
and was a Gold Star Mother.
Survivors include her husMrs. Margaret Slavin
band; four brothers, Thomas CHATFIELD. Minn. - Mrs.
and Charles , Waterloo, Iowa ;
(Nellie) Slavin, 70,
George, Sarasota, Fla., and Margaret
died
late
Tuesday
night at St.
Dale , Davenport, Iowa, and one
af,
Rochester,
Hospital
Mary
's
*)
sister; Mrs. Earl (Audrey
ter
an
illness
of
four
months.
Timmsen, Kellogg. One son by
a previous marriage, Leonard She was born June 5, 1894, in
Button, was killed in the Korean Elmira Township, Olmsted
County, to Joseph and Ellen
conflict.
Funeral services will be at Manahan. She was married to
2:30 p.m. Friday at Kellogg George W. Slavin Nov. 29, 1919,
in the Troy
Methodist Church , the Rev , and they farmedDec,
21, 1946.
area.
He
died
Robert Dunn offioifltine. Burial
will be in Greenfield Cemetery , She moved into the village in
1961.
Kellogg.
Friends may call at Buckman- She was a member of St.
Schiorts Funeral Home , Waba- Mary 's Catholic Church and its
Altar Society.
sha, after 2 p.m. Thursday.
Survivors include one son,
Joseph, Chatfield; one brother,
Irvln Holden
ARKANSAW , Wis. (SpcciaD- James, Chatfield , and one sisIrvin Holden. 1)0, died at 6 p.m, ter, Miss Monica Manahan ,
Tuesday at St. Benedict's Com- Chatfield. Two brothers and
munity Hospital, Durand, where three sisters have died.
Funeral services will be at
he had been a patient five
9 a.m. Friday at St. Mary 's
weeks.
The son of John and Susan Catholic Church, tho Rt. Rev
(Richardson ) Holden , he was Msgr . William F. Coleman,
born July 25, 1874, in the Town officiating. Burial will be in the
of Watervllle , Pepin County. H« church cemetery.
Friends may call at Boetzerhid been a farmer.
Survivors are: Two sons, Akeson Funeral Home after 1
Floyd,, Arkansaw, and Wilbur, p.m. Thursday. A Rosary will
Waunakee, Wis. : three daugh- be recited at 8 p.m. Thursday.
ters. Mrs. Joseph (Lila) Lime, Pallbearers will be Clarence
Eleva ; Mrs. Joseph (Doris ) Tei-veer , Clarence Stokes, EdBverson, Stoughton, Wis., and ward Keefe , Francis Gardner ,
Mrs. Lawrenco (Arlene) Dor- Rex Delaney and Donald Manwin, Baraboo, Wis. ; seven ahan.

nisced at a meeting of Leon
J. Wetzel Post 9 Tuesday evening. Two of them were among
the very first — possibly No.
1 and 2 — to become members
of the post in August 1919.
Those two are Sylvester Verkins and Arthur Terras, who remember becoming members at
the instigation of the late Joseph Burke, who was to become
the second commander of the
post.

AT THE old-timers night Verkins recalled he had never gotten around to sign toe charter
because of inability to attend
meetings (he was a musician)
and then he lived away from
the city until 1955. But Tarras
was active; he was post finance
officer a number of years and
in 1944 signed the check which
purchased the old Lincoln Hotel
as a home for the post, its first.
Leo C. La France, then
post commander and presiding
at last night's program, recalled soliciting funds to meet the
$4,000 purchase price.
Henry G. "Lefty" Hymes remembered when the p o s t World War I drum and bugle
corps called on General Pershing, and Howard Clark, a past
commander twice, said that the
post-World War I Gerjman band,
which he led, drew favorable attention coast to coast.
Dr. George Failing, a past
commander; R. Burr Mann,
who headed the club board
many years, and H a r o l d
Thiewes, a World War II commander, also spoke. Dean Varner and Herbert Honor, also
past WWI commanders, were
present.
La France recalled that in
1944 the post had a membership

a,

''

of about 300; now the membership is more than a thousand.
VICE COMMANDER Alvin
Beeman, in charge of the 1965
membership, reported that the
advance membership is 594, including 16 new life members
Team Captain John Prosser got
the ''needle" award, Captain
Roy Peterson the "sparkplug"
award and Clark the individual
award.
Clarence Olson was cited as
"Legionnaire of the Month" by
Commander Lyle Haney. An appreciation party was announced for Nov. 30.
A memorial service was held
for Past Commander John W.
Dugan and Leo Wunderlich.
Robert Moravec, committee
chairman, reported for the Brigadiers, Service Officer James
Cole also reported and Vice
Commander Ronald Hammond,
in charge of activities, said that
a Christmas dance would be
held Dec. 5 and a basket social
will be held later.
FRED HEYER, Bob Schul
and Ralph Benicke entertained
and accompanied community
singing. World War I and post
mementos were on display. Bernard F. Boland was in charge.
The auxiliary served the dinner.
Amendments to the constitutions and by-laws were adopted.
They make election of the executive committee at large instead
of by wards.
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A preview of a
West Point, will be presented book will be given bforthcoming
y its autlior
by Sigurd Vathing at the an- at a meeting of the
Winona
nual meeting of the Houston County Historical Society ToesCounty Historical society at the day at the group's branch mucity hall here Sunday at 2 p.m. seum at The Arches.
Capt. Mclntyre was formerly The book is "Pioneers forof Houston. Mason Witt will ever," and its author is Marread from a History ef Yu- vin Simon, Lewiston, a newly
catan written by the captain. A elected member of the society's
panel, consisting of Mrs. G. L. board of directors. In the book,
Schonlau, Mrs. S. L. Johnson, Simon sketches the history of
Mrs. Adolph Olson and Maynard this area, particularly RunNelson, will discuss the times precht Valley near Lewiaton,
from 1854 to the present.
and life of the author.
Officers will be elected and The meeting place, the new
constitutional provisions will be branch museum, is enclosed
voted on. The meeting is open lighted and heated. Its cornerto the public. Anyone having stone was laid last summer.
items of the time for display is Interior finish work still needs
to be done, however, and the
invited to bring them.
building will not be ready for
dedication until spring..
A chartered bus will take
members from Winona to the
meeting. It will leave the society's museum, 125 W. 5th St., at
5:15 p.m. and take the group to
the Cly-Mar Bowl, Lewiston, for
BLACK RIVER FALLS. Wis. dinner, at 5:45 p.m.
—Mrs. Alva Hagen was declar- The group will board the bus
ed officially elected Jackson at 7 p.m. for the trip back to
County treasurer following a The Arches museum and will
recount completed Tuesday. tour the building until 7:30 p.m.,
Placed on the general elec- when Simon will give his talk.
tion ballot Nov. 3 by Democrat- Dessert will be served and a
ic party nomination, she won social hour will begin at 1:30
over Mrs. Edith Gilbertson, Re- p.m., and the bus will leave for
publican incumbent, by 49 votes. Winona at 8:45 p.m.
Mrs. Hagen was not a candi- Members wishing to attend
the meeting are to make reserdate in the primary.
Mrs. Gilbertson had petition- vations as soon as possible.
ed for the recount but called
a halt when 23 precintcs had the Firing Line," showing
been counted. The unofficial tal- scenes from the national rifle
ly the night of the election and and pistol contest, will be shewn
the board of convassers gave at a meeting of the Fountain
Mrs. Hagen a margin of 43 City Rod & Gun Club Nov. 24
at the American Legion Club.
votes.
¦
The committee will report on
FOUNTAIN CITY CLUB
plans for the annual ham feed
FOUNTAIN CITY, Wis. (Spe- Dec. 12. Interested persons are
cial) — A color film, "Ready on invited.

Betz pleaded guilty to charges
developing out of the armed
holdup of the Monsos Service
Station here Sept 2. He was
sentenced to two years, five
years and three years on various charges.

Recount Ended
In Jackson Co.
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t/rffe Talk, But You Get Idea Alma Is Title Favorite

By GARY EVANS
Daily News Sport*Editor
Coaches in Wisconsin's West
Central Conference are a noncommittal lot.
No one, it seems, really wants
to come eat and put the finger
on Alma for the title.
But then, no one really wants
to overlook the Rivermen either.
Greg Green, cultivating his
basketball aristocracy on the
banks of the Mississippi River
for seven years, has all the
tools it takes to make a champion this year. That much is

certain.
Seven lettermen return from
the team that ran 6-2 in the
conference and finished in a
"dead heat" with Taylor for the
championship. The club, a predominantly sophomore group ,
finished 16-6 overall and went
to the Sub-Sectional finals before losing to Independence.

NOW IT IS 1964-65, four of
the lettermen are juniors and
height, a problem in past years,
will be the best all-around in
the league.

Figured as best bets to give
Alma a chase are Gilmanton
and Fairchild, both sporting
seven letterwinners.
Expected to lead the Rivermen this year are the seven
monogram collectors headed by
seniors Larry Kreibich (6-0 forward) , Dave Antrim (6-3 forward) , and Lonnie Benson ( 6-0
guard) and juniors John Stohr
(6-1 guard-center), Mike Moham (6-2 guard) , Dick Ebersold
( 6-3 center ) and Brian Kreibich
(5-10 guard ) .
Three averaged in double fig-

ures a year ago with Larry
Kreibich leading at 19, Stohr
12, Antrim 11 and Mobam just
a point off the double-figure
pace.
Additional help could come
from the following prospects:
Juniors — Rich Stiehl (6-0 center) , Don Ristow (5-10 guard),
Larry Fluekiger (6-0 forward)
and Barry Purrington (5-8
g u a r d ) . Sophomores — Curt
Youngbauer (5-10 forward) and
Tom Bautch (5-11 forward).
Perhaps the most serious
problem will be replacing play-

New Lisbon led all the way
in downing Bangor 65-52.
The quarter scores favored
the winners by 12 !) , 27-25 and
44-;i;s .
John McKegney led New Lis-

OPENINGS FOR
MIDGET PLAYERS
Player openings still remain in the I'ark-Rec ."Midget Basketbal l League for
hoys, 12. l.'l and 14 wars
old.
All l>ovc» Interested In
playing are asked to attend
a meeting at 8:.'I0 a.m. Saturday at Lake Park Lodge.

CUSTOM
DEERSKIN
TANNING
WE BUY
DEERHIDES
LA CROSSE GLOVE
I

101 North Third
La Crom, Wit.
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State Varsity
Clips Freshmen
Winona State's varsity basketball team, not as sharp as
Dr. Robert Campbell would like
to have it at this stage, spurted
past the Warrior Freshmen 8468 in the annual pre-season
tuneup at Memorial Hall Tuesday night.
Although hampered by the
loss of Gary Petersen, star forward out with a knee injury for
an indefinite period, the Warriors used 19 points from forward Tom Staliings as a foun
dation for victory,

ONALASKA 74

WESTBY 66
Onalaska's triple scoring
threats paced the Hilltoppers
to a 74-66 victory over Westby.
Jim Kowal hit 25 points, Tom
Everet 20 and Bob Berg 16.
Dave Berg was the big gun for
Westby with 32 points.
Onalaska took the "B" game
29-21.

HE'D RATHER SWITCH . . . . Here's Yogi Berra, a member of the New York Yankee organization for his entire baseball career — until Tuesday when he was named as coach for
the New York Mets. Berra, who last season piloted the Yankees to the American League pennant, lost his job as manager the day after the World Series. With Tuesday's signing
with the Mets at a ceremony at the Mets' Shea Stadium, Yogi,
39, rejoins his old boss, Casey Stengel, the Mets skipper. (AP
Photofax)

THE FRESHMEN, displaying
more height than the upper
classmen, kept it close most of
the way, pulling within five
points with about six minutes
remaining in the second half.
At that point, the "Varsity pulled out the skids, drove hard
and coasted home.
Helping Staliings in the scoring department were Dave
Meisner with 18 points and Dave
Goede with 14.
KEITH ASLESON totaled 19

for the Frosh, Jack Benedict
16 and Jim Kasten 12.
The halftime score favored
the varsity by 38-26.
"We still leave much to be
desired, " summed up Campbell. "Of course, Petersen
wasn't in there. We looked good
at time, but we didn't shoot as
well as I hoped we would. That
should come along though."
The Warriors drill now until
traveling to Stevens Point, Wis.,
for a game with the Pointers
Tuesday night.

OSSEO 55
ARCADIA 45

After a tight first half , Osseo blossomed its scoring
machine long enough to take
a 55-45 decision over Arcadia.
Lyle Sell whipped in 22
points to lead the Chieftains,
who will be playing a darkhorse role in the conference
this season.
Other Chieftain point makers were Lon Herrick with
15 and Ken Jacobson with
ten.
Arcadia was led by Pat
Maloney 's brilliant 28-point
performance.
Osseo won the "B" game.

NEILLSVILLE 87
ALMA CENTER 75

A pair of 25-point performances by Neillsville forwards, Dick Zank and Jerry
Horstwill, was all that was
needed to assure an S7-75
win over Alma Center Lincoln.
After holding a 47-42 halftime lead, Lincoln fell apart
and scored only 14 points each
in the third and fourth periods, while Neillsville was
dumping in 21 and 24 respectively, to win.
Gary Cummings and'Dave
Meyer had 17 for Lincoln,
while Dave Hayden got 14

and Gale Cummings 13.
Neillsville also won the junior varsity tilt 44-34.

Pepin Falls
To Prescott

Wisconsin high schools opened the 1964-65 cage season Tuesday night at 14 area sites.
Two of Western Wisconsin's
classiest quintets, at least according to pre-season assessments, Alma and Durand,
emerged with impressive victories in their first tests.
The Rivermen smashed archrival Cochrane-Fountain City
80-50 at Alma, while Durand
was shooting 46-percent from
the floor in notching a 73-67
win over Elmwood.
Other games found Prescott
blitzing Pepin 73-59, and Arkansaw tripping Plum City 62-60.

FRESHMEN HI)
ALMA 80
fg ft pl tp
C-FC 50
Mlnsvlcfa • • J *
Davit
4 1 3 »
McOf rett l i r a Alma mentor Greg Green and
Chirlton 1 • • 3 his Rivermen posted an 80-50
Kastm
t I ill
Auiath
1 1 2 3 non-conference win over CochBraun
t i l l
rane-Fountain City.
Jereuk • I 4 1
Playing before a jammed
SptCtlt
• • J I
Aaltson 9 1 I 1» house at Alma, Green's West
Glovar ¦ • 1 1 1
ThoCtnt ¦ ¦• • a • Central Conference entry playBenedict S t 3 14 ed the Pirates on even terms
Totals 14 K M 14 Grateth • • t •
Jackson • • 1 • for the first quarter, settling for

VARSITY OM)
fg ft pf tp
Kelly
13 3 5
Anderson 3 t 1 *
Stalling* * I 4 i l
Wartwr
12 14
Spanton 1 1 1 1
Rosenau 3 I 1 t
Dlercks 7 « 4 4
Burtson • « 1 »
Goeda
5 4 3 14
Pettit
• 4 1 4
Malsntr t I 111
Morgan 1 1 1 3

VARSITY
FRESHMEN

Totals

17 14 13 M
M «—W
U 41—41

Dairyland Cage Teams Fare Poorly

NEW LISBON 65
BANGOR 52

Weiss, Tom Anderson, Bob Teigen (the squad's biggest man
at 6-1), Ed Gunderson, Brantley
Janquish, Dale Laehn and Roger Buchholz.
Gilmanton was 3-6 in conference play last year and 6-13
overall.
FAIRCHILD. a club that split
in eight conference games and
was 8-9 on the year , has the
following lettermen : Seniors —

Alma, Durand Post Wins

bon with 19, Lee Friell got 18
for Bangor which lost the "B"
game 52-24.

Racing to an 18-9 first-quarter,
lead and upping it to 46-22 at
the half, Holmen and Eino
Hendrickson scored a 74-57 win
over Onalaska Luther.
Hendrickson dumped in 12
Page 14
field goals, all near the bucket, Wednesday, November 18, 1964
and starred defensively for Holmen. He finished with 27 points.
Teammate Dan McHugh had
18 and Bob Anderson 12.
Dennis Lemke had 14, Ken
Stratman 13 and Dave Wilder
16 for Luther, a member of the
Bi-State Conference.
Holmen also won the "B"
game 48-35.
Dairyland Conference teams
MELROSE 61
prepping for Friday conference openers didn't do too
CASHTON 55
Melrose outscored Cashton 22- well Tuesday, winning only
13 in the final quarter to rally one of five non-conference
tests.
for a 61-55 victory.
Melrose forged a 12-10 firstThe only Dairyland school
period lead, but trailed 28-24 at to come up with a win was
intermission and 42-39 at the Osseo, which took a 55-45 deend of three quarters.
cision over Arcadia of the
Tom Soukop led Melrose with Mississippi Valley conference.
14 points. Dennis Young netted
Suffering losses were Augus13 and Jerry Blaken 11. Gary ta, a 64-40 decision to AltooPeterson was high for Cashton na: Blair, which was beaten
with 23.
75-64 by Taylor,
Melrose won the "B" game Center Lincoln, and Alma
which suf16-15 in overtime.
fered an 87-55 defeat at the
WHITEHALL 61
hands of Neillsville. Alma
TREMPEALEAU 53
blasted Cochrane - Fountain
Ken Stellpflug, ex-Trempea- City 80-50 in another game.
leau cage great, made his Wisconsin coaching debut successful against his alma mater by
steering Whitehall to a 61-53
victory .
A balanced scoring attack
that saw Roy Aanerud lead the
Norsemen with 13, Barry Johnson and Bud Tompter each get
12 and Bruce Ausderau 10 was
the ticket to victory.
Behind 15-12 at the end of
the first period, Whitehall captured a 27-26 halftime verdict
and was behind 45-42 at the
end of three quarters
The contest was a see-saw
affair all the way until the final
three minutes,
Gary Meunier got 22 points
for Trempealeau and Tom
Johnson 13.
Whitehall won the preliminary :*6-24 .

mn i

eral seasons, has switched allegiance to the West Central
for the coming campaign and
could be a threat with nine lettermen.
The Gilmanton lettermen, not
one scaling the 64) mark, are:
Seniors — Dave Denzer, 5-11
forward; Doug Loomis, 5-10 forward; Wayne Loomis, 5-9 forward; Jerry Dieckman, 5-10
center; Jim Dieckman, 5-0
guard, and Larry Rud, 5-11'forward. The lone Junior is 5-9
guard Ran Weiss. .
Help could come from Dave

LUTHER'S FREE THROWS WIN FOR ARKANSAW

Eino Scores 27
As Holmen Rolls
Whitehall Cops

HOLMEN 74
ONALASKA LUTHER 57

GILMANTON Coach John Ewing is the only coach who will
tab Alma as the definite favorite, but an optimistic sign has
to be a footnote carrying the
following message: "Fairchild,
Taylor and Gilmanton have the
best chance of knocking them
off. "
The league is expanded to a
six-team conference this year .
Arkansaw, a member of the
Dunn-St. Croix for the past sev¦¦

MELROSE TRIUMPHS

Seven-foot ,
one-inch
Eino
Hendrickson went to work Tuesday night, as he and his Holmen
team spanked Onalaska Luther
74-57 to kick off the 1964-65 cage
season.
Hendrickson poured in 27
points against Luther to start
his senior year at Holmen,
which rates as one of the area's
basketball powerhouses.
Coulee Conference
Other
teams fared well Tuesday, with
Melrose, a team which was 0-17
a year ago, posting a 61-55 win
over Cashton, and Onalaska
winning 74-66 from Westby.
Two other teams, Trempealeau and Bangor, didn't do so
well in opening-night contests.
The Bears were beaten 61-53 by
Whitehall and Bangor fell 65-52
to New Lisbon.

maker guard Craig Kreibich,
gone through graduation.

ALTOONA 64
AUGUSTA 40

a 19-17 lead, but pushed the
margin to ten points, 37-27, at
the half.
John Stohr led the Rivermen
with a 21-point performance,
while Larry Kreibich had 15,
Rich Stiehl 14 and Dave Antrim
11 in a wel-balanced attack.
Hal Chedester notched 12, and
Dan Dittrich was high with 14
for the Pirates, a member of
the Dairyland Conference.
Alma won the "B" game 4936.

Basketball
Scores
WISCONSIN NON-CONFKRINCI
Melroie 41, Cashton U.
Allooni 44, August* 44.
Oiseo 59, Arcadia 45.
Taylor 75, Blair 44,
Praseott 71, Pepin St.
N«w Lisbon 45, Bangor 11.
Onilnka 74, Westby 44.
Arkansaw 41, Plum City 44.
Durand 73, Elmwood 47.
Holmin 74, Onalaska Ct/thir IT.
Nelllivllla 17, Alma Center Lincoln 55.
Almi 10, Cochrane-Fountain City 50.
Merrill 45, Abbotsford 44.
Marthflald 71, Black River Falls 51,
Li Crosse central SO, Wisconsin RapIds 44.
St. Croix Central 57, Clear Lake 41.
Whitihall 41, Trempealoau 5).

Celts Confuse
Coach, Lose
Once Again

By THE ASSOCIATED PRESS
The Boston Celtics shook up
the rest of the National Basketball Association with 11 straight
victories at the start of the season and now they 're doing a
pretty good job on their coach,
Red Auerbach.
The Celts have lost three of
their last four games and blown
huge leads each time. The Baltimore Bullets took advantage of
Boston's latest letdown Tuesday
night, scoring a 1C2-99 victory
over the Celtics.
In other NBA action Tuesday
night, St. Louis outlasted Philadelphia 114-107 and Cincinnati
turned back San Francisco 114108.
Boston's first loss cam*
against Philadelphia last Thursday in a game in which they
held a 25 point lead with 30 seconds left in the third quarter.
The next night Los Angeles
overcame a 15-point deficit in
the last 10 minutes to beat the
Celts.
Boston had a 17-point halftime
bulge against the Bullets and
built it to 23 in the first four
minutes of the third period.
Then Don Ohl ignited a Baltimore burst that caught the Celtics with 4Vi minutes left in the
game.

Inexperience and a weak
DURAND 73
24-percent shooting perforELMWOOD 67
mance were reasons cited by
Shooting
a blistering 46 perAugusta's Bob Johnson for a
Taylor, last year's West
cent for the contest, Durand
64-40 loss to Altoona.
Central Conference co-titlist,
prepped for an early-season
notched a 75-64 victory over
In contrasb with Augusta's showdown meeting with Alma
Blair Tuesday night.
24-percent shooting, Altoona Friday night by taking a 73-67
Jerry Chrisinger and Mayvictory over Elmwood Tuesday.
hit 36 percent.
nard Krai each dumped in 24
Dale Harschlip racked up 23
Vic Piel had 13 and Dick
points for the Taylor cause,
points
for the Panthers, while
Osborn 12 to lead Augusta.
while Carl Aubart had 20,
Wayne Kralewski added 17, and
Tom Schroeder flipped in 19 Dan and Joe Langlois, 12 and
John McAuliffe 16 and Dean
Dale ten for Blair.
and Marshall Harris and Dave 11 respectively.
Gibson 12 each for Altoona.
Taylor led 36-25 at the half.
Kralewski hauled in 26 reAltoona also won the "B" bounds for the night, and got
Blair notched a "B" team
game 37-24.
victory with a 38-32 decision.
help from Harschlip.
Elmwood's C. Seiler matched
Harschlip's 23 points and Mike
THEY JOIN METS
Hasten had 19 and H. Bennett
RECORD AND RETIREMENT
14.
AUCKLAND , New Zealand
Elmwood took the junior var- (AP) - Peter Snell,
the lean ,
sity game 20-19.
dedicated master of the world's
ARKANSAW 62
middle-distance men, has his
sights set on a near-incrediblo
PLUM CITY 60
Bill Luther's pair of free 3:50 mile — and retirement.
throws in the final 19 seconds
of play assured Arkansaw a 62- :he West Central loop Tuesday
60 victory over Plum City in light.
NEW YORK (AP) - Old Yan- i ever Casey wants. I'm going to a non-league game.
John Lawson led Pepin's scorkees never die, They just be- work out in spring training. I Luther calmly split the nets
come Mets. Yogi Berra is the ] may play if I can. I did catch late ip the fourth period to ice ing attack with 13 points. Three
nther Lakers had eight each
latest to cross over the bridge, '
the win for the Travellers , and one had nine.
following in the footsteps of Ca- some batting practice last
members of the West Central
The Lakers are open Friday,
sey Stengel and George Weiss. spring. "
Conference.
but
meet Wabasha at Wabasha
On
the
telephone
hookup
from
Berra will be a coach under
Luther wound up with 19
Stengel, his old boss, If he can California , Stengel was in his points, high for the night. Team- lext Tuesday.
get into shape in spring train- usual form.
mate Bill Yingst added 18, Plum
ing. Yogi will be placed on the
"Very, very delighted to have City 's Bob Watkins had 17, Rich
active list as a player-coach.
j
you , Yogi ," he said to the man Auth 11 , Dick Fedie 13 and Jeff I Want Extra Cash I
This badly kept secret be- he used to cull his assistant Harmer ten.
came B fact Tuesday when the manager. "1 know you'll be Arkansaw also won the "B" I
for Holiday
I
Mets made the announcement very successful...I looked up game 49-21 .
at a news conference. Weiss, the your record and it took two
PRESCOTT 73
I Shopping?
I
club president , and Berra were pages...Don 't get into many
PEPIN 59
on
hand.
A
special
telephone
TKNNLS STAK? . . . Although she is only
jams. I don 't want you tq go Prescott , a member of the
will give him a 20,000-tol bet on their hopes
hookup to Glendale, Calif., was fight that fellow Clay. "
six-months-old , Karen llillebrand' s parents ,
Dunn-St. Croix league , turned
for her. The parents, who are both tournaset up to bring Manager Stenin a 73-59 win over Pepin of
John and Charleen , are confident they can
ment tennis players, are shown with Karen in
In 18 years with the Yanks,
gel's comments across the nanuike a tennis star of her and that she will
,
Brisbane, Australia where they are playing
Berra had a lifetime batting wmmmmmm ^m ^ummmmmmmmmtmmamma ^mmmmm ^
tion.
win the Wimbledon championship before she
in a meet. (AP Photofax)
home
j Thoy even had a Met uniform average ol .285. hit more (313)
i.s 2f>, Karen 's lather is seeking someone that
,
for Yogi. Naturally, it had No. 8 runs than any catcher
and added 45 more as an out. on the back.
| The publicity staff thought of fielder for a total of 358. He
: everything. It even had a mes- played in 14 World Series and 15
sage from Chris Cannizarro , the All-Star games.
The Yanks made Berra a
Mets' catcher who was the old
No. 8. He bowed out in style, player-coach in 1963 and in 1964
j waiving his rights to No. 8 in a he took over as manager when
MII.WAliKKK ( A P ) • MilThe Braves , ordered by the to play in Atlanta s new sta- message from San Leandro, Ralph Houk moved up as genwaukee attorney Francis J. Nationa l League to fulfill a con- dium after 1965 be voided.
eral manager. He won the penCalif.
Demet initiate?! an antitrust ac- tract and play in Milwaukee
nant but lost the series and was
Berra
will
be
the
highest-paid
Demet cited 12 alleged violation in Federal Court Tuesday County Stadium next season
coach in baseball. And probably fired the next day.
¦
seeking to prohibit the Braves until moving to Atlanta in 1966, tions of federal antitrust laws. in football , too. He will get a
THE JEWEL
from moving to Atlanta until said earlier Tuesday they would They included charges that reported $40,000 from the Mets
Just Ask
THEFT OF THE
SPORTS SCORES
Minnesota Loan A Thrift's
another major league franchise accept a circuit court injunction baseball clubs "monopolized, and $25,000 from the Yanks in
CENTURY ., .
combined • and conspired with what Weiss described as "sevManager , DEL WILLIAMS
is obtained for Milwaukee.
barring a transfer in 1965.
NBA
Demet , who owns a single
Demet asked a permanent one another to monopolir.e all erance pay. "
TUESDAY'S RESULTS
You can count on him for the
share* of stock in the Braves but injunction
restraining
the major league baseball playing,
Yogi had made a more fortu- St. Lool» ))«. Ptilladalpnla 117.
cash yon wanl for holiday
ID], I
Baltlmort
HIM tt.
trade
or
commerce
among
sevclaims he represents 4,000 mi- Braves "from transferring the
nate deal as a special field con- Cincinnati |M. Sin Franclaca l*».
shopping or cash up to $2,500
nority stockholders , called base- assets ;ind baseball franchise eral states ," conspired "and sultant after the Yanks fired
TODAY * DAMS*
for miy reason - ,-,]| on low
Louli «l (anion.
hall a monopoly.
from Milwaukee until such time have, in effect , enacted a boy- him as manager the day after SI.
paymeiit-eze terms that will
Phlladdpnla
«t
Mtralt.
prove veoiuimieiU to your
He asked U.S. District Judge as a comparable major league cott against Milwaukee ," and the World Series.
Cincinnati al Ln Anfalti.
THURSDAY'S OAMII
budget,
Robert K. Tehan for permission franchise, with comparable ma- "monopolized and controlled the
Under the terms of the Yan- Na tamat
iciHtfuM.
to substitute a sweeping anti- jor league assets , can be located radio and television market" of kee contract , Yogi could take a
Just dial M9H
major
league
games
throughout
trust complaint for an earlier in Milwaukee County Stadium."
job elsewhere and still get the
NHL
or stop in.
TUUSDAY'S
RESULT
motion he filed to force the
Accusing the Brnves and the country .
$26,000, Under those circumNtw
York
I,
Oalralt
1.
Braves to remain in Milwaukee baseball of numerous alleged
The U.S. Supreme Court ruled stances it almost pays to be
BE ON TIME TODAY'S OAMC1
through HK '5.
violations of the Sherman anti- in 1922 that baseball was ex- fired.
al T«r«fl»,
I'D
HATE TO STARf
j Monlraal
at Chlc*so.
1M Walnut
No hearing date was set for trust act , he urged that the Mil- empt from antitrust laws, The
W ,n(H>,
"I am happy to be coming Dttroll THURSDAY'S
QAMII
WITHOUT
YOU I
Demet 's petition .
waukee club's 25-year contract decision was re affirmed in 1 <)"> . here, " said Berra. "'I'll do what- Na tam*a iclMdvM,
"TTXTTWMIi|MTTIl»*aMiM

TAYLOR 75
BLAIR 64

Old Yankees
Never Die
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It Could Be Quite a Scramble in Maple Leaf Conference St. Mary's

parently feels that this might feels Harmony should wear the
By ROLLIE W USSOW
be a banner year at Preston as favorite label.
Dally News Sports Writer
It looks as though the race for he saya that "we could prove to RETURNING ARE forward.
this year's Maple Leaf basket- be a surprise to a few people Larry Strom and Phil Erickball crown will be a real before the season ends," indi- son; center Gary Campbell, and
scramble, at least according to cating be might have more un- guards Brian Bell and Tom
the league's coaches, wbo are der wraps than returning letter- Wangen.
mixed Tn their choices for the men Jim Shanahan, Bob Han- Campbell is the tallest of the
and Jerry Ris- returnees at 6-1, and Strom it
title.
son, Mike¦ Knies
¦
six even.
The top two teams from a love. . . ' , '
year ago, Chatfield, which took ~liiMNMMN 'la eH4 seiifiSr Prospectsinclude Brian Gard6-1 junior forward; Steve
the title with a 7-3 mark, and guard, while the only other sen- ner,
<M) junior center, and junReiD,
runnerup Spring Valley, are the ior monogram winner is Hanson,
only schools not figured to who skies «-2, and play* both ior forwards Rich Sorum and
Holthe. Jim Draper, a
make a run for the marbles this the forward and pivot spot. Charles
junior guard, also fits into the
year.
Knies, taUeai on the squad at picture.
.The loop's coaches have nar- M, is a junior forward, and Rls- Conference titlist Chatfield
rowed the list to Preston, Har- love is a o-O guard.
head coach Jerry Bernatz
mony and Lanesboro as the like- Other six-footers on the Blue- and
have
six lettermen back on the
ly choices, with "Wykoff falling jay roster include Jerry Himli, squad for the upcoming
cage
into a darkhorse role.
a 6-1 junior forward-center; Bill wars, but no one seems to take
SPRING VALLEY, the team Hall, 4-1, and a forward-center, this into consideration when
which took the District One title and sophomore Dave Luebr, picking pre season favorites.
last year, sportsa list of four re- wbo is Ml and playa the same Overall last year, Bernatz'
turninglettermen, "a nucleus to positions as Hall and Himli. crew was. 15-0 and fell to Rowork around," says head coach tuehr might give the squad a chester in its quest to gain a
Dick Kowles. "However, we do little basketball savvy, as he state tourney berth after nabnot have much scoring. We lost comes from cage hotbed Lu- bing the District One title.
a lot of scoring with the grad- verne, the 1964 state champion- Back with Bernata are senuation of Darrel Grabau and ship city, as a transfer stu- iors Ed Tuohy, 5-11 forward;
Don Scott, 511 guard; Chuck
Les Ernster." Returning to the dent.
Pavlish, 5-9 guard; Jon SchroeOfstun
says
In
conclusion,
squad are letterwinners Bob
Olson, a senior forward; Wayne that "if all goes well, we should der, 5-9 guard, and Ernie RichRetidahl, a senior center; Clay- be able to make it interesting ter, 6-3 center. The other monogram wearer is Doug Rowland,
ton Larson, and Craig Churc- for the next two years."
6-4
junior center.
hill, both senior guards.
The other school that has had
Kowles has lost two other the "kiss of death" tab is OTHERS EXPECTED to forlettermen due to injuries. Hans Lanesboro, a team that went to mulate the team are all juniors;
Vorgensen and Sam Lindsay. a 17-1 record two years ago and Tom Judd, 2-8 guard; Mike
Vorgensen is a junior and Lind- then tapered off to a 8-10 over- Brandsetter, 5-11 forward; Rolsay a senior. Kowles it silent as all mark last year with much lin Whitcomb, 5-10 forward;
to a choice for the loop title.
the same team.
Daryl Narveson, 5-5 guard;
Harmony coach Tom Meule- This year coach Larry Staffon Todd Severud, 5-9 forward
and
mans apparently scoffs at the boasts a returning roster that Gary Hayes, 5-7 guard.
idea of his squad winning the has five senior lettermen on it, Bernatz picks Preston, Lanescrown. "We will have to im- all who have seen the good boro and Harmony
to vie for
firove a great deal to match days (17-1) and the bad, a year the laurels.
ast year's record (4-6 In con- ago. That could prove a lethal The other conference entry,
ference). Good shooters and combination. Stiffen himself Wykoff,
rates as a darkhorse in
good speed are our strongest
points. We lost our leading scorer and rebounder in graduated
Tom Flshbaugher. We'll hurt on
the boards where we were weak
(Continued from Page 14)
last year."
Meulemans himself places the Bernie Matysik, 5-11 forward;
favorite role on the shoulders Dennis Thur, 6-0 forward-guard;
of Preston and Lanesboro.
Richard Gorkowski, 61 for"OUR DEFENSE! of a year ward. Juniors — Dennis Blang,
ago was pretty bad," recalls 5-9 guard; Randy Julien, 6-2
the Cards mentor. "We gave forward-center; Mike Laffe , 5-7
up 71 points per game. This will guard, and Tom Ehlers, 6-0 forward. Dennis Abrahamson, 6-4 NEW YORK (AP) - Gary
also be a worry."
sophomore
center, and Ron Snook of Iowa and John Huarte
Harmony's returnees include
Mike Erickson, senior guard Duerkop, 5-10 sophomoreguard. of Notre Dame are due to meet
who carried a 17-point per game At Taylor, the lettermen are ln a pitchers' battle Saturday
average last year; Jim Willford, Jerry Chrisinger, Jeff Casper,
senior guard, who hit for 12 per Maynard Krai and Ken Koxlien. but the best either can hope for
game; Ron Johnson, senior for- Help could come from Rich Is to wind up as No. 2 behind
ward who averaged tea points Ofte, Arlyn Iverson, Larry Tulsa'a Jerry Rhome.
ln 196344; Bill Barrett, sopho- Mitchell, Don Steveni, Dan Stev- Rhotne, with a half dozen or
more forward who broke into ens and Duane Steien.
the starting lineup the last half PEPIN COACH Jim Noel, who so passing records safely
of the season as a freshman saw his team win three times in stowed away , is far in front in
and should help the Cardinals in 18 games last year, has 5-10 both passing and total offense,
the reboundingdepartment, and seniors Dale Backsell and Steve according to figures released
Larry Haugen, senior forward. Molien and 6-0 junior forward- today by the NCAA Service BuPreston's Bluejays appear to center John Lawson as letter- rea. With two games to go, it
appears impossible to overhaul
be ready for a fine season with winners.
four lettermen returning from The bulk of the squad will him.
the squad which posted a 44 come from prospects Gary The big statistical contests
loop mark in 1983-64 and 6-10 Lunde, Joe Murray, Joe Ediin, left are between Snook and
overall.
Charles Anderson, a sophomore Huarte for the runner-up spot in
Head coach Dick Ofstun ap- and the squad's tallest player total offense and in the rushing
at 6-2, Steve Seyfer, Mike Lar- department, where Brian Piccokin, Al Pfieffer and John Sie- lo of Wake Forest has a lead
that isn't safe yet.
TUB ALL-IMPORTANT pel.
Arkansaw, 4-14 overall a year The eight-game over-all figago, wins the contest for re- ures are 2,541 yards for Rhome,
turning lettermen. The seniors 1,991 for Snook and 1,704 for
are: Bill Ylngst, 5-7 guard; Bill Huarte.
Luther, 5-8 guard; Randy Hoff- In passing, it s Rhome 185
man, 5-10 forward; John Swee- completions
on 262 attempts for
ney, 5-10 forward, and Steve 2,330 yards and
27 touchdowns.
Dunbar, 5-9 forward. Juniors — California's Craig
Morton is
Bill Koch, 5-11 forward; Dave second with 165 completions.
Drier, 5-10 center, and Duane
Piccolo leads the runners with
Sylvester, fi-6 guard.
Expected to help are Rog 929 yards total. Donnie AnderTulip, Bob Kelton, Jett Hoffman, son of Texas Tech is second
Keith Swanson and Don Walker. with 877 and Ray Handley of
THE S C H E D U L E
Stanford third with 864.
NOVEMBER

LITTLE TALK
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Flannel Shirts
All Slias - AII Pattarns

$2.98

OutdOt
STOR E
1*1 1. 3rd St.

17—Alma 10, Cethrant-Pountaln city K;
Taylor 71, Blair M; Priieotl 71,
Papln It; Arfcanta* A3, Plum City M.
it—Taylar at Brookwaad; Lima Sacrad
Haart at Ollmanton; Duranf at Alma; Ian Clalra flmanutl Lurttaran
at Arkanaaw.
14—Fall Craak at PalretilH; papln at
Wabitha.
DECEMBER
1—Alma Canfar at Taylar; Cadott at
Fairchild.
A—Arktnuw at Paplni Taylar af Alma; PalrthllB at Ollmanton.
t—Tramptalatu at Taylor i 0»oa al
Fairchild.
It-Taylor at fairchild; oilmantan at
Papln; Alma at Arkanaaw.
If—Lima Sacrad Haart at Arkantaw;
Fairchild at Oranton.
II—Ollmanton at Arcadia.
»-». Fallx at Alma.
it—Alma Holiday Taurnamanfi Cochrana-Paunlaln City va. Taylar, 7 p.m.;
Alma vi. Arcadia. Papln In Wabaiha
St. Fallx Holiday Taurnamtni.
It—Coehrana-Fauntaln City Holiday Taurpamtnli Alma va. Harmany, 7 p.m.i
Coehrana-Fauntaln city va, Arcadia.
Papln In ftolllnntont HolMay Taurnamtni.
JANUARY
I—Mtlrati at Taylar; Paaln af Fratcotf;
Ollmanton at Plum City,
a—Oilmantan at Arkantaw; Fapln at
Taylar; Fairchild at Alma.
IS—Taylar at Alma Cantar; Arkantaw
at Lima Sacrad Htarti Fairchild
at cadott.
tS-PapIn at FalrchlW; Arktnaaw at
Taylori Alma al Ollmanton.
It- Plum City at Fapln; Alma at Durand;
Oraatan at Fairchild; Ollmanton at
Lima Itcrtd Haart.

Snook, Huarte
Approach Grid
Pitchers' Duel

11—Taylor at Oilmantan; Fairchild at
Arkantaw; Alma at Fapln.
la—Alma at Cochrana-Fotintaln City;
Roillnaatona at Ollmanton; Plum Clfy
af Arkanaaw/ Blair at Taylor.
If—Fairchild at Taylor; Arkantaw at
Almai Papln at Oilmantan.
FCBRUARY
1—Fairchild at Fall Cratki Wabaiha at
Papln.
¦—Alma al Taylor; Ollmanton at PairchlM; papln at Arkaniaw.
a—Arkantaw at Eau Clalra flmtnutl
LuttMran; Ollmanton at ReHllnoitont.
II—Ollmanton at Alma; Taylar af Arkantaw; Fairchild .at Papln.
It-Alma at Wabaiha SI. Fallx; Plum
City at Ollmanton.
1»—Papln al Alma; Ollmanton at Taylor; ArKanitw at Fairchild.
l*t—Arcadia af Ollmanton/ Fairchild at
Altoona; Fapln at Plum Clfy.
la-Alma at Fairchild; Taylor at Ftpln;
Arkantaw al Ollmanton.

Don't Add
Anti-Freeze
This Year...
WITHOUT FIRST HAVING
YOUR RADIATOR

the run f or tht money.
Only two lettermen return to
Coach Virgil Dykstra's squad
from a year ago which posted a
4-6 league mark and 7-12 overall. They are Steve Bicinese, a
6-0 senior forward, and Lowell
Christopherson, a 2-9 senior
guard.
Dykstra will rely on Bod Grabau, 5-11 senior forward, LeRoy
Howe, 5-7 senior guard; Dick
Wagner, 5-7 junior guard; Garry Nordhorn, 5-9 junior guard,
and Warren Frieheit, 5-11 junior center, to fight for the remaining starting positions.

4—ChatffaW al Spring Vallty; Harmony
at Lanttooro; Pratfon at Wykaff.
I—Ruihlord at Lanttboro.
II—Wykoff at Lanttboro; Harmony at
Chat nan i Spring Vallay at rtattan.
tf-Chafflatd at Mabal.
U—Pratton at chatflald; Ltnatbere at
Spring Vallty.
II—Harmony at Wykoff.
It—Spring Vallty at Winona.
M—Harmony vi. Alma. Wit., tt Cacfv
rana-Founfaln City lournamtnt; Pmton and Lintabora at Mibal Chrlttmat tournamtnt.
JAWUARV
NOVEMBER
JS-Afanu at Wykoff; CalaaonJa at Prat- S—Harmony at canton; Spring Orava at
Lanttboro; Grand Maadow at Spring
ton* Stiw«rtvlll. at ChlHtaM; Lanat-

xS>

2 Hours of
Entertainment, Featuring:

HJamaJAmZ
•
^bjSgHfeaCaw
f -~>y JPBI IfMPm |•
/ #
%¦
.OsaSag"*

SlX'Day lnt»rnatlsnal
Motorcycle Claiife

Antl-freexe in • leaky or cloiged radiator ii money wasted.
Our modern Factory Method
cleaning and repairing —
checked by our Inland FLOTEST Machine—costs littleprotects your antJ freeze l

Vallty; Chatfltld at St. Charl.i; Wykaff at Ptltrton.
•-Spring Vallty al HaVmeny; Chatfltld
at Wykoff; Prailon at Lanttbara,
U-Wykoff at Blklon; Lanatbora at
Hovtton.
It-Wykoff at Spring Vallty ; Lantibor*
tt Chatfltld; Harmony at Praafen.
l«—oedga Cantar at Harmony.
la-ChaHMId at Ctltdwilt; Mauppa at
Wykaff; Praiten al Spring Oravt.
}]—Harmtny at Lanaibora; Wykoff at
Pratton; Spring Vallay at ChatflaM.
M—Caltdonlt al Harmony; Wykoff at
Spring Orava; Blkton at ChatflaW.
It—Chatfltld al Harmony ; Prttton at
Spring Vallay; Laitwoare at Wykolf.
FEBRUARY
1—LaRoy at Spring Vallty.
S—Spring Vallay at Lanttboro; ChatflalB
af Prttton; Wykoff at Harmony.
•—Spring Vallay at Spring Orava; Chatfltld at Diearah, lowt; Lawltten at
Lanaabere; Orand Mtadow at prttton.
IJ-Harmonv at Spring Vallay; Wykoff
at ChatflaW; Unaabora tt Prattat.
la-Ltwlaton at Chatfltld.
'
IV-Sprlng Vallay at Wykoff; Chatfltld
at Lanttbara) Praiton at Harmony.

Romps 57-29
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Roberta Peters and the Columbus Boychoir with the
Firestone orchestra and chorus... 17 all-time favorites,
including "White Christmas", "Silver Bells", "Sleigh RideV
"Ave Maria" and 13 others.
DON'T MISS THIS OUTSTANDING OFFER...we have
a big supply, but expect a sellout. Get your copy of
this exclusive Firestone custom recording now.
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FREE Motorcycle Movies

aara at Mtbali Harmony at Patarian.
11—crtKo, Iowa, at Spring vallay.
14—spring Valliy at LaRoyj alktM at
Wykoff.
II—Spring Vallty at Sttwarlvllll ; Canton at Harmony.
DECEMBER
1-LtP.oy at Wykoff; laitatbara at
Pttarson; ChaffUld at ¦Ikten; t»r«»tan at Hauitan; Spring Orava al Marmany; Spring vallty at Grand

TOP LINEMAN
Husky Jim Csrroll, caotsjnet
Notre Dame's No, 1 college foot*
ball team, was named Llntmas
of the Week by The Associated
Press today for his "magnificent'* play against Michigan
St. Mary's Grade School bas- State.
ketball team, ¦*¦ power under
Coach Bill Hargesheimer a year
ago, gave every indication it
has another crack group Tuesday night by rolling past the All- j
Stars 57-29 in the opening game.
St. Mary's was on top 30-10
See Our Ad On
at halftime and 48-27 at the end
of three periods.
Tonight's Movia Page
Scott Featherstone scared 29
points for St. Mary's, Mike Conway 13 and Steve Wiltgen nine.
ROBB BROS.
Tim McAndrews scored 12 and
MOTORCYCLE
SHOP
Paul Schollmeier 11 for the losers.
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Priced as shown at Firestone Stores;competitively priced at Firestone Dealers and at all servicostations displaying the Firestone sign,

Catallna Grand Prix
NBC Wide World of Motorcycle Sparti

TONIGHT
7:M P.M.-r—

Sunf ah /

ROBB BROS., MOTOR0YOLE SHOP
m East Paurth Strait

• BMW • TRIUMPH • BSA • BRIDGIITONB
• JAWA • HONDA

STATION

WW

Highway 41 and Onto St.

BOI OOEMAN, Manager
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Galesville Trust
Benefits Listed

GALESVILLE, Wis. (Special)
— The Cance Fund committee
met Monday and reviewed benefits derived from the Galesville banker who died Aug. 25,
1953 leaving the city some $100,000 in a permanent charitable
trust fund.

The last year the committee
has put netting over trout rearing ponds erected earlier at Arctic Springs.
Work on an improved sewage
system was completed at the
golf clubhouse this year, and
a ramp and boat dock facilities
on Lake Marinuka will come
from this fund, plus a new footbridge across Beaver Creek to
High Cliff Park. The swinging
bridge will remain for those
who wish to use it.
Last year the fund provided
a skating rink house. Through
the years it has provided playground equipment' in the city
parks, scholarships and educational loans.
Mayor Ralph Myhre is chairman of the committee that se>
lects the projects to which annual proceeds of the trust shall
go. Other members are Miss
Evelyn Larson, city clerk ; the
Rev. Robert M. C. Ward, Presbyterian minister ; Clark Nixon,
La Crosse, president of the Bank
of Galesville, and Donald Haug.
Selection of the committee was
provided in the will.
¦

U.S. Appeals
To Congo on
Dr. Carlson

BULLETIN
NAIROBI. Kenya (^-Congolese rebel leader Christophe Gbenye annoonced today the execution of American missionary, Dr. Paul
Carlson has been postponed
until Monday, Stanleyville
Radio reported.

LEOPOLDV3LLE, the Congo
(AP) — The United States appealed directly to Congolese
rebel leaders today to protect
medical missionary Paul Carlson and other Americans and to
permit their saf e evacuation .
TJ.S. Ambassador G. McMurtrie Godley directed the appeal
to rebel President Christophe
Gbenye's headquarters in Stanleyville, where about 60 Americans and nearly 800 Belgians
are "prisoners of war. "

Godley presnmably sent the
appeal by radio or through an
intermediary. The United States
does not have direct contact
with the rebel capital 775 miles
northeast of Leopoldville.
The United States said it holds
the rebel authorities "directly
and personally responsible for
the safety of Dr. Carlson and of
all American • citizens in areas
under your control. "
"As you know, " the message
continued, "this government
along with other nations has
fully supported the unsuccessful
efforts of the International Committee of the Red Cross and the
OAU (Organization of African
Prof. Joseph R. Dillinger of Utinity) and his commission to
the University of Wisconsin phy- get your agreement to an 1CRC
sics department will visit St. humanitarian mission in StanMary 's College Thursday and leyville and to arrangements to
Friday and will present two pub- protect and evacuate innocent
civilians.
lic lectures.

Visiting Physics
Professor Set
For St. Mary 's

Kosidowski Rips
646, Misses by 3

Bob Kosidowski came awfully
close to rolling into the top ten
in the series department Tuesday night when he shattered
224-188-234—646 for Bell's Bar in
the Four-City League at HalRod.
The errorless series missed
tenth place on the list by just
three pins.
While Kosidowski was ripping
646, Golden Brand sneaked to
1,031—2,916.
Jerry Henez clipped 245—613
t» lead Norm's Electric to 1,035
—2,849 in the Hiawatha League
at Westgate.
AT WINONA Athletic Club,
Golden Frog was rattling 1,054
Bell of
—2,934 while Bill
H amm's and J im Weimerskirch
of Ed Bucks were dividing individual honors with 232 and
225—601 respectively.
Rudy Edel knocked down 224
and Phil Bambenek came up
with 573 errorless.
Paving the way for the women Tuesday was the Ladies City
League at Hal-Rod where Esther Pozanc and Irlene Trimmer, both for Pozanc Trucking,
were posting 196 and 532.
Togs 'n Toys amassed 923 and
Home Furniture 2,606.

LINAHAN'S won the f i r s t
round. Team members are Teresa Curbow, Cornelia Podjaski,
Annette Wieczoreb, Emerine
Weaver, Claire Williams and
Ruth Lilla.
Other City loop 500s came
from : Ramona Hildebraodt 531,

Murray Frets
When Gophers
Start Pitching

His visit is part of the visit"We continue to stand ready
ing scientists program in phy- to> cooperate fully in such
sics sponsored by the American humanitarian efforts and to disAssociation of Physics Teach- cuss
arrangements through
ers and the American Institute these organizations. We are so
MINNEAPOLIS (AP) - You
of Physics/
advising the chairman of the would
think Coach Murray WarHi s first lecture, "The Super- OAU and h i s commission
math
of Minnesota just can't
and
Superconductors
fluids —
(Prime Minister Jomo Kenyatta
stand
prosperity.
Liquid Helium, " will be given of Kenya) and urge you to comHere he has the best passing
at 7:30 p.m. Thursday in the municate with him in this matquarterback in Gopher history,
college auditorium. At 10:20 ter."
but he can't squelch a grumble
a.m. Friday, Prof .D illinger will
A broadcast from Stanleyville
speak on the nature of physics Tuesday gave the first indica- about all the passing once in a
and its relation to other bodies tion that Carlson was still alive. while.
After John Hankinson had
of knowledge. This lecture will
The rebels had announced
passed
the Gophers to a 14-7 vicRoom.
be in the Cardinal
early Monday that the 36-year- tory over Purdue last Saturday ,
Dillinger received his doctor- old doctor from Rolling Hills,
ate in physics from the Univer- Calif., had teen convicted of it was WarriiBth who told writsity of Wisconsin and has been espionage and sentenced to die ers:
a staff member at the Massa- at noon that day. The broadcast
''When you add it np, you 're
chusetts Institute of Technology Tuesday said that Gbenye met going to give the other team
radiation laboratory. He is now Monday with the U.S. consul to that football when you throw it
engaged in low temperature re- discuss the question of prisoners a lot, and those interceptions
search at Wisconsin.
of war and that rebel officials can give the other team some
The student chapters of the who defended Carlson at his points too. You don't do ALL
American Institute of Physics trial were present .
the scoring when you pass all
and Sigma Pi Sigma are ar"
A rebel radio message on Oct. the time.
ranging for the visit. Interested
Well, maybe so, but Han29
said
the
Americans
and
Belstudents from the College of
kinson hasn't had enough passSaint Teresa and Winona State gians in rebel territory would be es intercepted this season f or
held
until
the
U.S.
and
Belgian
College are invite d.
loudgovernments halted their mili- Warmath to complain very
tary aid to Premier Moise ly.
John has had only four of his
Tshombe's government in Leo147 tosses picked off by the oppoldville.
position. That's less than three
per cent — one 'of the best
marks in the nation among colPine Island Scout
lege passers, and better than all
Selected by 'Report
but a couple of the pros.
A Winona and two area LeHank , a junior who already
'
Nation
To
Committee
gionnaires have been named tc
has bested two Gopher passing
national American Legion posts.
Eagle Scout George Hauser- records and is almost certain to
Adolph Bremer, Winona, serv- rnann Troop 69, Pine Island, bag several more Saturday
,
ing a three-year term as a has been selected by the Game- against Wisconsin, has completmember of the publications com- haven Boy Scout Council, "Re- ed 78 of his 147 tosses for a 53
mission, was renamed its vice port to the Nation" selections percentage. His aerials have
chairman by the new national committee as a candidate for gone for 996 yards and eight
commander, Donald Johnson the Region 10 nomination.
touchdowns.
of Iowa. The commission suScouts from the 16 other counAnd all three of his prime repervises the national Legion cils in the region also will be
ceivers
will be back next season
magazine.
selected. Their records will be
Dan Foley, Wabasha, is vice reviewed by a regional selec- with the likelihood of a Gopher
chairman of the overseas graves tions committ*ee and one Scout aerial circus developing for sure.
decoration trust committee, and selected to make the "Report to Aaron Brown/ who has caught
Nick Kenitz , Wabasha , contin- the Nation" for Region 10 dur- 26 passes for 248 yards and two
ues on the legislative commis- ing Boy Scout Week in Febru- touchdowns , and Kent Kramer,
who has 16 catches for 316 yards
sion .
ary 1965 in "Washington , D.C.
A total of 14 Eagle Scouts and and four scores, are juniors. Ken
Explorers made application to Last , with 20 grabs for 296 yards
be Gamehaven Council repre- and two touchdowns , is only a
sophomore.
sentative.
The Gophers also will return
their top rusher in 1965. Fred
Farthing, with :*72 yards on 101
St. Charles Schoo l
carries for a 3.7 average , is a
Board to Appoint
junior. Hankinson is next wilh
lfi') yards and senior Mike Reid
Advisory Committee
third with 161.
ST. CHARLES , Minn. ( Special)—St. Charles School Board
MORE OPENINGS
will have an informal meeting
IN BANTAM LOOP
at Del's Cafe Friday at 1:30
p.m. to appoint a citizens comBill Hartfeshelnirr. direcmittee to work with the architor of the Park-Rec Bantects and fiscal agents in pretam Basketball League for
paring a brochure for the relioys nine years old, calls
ferendum election Dec. 14.
attention to tht second clinThe school board proposes to
ic and announces that there
sell $1, 100,000 in bonds to fiare openings for more boyi.
nance a new 600-student high
The clinic will be held at
school.
Central Elementary School
at 9 a.m. Saturday. All
hoys interested in play ing
must attend as teams will
lie chosen.

Winona, Wa basha
Men on National
Legion Groups

Smart
Shoppers
Always
Read

Y BARGAINS j f

But Leo Onl y
Did What He
Knew Was Ri g ht

DAILY NEWS

ADS

Before Going
Shopping

LOS ANGELES (AP) - Leo
Durocher and the Los Angeles
Dodgers, answering a $200,000
damage suit , say that if the
farmer Dodger coach hit a fan it
was only in self-defense.
The suit WHS filed Aug. 26 by
Robert J . Hallsworth , 20 , who
charged that Durocher struck
him on the j«w outside Dodger
Stadium after a game.
The Durocher-Dodger answer ,
filed in Superior Court Tuesday,
contended that Hnllswort h made
"nn assault" against Duroohor
and that the coach "necessarily
defended himself. "

APARTMENT 3-G

Audrey Gorecki 529, Helen Nelson 525, Esther Pozanc 5^3, Cornelia Podjaski 518, Audrey Sieracki 515, Shirley Squires 515,
Eleanor Griesel 506, Betty
Schoonover 502 and Yvonne Carpenter 501.
REB MEN 'S CLUB : Tuesdaynite — Erling Nelson of
Braves dropped 184—482 and
Apaches scalped 970—2,599.

WESTGATE BOWL: National
—Bob Vogelsang led Shorty 's to
2,790 with his 200 while Bill
Weaver's 570 was shoving
Klingers to 972.
American — Fran Hengel leveled 595 for Westgate and Louis Wera trigged 224 for Graham
•& McGuire , which pushed On to
978. Bub 's tumbled 2,797.
Wenonah — Pearl Peplinski
hammered 173—480 for Flintstones. Lickity Splits bumped
807 and Blue Tuesday 2,370. Subbing, Leona Lubinski came up
with the individual series topper of 207—525. Another sub,
Nancy Gappa, bounced 210.
Working Girls — Cass Lauer
and Sharon Fakler led Gutter
Dusters to 521—1 ,400 with their
168 and 417.
HALrROD LANES: TwilightMary Monahan belted 169 to
pace Rain Drops to 493. Sally
Kohler had a 293 two-game set
for Tri-Jets and Gutter Gals
picked up 931.
Lncky Ladies — Martha Richtman toppled 495 for Coca-Cola
and Beverly Heitman 180 for
Fountain City. Hamm's nudged
843—2 462.
WINONA AC: Elks — Jack
Richter led Grain Belt to 971—
2,800 with his 213—568.
AMERICAN
Westgate
W. ft.
Mardiantt Bank
17 11
Earl's Tree Service
MVi tv/t
Grainbalt Baar
UVt tavi
Wastgata Bawl
, 25 14
Boland Mfg. Ce.
IS IA
Graham * McGuire
14 13
Country Kitchan
lift 17Vi
Hauler Black Crows
20 It
Lincoln (murine*
l« 2«
Quality Chevrolet .......... 17'/, 21V*
Bub's Beer
15'A IV/a
H. choate S Co
IS 24
Swiff Prams
14 2S
Swift Premiums
11 24
Winona Reddi-Mk
13 24
Rainbow Jewelers
llVi KVi
NATtONAL
Wastgata
Points
Shorty's . . . . .
at
Coiy Corner
WVi
Klingtr 's
27
Louise 's
24
Highway Pure
24
Kelly 's
2314
Skelly
20
Morken's
u
ELKS
Athletic Club
W. I.
-. . . 2 2 1 4 T>A
Crainbelt
Main Tavern
l
l 11
Home Furniture
17V4 11V4
Penney's
11 17
Spaltz Taxaco
11 Is
Bub's Beer
7 2)
LUCKY LADIES
Hal-Rod
W. L.
Clark 4 Clark
it
•
Standard Lumbar Co.
life cm
Hamm's Beer
ll
*
Midway Tavern
.14
13
Coca-Cola
13'A 13i/4
Saven-Up
t 11
Fountain
t l
i
R. O. Cone
1 20
TWILIGHT
rfat-Rod
W. L.
Trl-Jets
if./, Yk
Threa Ts
I 4
Queen Pins
I
4
Bowlarattes
7
S
Pin Dusters
7
5
Gutter Gals
4
6
Rain Drops
4V4 7V4
Af's Gals
4
•
Alley Gators
¦
4
Strikettes
]
a.
WORKING GIRLS
Westgate
w. L.
K.I.S. Gals
l
l
»
Bowlarattes
17 10
Sweet Sixteen*
u ll
,
Hl-Potkets
JJ
\i
Gutter Dusters
13 14
Swabblas
l
i u
Lcaguettas
t l
i
Ball chime*
7 17
WENONAH
Westgate
w. L.
Pin Pals
21 12
Blue Tuesday
It
14
Breltlow
i; .it
Studio Girl ..'
14 17
Lucky Flva
11 17
Nlntsfones
14V4 )i'/4
Llekity Splits
14V4 18%
Alley Capers
14 1»
TUESDAY NIGHT
Rod Man
W. L.
Goltl
It
11
Bravaa
u is
Mahlka 's
14 14
Apaches ,.
u ia
LADIES CITY
Hal-Rod
W. L.
Unahan's
2IV4 1114
Home Fumltura
21 12
Buck's Camera Shop
It 14
Pool's
1IV4 14%
Mankato Bar
:... 1IV4 1«%
Sammy's
ll 17
Coiy Corner
..... 15 18
Reddi-Kllowatt
IS IS
Togs 'n' Teya
13 18
Golden Frog
11V4 1»<4
Haddad's
11(4 1*%
Poianc Trucking
11(4 l»(4
FOUR-CITY
(Pinal First Round)
Hal-Rod
Paints
Ball's Bar
12
Old Style Lager
17
Central Motors
is
Christensen Drugs
24
Golden Brand Poods
14
Winona Truck Sarvica
13
F. A. Krause
12
}2
Olrtlar'a Oil
Lang 's Bar
11
Burmeister Oil
18
Mike's Fine Poods
IS
Humble Oil Co.
11
HIAWATHA
Wastgata
Points
Midland
40
Kulak Brothers
14
KAOK Radio
If'4
Spelti Imp
ta
Norm 's Electric
. 14
TrI County Electric
13'*
Home af Halleman's
13
Schmltty's Bar
t
WINONA CLASSIC
L.
Athletic Club
W.
¦mil's Memwaer
II 12
Hot Pish Shop
. HVi l«Va
¦d Buck's Camera' Shop
If
14
II li
Hamm's Beer
Golden Prog Supper Club 1414 18",
11 10
Bub's Beer

Injuries Begin Stock Market
To Hit Red Wings Advances in

DETROIT (AP) - Injuries
are again starting to hit the Detroit Red Wings and Managercoach . Sid Abel must be wondering if they'll ever stop.
The Red Wings left four players in Detroit Tuesday night
after bowing to the New York
Rangers 2-1 in the only National
Hockey League game played.
Seventeen Red Wings missed
a total of 105 games last season.
But enough of them, got healthy
near the end of the regular season and helped the team come
within an eyelash of winning the
Stanley Cup.
Detroit, still leading the
league by one point, plays at
Chicago tonight , while Montreal
is at Toronto.
bruised ankle has sidelined
\
Floyd Smith, while Eddie Joyal
and Ron Murphy were left behind because of shoulder Injuries.
•
The other injured player is
Larry Jeffrey, who has been
nursing a knee injury for most
of the season.

NCAA Slaps
Down AAU

KANSAS CITY (AP) - The
National Collegiate Athletic Association put into effect today a
rule that athletes at its 620
member schools may not compete this winter in open meets
not sanctioned by the United
States Track and Field Federation.
The policy was adopted by the
NCAA council in New York Nov.
4. Robert F. Ray of the University of Iowa, NCAA president ,
announced today it is in effect.
It does not apply to this year 's
cross-country competition.
Invoking the rule signals resumption of the NCAA's scrap
with the Amateur Athletic Union over the sanctioning of track
and fi eld meets. The late Gen.
Douglas MacArthur negotiated
a truce between them in January 1963, but it expired with the
end of the Olympics in Tokyo.
AAU spokesmen in New York
were not available for comment.
The AAU contends it has the
sole right to sanction open
meets in the United States. It
has refused to sanction events
which accept formal sanctions
from the USTFF and other federations aligned with the NCAA.
The fight has been going on
more than three years.

Clay to Get
Some Company

Heavy Trade

NEW YORK (AP) -. The
stock market surged further
into record high ground in
heavy trading early this after-

noon.
Blue chip leadership again
paved the way for the market's

advance which was now bringing it within hailing distance of
another "magic number" —900
in the Dow Jones industrial average.
DuPont , Sears, Roebuck and

General Electric were among

the f ront runners.

Early gains by motori, how-

ever, were pared away as the
session continued. Oils were

lower as a group. Many market
wheelhorses were unchanged.
But enough of the "key
stocks" were strong so that the
averages got a powerful kick to
higher levels.
The Associated Press average
of 60 stocks at noon was up 1.5
to 331.8, putting it just above its
last record closing high. Industrials were up 2.6 , rails up .7
and utilities up .3.
The Dow Jones industrial average at noon was up 6.65 to
892.04.
Prices were irregularly higher in fairly active trading on
the American Stock Exchange.
Corporate bonds were unchanged to narrowly mixed.
U.S. government bonds were
mostly unchanged.

GRAIN
MINNEAPOLIS (AP)-Wheat
receipts Tuesday 390; year ago
315; trading basis unchanged;
prices % lower; cash spring
wheat basis, No 1 dark northern 1.74%-1.767/a; spring wheat
one cent premium each lb over
58-€l lbs; spring wheat one cent
discount each Vz lb under 58 lbs;
Protein prems: 11-17 per cent
1.74%-1.84%.
No 1 hard Montana winter
1.74%-1.79%.
Minn. - S.D .No 1 hard winter
1.70y8-1.767/8 .
No 1 hard amber durum ,
choice 1.73-1.75 ; discounts, amber 3-5; durum 7-10.
Corn No 2 yellow 1.15V4.
Oats No 2 white W/ A -WVA No
3 white 53'/4-€33/4; No 2 heavy
white ^VA ^VA ; No 3 heavy
white 61V4-«43/4.
Barley, cars 223 ; year ago
210; good to choice 1.04 - 1.36;
low to intermediate 96 - 1.28 ;
feed 87-95 .
Rye No 2 1.21V4-1.25V4 .
Flax No 1 3.17.
Soybeans No 1 yellow 2.70V4.
~~

NEW YORK (AP) - CaBOSTON (AP)-Cassius Clay nadian dollar .9315, previous day
expected some welcome com- .9317.
pany in the hernia surgery ward
at Boston City Hospital today in
the person of high jumper John
Thomas.
Thomas, 23, who won a silver
medal in the high jump at the
Olympics in Tokyo, was to be
operated on for a hernia which
LAFAYETTE, La. (AP ) has bothered him since before
While
Arnold Palmer and Jack
the Olympics.
Nicklaus
were studying the rollThomas put Off surgery to be
sure he would be able to jump ing contours of Oakbourne
Country Club for their down-toat Tokyo.
A spokesman for the hospital the-wire duel for the 1964 golfing
said Clay is "getting along very money championship, a class
well" in his recuperation pro- reunion of sorts was going on in
gram but there still is no deci- another foursome.
It was 1946 when Gardner
sion on when he will be able to
Dickinson Jr. and Luca Barbaleave the hospital.
Clay underwent eurgery for to , host pro for the $25,000!Cajun
an incarcerated hernia last Fri- Classic Golf tournament, began
day night, three days before he playing golf for Louisiana State
was to have defended his heavy- University.
They got together again Tuesweight boxing championshi p
day in a practice round for the
against Sonny Liston.
Cajun Classic and briefly relived the days when their LSU
ROOM FOR
golf team—which also included
Jay Hebert , who, like Gardner ,
CAGE TEAMS
is now one of the fixtures of the
The Park-Rec City Basket- play-for-pay circuit—won two
ball League for men haa open- NCAA championships.
ings for two teams. Any
teams interested are asked to
register now. A meeting will Is He Bad Cookie
be held at the Park-Rec of- To Have Around?
fice Monday at 7:30 p.m.
BUFFALO , N.Y. (AP ) - ConThe league will be open to
troversial
Cookie Gilchrist , the
college players with the exception of varsity and fresh- American Football League's
men team members. No high leading rusher and 1962 Player
school varsity or freshmen of the Year , appeared headed
members will be allowed to (or either the Oakland Raiders
or the New York Jets today aftcompete.
er being discarded by the Buffalo Bills.
SULTAN OF SWAT
BALTIMORE (AP) - The
The Bills, pace-setters in the
Maryland Professional Baseball Eastern Division and hoping to
Players Association announced win their first AFL title, fired
today that Harmon Killebrew of the $30,000 a year, 250-pound
the Minnesota Twins will be fullback by placing him on the
awarded the Sultan of Swat waiver block (or $100. They said
crown at the organiatlzon'j they wouldn 't withdraw the
Tops in Sports banquet Jan. 11. waiven either .

Golf Foursome
Enjoys Reunion

By Alex Kotzky

1 P.M. New York
Stock Prices

Want Ads
Sta rt Here

53% Int'l Ppr 37%
22V4 Jns k L 75V4
96%
Amrada 88% Kn'ct
44%
Am Cn
43H Lrld
Am M&F 18% Mp Hon 132U*.
N O T I CI
C0% Thll namtoapar will b» rwpontlbl*
Am Mt
15 Mn MM
AT&T
68 Mn & Ont 26% tor only on* tacorrort Inttrtlan ot
cUuiflM advortlMrntnt PVb*
Am Tb
36 Mn PAL 48% •ny
llthtd In tho Want Ad taction. Chtcfc
Ancda
55% Mn Chm 86% your Ml and cell J351 II a corrt*Arch Dn 36% Mon Dak 41% tlon muit b« madt.
41%
Anne St
67% Mn Wd
85% BLIND ADS UNCALLED FOR—
Armour 56*4 Nt Dy
Avco Cp 22H N Am Av 13% g-14, It, 20, «¦
Beth Sti
37% Nr N Gs 59%
Bng Air 66% Nor Pac 55
Card of Think*
Brswk
8% No St Pw 38% HOWE Ctr Tr
39% Nw Air
64% My ilnc«r* thankt Co all Itttma wtto vlaltm«. i«nt cardi, floweri. gifts, fruit,
47% ad
ChMSPP 32% Nw Bk
alto lor tha food that was brought In,
67% while l was at Community Mamorlal
C&NW
63*4 Penney
Hospital and line* my return noma. A
Chrysler 58% Pepsi
59% tpaclal thanks to Rev. Clarane*) Bisk*
Ct Svc
75% Phil Pet
52% for visits and prayers, also to Dr. Herbert H*he and tha nurses on 2nd,
Cm Ed
30% Plsby
76% North.
Mn. Edwin How*
Cn Cl
53
Plrd
VTJV*.
Cn Can
52% Pr Oil
56% THOMPSON—
Our sincere and grateful thanks ara
Cnt Oil
73% RCA
34% extended to all our friends, nalghbori
and relatives for their various acts ol
Cntl D
54 Rd Owl
28% kindness
and messages of sympathy
Deere
46% Rp Sti
45% shown us during our racant bereavement,
the
of our b* loved husband
Douglas 29% Rex Drug 59% and fattier.loss
' Wa especially thank Dr.
Dow Chm 80% Rey Tob 41% Brynestad, the organist asnd soloist.
Mrs. Helmer Thompson 8, Family.
du Pont 290H Sears Roe 134
4
East Kod 140% Shell Oil 59% Lost and Found
Ford Mot 58% Sinclair 56 BLACK LABRADOR Mix, old pat, nam*
Gen Elec 89% Socony
88% "Dodee," lost. Tal. 9405.
Gen Fds 84% Sp Rand 14%
(1st Pub. Data Wed., Nov. II, 1M4)
Gen Mills 43% St Brads 81%
CITY OF WINONA
Gen Mot 98% St Oil Cal 72%
WINONA, MINNESOTA
Gen Tel
38% St Oil Ind 43%
ADVERTISEMENT FOR BIDS
FOR
Gillette
28% St Oil NJ 80%
OASOLINI
Goodrich 62 Swft & Co 54% Sealed Proposals marked "Gasoline
Bid" will be rec» *.v«; «t th* office of
Goodyear 47% Texaco
80
the City Reorder of the City of WinGould Bat 39% Texas Ins 88% ona, Minnesota, until 7:30 p.m. on MonDecember 7, 1944, for furnishing
Gt No Ry 61% Un Pac
44% day,
the City ot Winona with approximately
Gryhnd 24 U S Rub 61% 55,000 gill Ions ot gasollni In accordance
Gulf Oil
62 U S Steel 55% with the specifications prepared by th*
City Engineer of Winona, Minnesota,
Homestk 46y* Westg El 43% Specifications and Proposal Form
may be obtained at the City Engineer's
IB Mach 424 Wlworth
31
Office, city Hall, Winona, Minnesota.
Int Harv 86% Yg S & T 47
All bids roust be submitted on the ProAll'd Ch
Als Chal

WINONA MARKETS
Swift a Company

posal Form furnished.
A certified check or bidder 's bond
shall accompany each bid In an amount
equal to et least five percent (5%) of
the bid made payable to the City of
Winona which shall be forfeited to the
City In the event the successful bidder
falls to enter Into a contract with the
City.
Th* City reserves the right to rated any and all bids end to waive Informalities.
Dated at Winona, Minnesota, Nov«nv
ber 14, 1964.
John S. Carter,
City Recorder

Thfia quotations apply as to noon today.
Buying hours ar* from I a.m. to <
p.m. Monday through Friday.
All llvtttock arriving attar closing
flm« will bt properly eared for, weighed
and priced tha following morning.
Hogi
Top butchers, 190-2M Ibi. 13.7H4.15
Top sows
12.35-12.7S
Cattle
(1st Pub. Date, Wed. Nov. 4, 1944)
The cattle market: Steers and halters
State of Minnesota ) ss.
23 cents lower; cow* steady to weak.
County of Winona ) In Probate Court
High choice
22,25
No. 15,921
Top beef cowi
... 12.00
In Re estate af
Canners and cutters
ll.M-down
Leona Barnholti, Decedent.
Veal
Order for Hearing on Petition for AdThe veal market Is weak,
Limiting Tim* to File
ministration,
Top choice
. . . ...
., 22.00
Claims and for Hearing Thereon
Good and choice
10.OH8.0O
John D. Barnholti, also known as
Commercial and boners .. 9.00-down
John Barnholtz, having filed herein a
petition for general administration statFroedtert Malt Corporation
ing that said decedent died Intestate
Hours: I a.m. to 4 p.m. * closed Saturdays and praying that The First National
Submit sample befora loading
Bank of Winona be appointed adminis(New Crop Barley)
trator; .
IT it ORDERED, That th* hearing
No. 1 barley
11.11
thereof be had on December 3, 1964, at
No. 2 barley
l.M
11:13 o'clock A.M., before this Court In
No. 3 barley
.95
the probate court room In trie court house
No. A barley
84
in Winona, Minnesota; that the time within which creditors of said decedent may
Winona Egg Market
file their claims be limited to four
These quotation* apply as ot
months from the date hereof, and that
10:30 a.m. today
the claims so filed be heard on March 13,
Grade A dumbo)
.:. . .31
1965, at 10:30 o'clock AM., before this
Grade) A (targe)
26
Court In th* probate court room In the
Grade A (medium)
19
court house In Winona, Minnesota, and
Grada A (small)
12
that notice hereof be given by publicaGrada B
.20
tion of this order In The Winona Dally
Grade C
,12
News and by mailed notice as provided
by law.
Dated November J, 1964. .-•
Bay State Milling Company
E. D. LIBERA,
No. 1 northern spring wheat .... 1.67
Probst* Judge.
No. 2 northern spring wheat .... 1,45
( Probate Court Seal)
No. 3 northern spring wheat .... 1.41
George
M.
Robertson
Jr.,
No. 4 northern spring wheat ,... 1.57
Attorney tor Petitioner.
No. 1 hard winter wheat
1.57
No. 2 hard winter wheat
1J5
(1st Pub. Date, Wed. Nov. A, 1*M4)
No. 3 hard winter wheat ...... 1.51
State of Minnesota ) ss.
No. 4 hard winter wheat
1.47
County of Winona ) In Probate Court
No. 1 rye . ....
1.17
No. 15,920
No. 1 ry* ...
V15
¦
In Re Estate ef
John Henry Barnholti, Oecadent.
Order for Hearing on Petition for Administration, Limiting Time to Fit* Claims
and for Hearing Thereon
John D. Barnholtz, also known as John
SOUTH ST. PAUL
SOUTH ST. PAUL, Minn, UB-(USDA) Barnholtr having filed herein a petition
— Catlle 6.000; calves 1,800; slaughter for general administration stating that
steers and heife rs slow, steady to weak; said decedent died Intestate and praying
extremes 25 cents lower on kinds grad- that The First National Bank of Winona
ing good and bilow; cows steady to be appointed administrator i
IT IS ORDERED, That th* hearing
weak; bulls about steady; vealers 31.00J2.00 lower; slaughter calves about thereof be had on December 3, 1964, at
steady; choice 950-1,250 lb slaughter 11:15 o'clock A M., before this Court In
iteers 22.50-23 00; mixed good and cholca the probate court room In the court
22.00-22.75; choice 850-1,050 lb slaughter house In Winona, Minnesota; that the
hellers 21.00-22.25; mixed good and choice time within which creditors of said de20.25-21.00; good 18.75-20.50; utility and cedent may file their claims be limited
commercial cows 11.50-12 .50; canner and to four months from the date -hereof,
cutter 9.00-11.00; utility and commercial and that the claims so filed be heard on
bulls 14,00-17.00; canner and cutler 10.00- March 12, 1965, at 10:30 o'clock A.M.,
15.00; choice vealers 22.00-24.00; good before th is Court In tht probate court
17.00-21 .00; choice slaughter calves 16.00- room In the court house In Winona, Min18.00; good 14.00-16.00; standard and nesota, and that notice hereof be given
good 600-100 lb feeder steers 14.00- by publication of this order In the Wi18.00; good 475 lb steer calves 21.00; nona Dally News and by mailed notice
as provided by law .
good 450 lb heifer calves 19.00.
Dated November 7, 1964.
Hogs 10,000; moderately active; barE. D. LIBERA,
rows and gilts weak to 25 cents lower;
Probate Judge.
>ows and feeder pigs steady; 1-2 200(Probate Court Seall
230 lb barrows and gilts 14.50-14.75; mixed 1-3 190-240 lbs 14.0O-I4.2J; 240-260 George M. Robertson Jr.,
lbs 13.50-14.00; medium 1-2 160-200 lbs Attorney for Petitioner.
12.50-14,25 ; 1-3 270-360 lb sows I2.JO-13.00;
(1st Pub. Date, Wed . Nov. 4, 1964)
2-3 360-400 lbs 1I.7J-12.50; choice 130160 lb feeder pigs 13. 50-14.00.
State ol Minnesota ) ss,
Sheep 3,000; slaughter lamb trade County of Winona ) In Probate Court
rather slow; mostly steady with TuesNo. 14,853
day 's average; slaughter ewe and feeder
In thi Matter of the Guardianship af,
lambs steady; choice and prime 00-110
John Henry Barnholtz, Ward.
lb wooled slaughter lambs 19.50-20.00;
The guardian of the above named
some high choice end prime 97 lbs Ward, viz,: The First National Bank of
at 20.50; good end choice 70-90 lbs Winona, having made and filed In this
1J.OCM9.00; utility and good wooled court lis final account, together with
slaughter ewes J.OO-6.00; choice and Its petition representing |h*t said guardprime 94 lb shorn slaughter lambs No. ianship has terminated and praying that
2 pelts 19.00; choice end fancy 60-80 said account bo examlnod , ndlusted and
lb feeder lambs 19.00 19.75; good and allowed by this court, and thai in Id
choice 50-60 lbs I6.O0-18.50; choice and guardian be discharged ;
fancy 15 lb shearing lambs 20.00; good
IT IS ORDERED, That said petition
and choice breeding ewes 1.00-10 00.
be heard and said account examined
and ad|usled by this cogrt , at the ProCHICAOO
CHICAOO i.fl -USDA)— Hogs «J,0O0; bate Court Room, In Ihe Courl House
butchers weak lo 25 cents lower; 1-2 In the City of Winona, County ol Win190 220 lb butchers 15.00-15.50; 38 head ona , Slate of Minnesota, on Ihe 3rd
et 15.65; mixed 1-3 190-330 lbs 14.2V day ot December , 1964 , at 11:15 o 'clock
15.00; 2:>0-350 lbs 13.50-14.35; 2-J 250-270 A.M., and that this order be served by
lbs 13,00-13.75/ 370-290 lbs 12,75 13.00; the publication Ihereol In the Wlnone
mixed 1-3 375-450 lb sows 1150-12.00; Dally News and by mailed notice ac23 450-550 lbs 11.00-1).50; tew 500-600 lbs cording to law.
Dated November 2, 1944 .
10.75-11.25.
E, O. LIBERA,
Cattle 10,000; calves 25; slaughter
Probst* Judge.
steers steady to 25 cents tower; load
(Court Seal)
prime 1,329 lb 35.85; high cholca and
George
M.
Robertson, Jr.
prime 1,150-1,400 lbs 24,7H5.50| cholca
1,100-1,400 lbs 21.7524.75; good ell walghts Attorney (or Petitioner .
21.00-23.291 load lots mixed choice and
prime 900-1,000 lb heifers 33.25-33.50; — Butter offerings fully ade-good 3tO.00-2l.75.
quale. Demand fair. Prices unSheep 700; slaughter lambs and ewes
steady; choice and prime 40-105 lb wool- changed .
ad slaughter Iambi 20.50-21,00; good and
Cheese offerings adequate.
choice 19.50-20 50; good 19.0O-19.J0.

LIVESTOCK

¦

PRODUCE
CHICAGO (AP ) - (USDA) Live poultry : Wholesale buying
prices unchanged to 2 lower;
roasters 23-26; special fed white
rock tryen 18%-JO; barred rock
fryers 22; few geese 23.
CHICAGO (AP) - Chicago
Mercantile Exchange — Butler
steady; wholesale buying prices
unchanged ; 93 score AA 61%;
92 A Sire; 90 B «0%; 89 C 60;
cars SO B «1%; 89 C 61.
Eggs weak ; wholesale buying
prices unchanged -to 1 lower ; 70
per cent or better grade A
whites 33; mixed 32; mediums
26; standards 29; dirties unquoted; checks 22to.

NEW YORKTAP) - (USDA)

Demand Improved , Prices unchanged.
Wholesale egg offerings more
than ample. Demand quiet today.
Wholesale selling prices based
on exchange and other volume
sales .
Mixed colors : standards 3Z33 &; checks 27-28.
Whites: extra fancy heavy
weight 47 lbs min 40-42; fancy
medium 41 lbs average 2ft'/*i-31 ;
fancy heavy wei ght 47 lbs min
36-37; medium 40 lbs average 2930; smalls 36 lbs nvernge 25V426ft; peewecs 31 lbs average.
B '
21-22.
Browns : extra fancy heavy
weight 47 Ihs min 31)4-41; fnncy
medium 41 lbs nverngo 30-31;
fancy heavy weig ht -47 lbs milt
37-38 >*; smiills 36 lbs average ,
28-20; peewecs 31 lbs average .
*
20-21.

Lost and Found

4 Monty t» Lean

LO»T-IMI cliu ring, blue stone, Inlileli
N.H.. left In washroom new Country
Kitchen, Sat. night, Reward. Til. 7141
itttr ay..

PifMMJl_

¦

.- ; ¦

• •7

THI proven urptt clemer Blue Lustre
l
i Miy on tti» budget. Restores foriottan eo*er». ami electric shempceer,ll,
W, D. Com C».
t
i
l
l Mefpan tldg. houies our shop, for
Milt taaair tn sun and stop. W. Betstnger lallor, sKVi W, 3rd.
HAVe YOUR Lawn Boy mower tmf.
hauled for winter storage at ROBB
¦WO*. tTORB. 874 fi. 4th._
tOI I WBIOHT lately wflh Sa»M<il
tablets. WMk'i supply only tR at Tod
Maier WelgcMfi Orugi,
ARC VOU * PROBiey ORINKERfM»n 6r women your drinking creates
numerous problems. If you need and
want heu, contact Alcoholics Anony
moui. tmant Oroup e/a General Da
llvory, Wlncm, Minn.
MEMO TO auclSc's How coma you
haven't bar In end given a full report on Itt* convention? We could also
uie tha moniy we wonI Ray Mayer,
Innkeeper, WILLIAMS HOTEL.
VOUR MORNINGS art at good *• your
breakfast. Start the day out with fluffy
cakes, crispy bacon, farm trash eggi
dona the wiy- you like them, toast,
j uice and thi bait cup of coffee In
town. With lliat Inside you, you can
face anything the day might* bring.
RUTH'S RBJTAURANT, 1» E. 3rd.
Open 24 hour! a day except Monday.
-~
TRUJSeS-ABDOAMNAr^BBLTB
SACROILIAC SUPPORTS

GOLTZ PHARMAC Y

»4 B. 3rd

Tal, 24e7_

Builneu SiTvlca)i

J4

WE COME lo (He aid of the party. Bugs
all cleaned to bright perfection, groundin dirt and stubborn stains removed
quickly and easily. WINONA RUG
CLEANINO 8ERVICE, 114 W, 3rd
J

Furniture Repair*

18

Plumbing, Roofing

21

"HING*
FURNITURE ReFTr4Ts
and minor
repairing. Reasonable prices, pick up
and delivery. Free estimate. Til. 9449
noons and ivenlngs. Robert Grives.

Jerry's Plumbing¦W

BIT E. 4th

Tel,

M

ELECTRIC ROTO ROOTER
For clogged sewers and drilns
Tel. 9509 or MM
I year guarantee

CALL SVL KUKOWSKI

Septic Tank & Cesspool
Cleaning Service

special truck . Sanitary « Odorlesa
G. 5. WOXIAND CO
Rushford, Winn.
Tel. 164-924)
WE CARRY a complete line "of plumbing material! lor the man who wants
J or 100.

SAN ITARY

PLUMBING & HEATING
148 E. 3rd SI.
Tel. 2737
THE ALL-NEW Moen DlalceMauceFw"""*
out-perform any lavatory faucet ever
made. Moving parts are sealed In a
self-lubrlctllng cartridge which anyone
can replace In 3 minutes without special
tqols, Cartridge replacement makes the
faucet like new regardless of Its years
of service. A" this and attractive, too.

FRANK O'LAUGHL IN
PLUMBING 8. HEATING
»7 E. 3rd
Tel. 3703

Help Wanted—Female ,

28

LADY TO WORK about 15¦ hours ptr
week. Tel. 3107.
_
REGISTERED NURSE, Licensed Practlcal Nurse, Practical Nurse. Apply it
Watkln 's Home, Tel. M944.
LIGHT HOUSEWORK for adults In small
town, near Winona, no cooking, could
bo filled by elderly lady, room, board
and wagea. Write B-24 Dally Newt.
SECRETARY wanted for downtown retaii store, experienced middle aged
woman, tome bookkeeping/ shorthand
essential, (glary open, paid Vacations,
group insurance plan available Write
E-25 Dally. News.
BABYSITTBR-4 days a week, to live In,
by working mother. Tel. 9578 alter 4:39.

Help Wanted—Mala

,27

YOUNG MARRIED'man, presently workIng 2nd shift, for permanent part time
local work, no selling. Inquire 8. H.
- Olson, Box 820, La Crosse. ¦ >
MAN TO OPERATE Grade A dairy farm.
Write E-13 Dally News.
«ALESM%N WANTED-3 men needed In
this area, 1125 to 8275 per week, prefer construction workers, truck drivers
and farmers willing lo work. Give references. For personal Interview write
P. O. Box, 275, St. Paul Park, Minn.

WORKERS

'MARRIED, lo age 35, 50 hours week, JIM
fo start. Or necessary. Tel. J-M79.

WANTED

40 Farm Implemants

Loam - Insunnca Real Estate
FRANK WEST AGENCY

1TI Lifayttte It.
T»l. mat
iNmt *» Telepmtne)
omta)

LOANS -a.fr
**LAIN NOTIoAUTO-CURNlTUPJI

MP A, ate

Til. i»ll

Hn. » e.nuto I a.m., let. I a.m. to neon

Quick Money . , .
on any article of value . .
.
NiUAAANN't IAR0AIN STORE
111 ¦.and It,
Til. HIM

DOfll, Peti, Supplies

42

PURIlklD Oarman" Ihtpherd polTee
MM. Puppy shoti given, I whaki eld.
Dr. Auitln, JOf N. 3rd, La Creicent,
MMtn.
RIOIlTIRID Plot! male eoenheurtd,«
yeari aWi 1 Rad Tick temslei, wen
started, treeing good; I mall starting.
Clarence Winter, Dover. Minn.
SiAL . POINT tlimete kittens, I weeks
oM/ >atillful marking. Tat, a-WH.

Horiii, Cattle, Stock

43

WCANKD PIGS-».~Soberl Rait, I mllei
W. ol Wilton on Hwy. 43.
_
HOL8TBIN BULC-puTebred, excellent
type, li months. Robert Jahnke, Pepin,
Wis.
'
HOLSTEIN STEERS—4, dry tad, 500 to
700 Ibi. Harry Kulas, Rt. 3, Winona,¦
'
Minn. (Wilson)
HOLSTEIN HEIPIR calvii. Allan AMInger, Rt. 3, Winona, Minn. Tel. Wltoka
2314,
POLLED HEREFORD feeder calves, I,
4 Hertford-Holsleln cross leader calves,
average XX) lbs. Pronichinike Bros.,
WaumandH, Wis. Tel.
«6-250J or tat¦
2MB.
FEEDER PlGt. «, weaned and caitrated< 40 older onei. Herbert McNamer,
Houston, Minn. Tel. W4-3IJ3 after 5.
PUREBRED spotted Poland Chine boars,
large rugged type, Harvey Boldt, iVi
miles E. ot Houiton. Til. 196-3143.
RIDING MAKE, well broke, viry gentiei
100 balea hay. 1200 for both. Tal. 1-3232.
HOLSTEINS-7 springing heifer*. Franklin Wanted*., Tel. Winona 903».
CARE FOR your saddle horse. Warm
barn, exercise lots. Riaionable. Pep
McMartln, Stockton. Tel. Lewiston tut .
QUALlfY leader pigs, approximately K,
weight «0 IDs.; 100 7 and « weeks.
Waym B, Johnson, Mabel, Minn., Hw*/.
S. ol Tawney).
_ 43, ((arm ~
PUREBRED HamShlra boar7~4» " IbT
Kennelh Albrecht, La Crescent, Minn.
'
( Near Nodlnej
_
POLAND CHINA boa'ri, lltfer 'matei To
Winona County 4-H Champion gilti.
Roger Boynton, Lewiston, Minn. Tel.
3792.
_^__
PUREBRED Yorkshire boars, sired by
1943 Minn. Champion. Priced to sell .
Wesley Randall, Lewiston, Minn.
PUREBRED DUROC boars, "vaccinated
for Cholera and Erysipelas. M. W
WHtsi, St. Charlai, Mlnn.
PUREBRED Duroc boari, also Lendrace
boars. Clifford Hoff, Lameboro, Minn.,
_(PUot _ Moundi.
^
NOTICE—Lenisboro Sales Commlsilon'l
new telllrtg order. Veal 12 to 1; hogi
and sheap, 1 to 1:10. Cattle sale itarts
promptly al 1:30. Veal arriving late
will be told later In sale. Sale Day
every Friday.

__

LEWISTON
LIVESTOCK MARKET
DAY SALE
November 19
1 P.M.
On Consignment:
8—1st and 2nd call Holstein
heilers, springing.
10—3rd and 4th calf cows,
springing.
«—Holstein heifers, bred.
9—Holstein heifers, o p e n ,
vaccinated, approx. 600
lbs.
9—Holstein steers, approx.
500 lbs.
6—Cross bred calves, 600
lbs.
A top market for good dairy
cows and heifers.
A top market for butcher
cows and veal.

DAILY HOG MARKET
Check With Us
Before You Sell!

Experienced, responsible
man to work as mechanic ,
on heavy dlesel and gas
trucks and operate company garage.

We have a good downtown
service s t a t i o n location
available that has been established for over 20 years.

Last Week:
Springers sold up to $245.
Holstein heifers sold up to
$14.00 cwt.
Butcher cows $12.40 ewt ,
generally from $11.00 to
$12.25 cwt.
Veal sold up to $25.25 cwt.
Holstein steers sold up to
$13.50.
Bulls sold up to $17.40 cwt.
Boars sold up to $9.00 cwt .
Small pigs sold up to $8.30
per head.
Large pigs sold up to $13.40.
Lambs sold up to $18.80 cwt.
Consignments anytime .
No sale on Nov. 28.

For the right man, a minimum investment will be required.

LESLIE GARRISON
& SON, INC.

Apply in person, please .
HOME PRODUCE CO,, INC .
St. Charles, Minn.

AREA
WINONA'

NO TRAVEL necessary. Sales experience
desirable Out not required. Company
will train right man. Liberal guarantee
and future Income substantial. Send
resume to E-27 Dally News.

BE YOUR
OWN BOSS

Owners and Managers
Tel. Lewiston 2667

Tel. 4L40 for an appointment. A s k for
Peter Makinen , Marketing Representative.

Poultry, Eggs, Supplies

44

DEKALB M week old pullelt, ' tatty vacclnated, light controlled, raised en slet
floors. /Wallable year around. SPELT7
CHICK HATCHERY , Rnlllne*itone, Minn
TeNjMI9-M11

Mobil Oil Co.

TERRAMYCIN
EGG FORMULA

ATTENTION

VA lb

Increased business this year
requiros immediate expansion. We need:

TED MAIER DRUGS
Animal Health Center

Wantad—Liveatock

1. Experienced furniture
movers with tractors.
2. Moving men without
tractors - will assist
th financing.
3. Men to learn business.
Paid training, loads
and uniforms.
Write

46

~
HOi"STBfN SPRINOINO COwTand" heft
era wanted, alio open end bred hell
ers, E. 6. Oremelsbech, inc., Lewiston
Minn. Tel 41al.
LEWISTON" SAl tt BARN
A real aood auction market tor youi
HtMihxK. Dairy cettle on Hand ah
week, hogi bought every day Trucki
avai lable, tele Thun. Tel, is*7._

Farm Implements

48

MINNEAPOLIS MOLINE Model B corn
sheller, late model, A I condition. Silas
_r MollarKl, Laneiboro, Mlrm^.

Hodgi ns-Mayf lower

~
l-Ulp—Mbit)"oTj FemeU Jfc8

Hurry Down
For The Best Deal

P 6W"P 'iow7l-iiomm14"; alioWnrtton
U" Ford Me|or plow. West End Greenhouies

¦I

'Massey Ferguson 65 Diesel
Tractor with loader.
International 660 Diesel, reconditionedand new
rubber.
Allis Chalmers WD Tractor.
Ford Tractor.
Allis Chalmers CA Tractor.
John Deere 33 Manure
Spreader.
John Deere 130 bu. 3-beater
PTO Spreader.
New Idea 96 bu. PTO
Spreader.
Spreadmaater Spreader.
Kelly Ryan PTO Spreader.
John Deere 78 bu. Tractor
Spreader .
John Deere 9-ft. Field Cultivator.

ECKEL IAAPL. CO.
Arcadia, Wis.

Tel. 2769

., . . _ .

,

¦¦» OlMy

.n isr

to The Wtnona Daily News

Dial 33 21 f or an Ad Taker .

52

NOTICE TO
LOGGERS & FARMERS
I am now buying logs delivered at yard on Hwy. 16.
( across from Club 16), 2
miles west of Rushford. Will
pay cash for all logs delivered. Alio top prices paid for
standing timber and log on
skids.

Frank West Agency
17S Lafayette (t.
Tel. 5240, or 4AO0 after hours.

—Abts—

MERLIN SCHEEVEL
Associated with

I. $1,000 buyi this good Income property.
I roams and baffi down for owner and
a very nice 3-room apt. and bath upstairs. Let your tenant pty for your
home.

Erickson Hardwoods
Onalaska, Wis.

Tel, Rushford 864-9148
Spring Grove 408-3970
Onalaska, Wis. 3-0*81

_____

NEW CAR?

INVESTIGATE LEASING
WE FURNISH:
10Mb Maintenance*
(Including Tires)
ICCHfc Service
1C0% Licensed
1C0% Insured
VOU »"UR»IISH
Gas
Wash Job*
One and two y*ar leases.

Nystroms
Leasing
Inc .

I
. If you can ply t*0 to $100 rent, Vou
can own this 2- or 3-bedroom home.
Owner remodeled for his own use, then
a change ot plins now brings Ms offer
to sell. Don't pay another month's
rant, iaa this home todey,

%7

LATEX WALL PAINT-* colors. tiHt
gal. SCHNEIDER SALES, MX) etti St.,
'
Qoodvlow,

tO»

THBEE-aEDROOM heme. In oood con- MERCUaiy-«,M» Mfttittray *4m, t emitdlflon, newly painted, A/ll basement, fires phi antra set af inawtlrsa. •»•
new electric hot water nailer, garage.
callent
rendition. Tel. RalllfMjtNM
Tal. 4110.
eol*H42l.
_
INCOME PROPERTY for sale at trade. CHEVROLET-IMJ Btl Air eVdBfV/ It
units,
city
ef
Spring
Valley.
City
waautomatic transmission, radto, hajHre
*
fer and sewir modem. Hat additional
bouQht new, vary clean. tl7f5, C. WW«¦
lend. Wilt sacrifice tor SUMO.
ler Tel. H*)S1.
;. - _
CORNPORTH REALTY
Tel. *WS-210e OLDSMOBILE-J950, 6 cylinder, at/tama«
La Crescent, Minn.
tlc. Reason for celling, can't obtain
FOURTH W nt-Well built, e roomi,
auto iniurence, Reeionabla. Tal, Law
full bath, full basement, new gai fur*
Iston-|43)1.
*¦ - - -—nece, larga lot and oarage. Will finance
en eeiy terms.

¦¦!¦ .I»~.H .I. | ¦I— IH—|—lM^»

Articles for Sale

99 Used Cars

"""""iPeet ar ^ammmmammm\a ^a^ammmmt

ajatMt.an.vA.ria.wi

"Well ,

1H W. 2nd,

D. Owner tramfarred. Redecorated. 2-bedroom home with spare room that could ^
make 3. Large living room, dining
room and kitchen big enough for
washer, dryer and deep freeze. New
Lennox gas furnace. Choice eest central
location, on bus line. Full price $10,500.

shall we make a liar out of the store 's

A l\i r AGENCY INC.
f XU l S REALTORS

Big Sale

_

CHECK THIS
ONE
OVER

on

1 959 FORD
Galax ie

Pre-lnventory Specials

4-door hardtop, V-8 , automatic transmission, radio,
heater , power steering. Only

Used Tractors

Frank West Agency

COMMERCIAL
BUILDINGS

$798

105 Johnson
Tel. 2390
Open Friday Night Until 9:00

"HANK" JEZEWSKI

We Serv ce and Stock

NOT A

TRICK

SALE . . . BUT A

Hardf's Music Store

OF A DEAL.

Freezing Sneezin'
Indoor Season

1959 DODGE
Convertible

GIBSON or EPIPHONE
GUITAR

OK USED FURNITURE STORE

With cultivator.

1-JOHN DEERE 420
"C" CRAWLER.
With Wagner loader, log
tines and material bucket.
1—Allis Chalmers "G" tractor with 5-foot mower. ¦
1 bottom plow.
1 row, cultivator.
1—Case VAC tractor with
2-row cultivator ana"*
2-14-inch mounted plow.
Very reasonable.
1-MASSEY FERGUSON
65 DIESELMATJ.C.
High arch, wide front.
262 nours. Demonstrator.

EXTRA SPECIAL.
1-NEW D-19
ALLIS TRACTOR.
Has all the extras.
Never used.

TED MAIER DRUGS

DAILY NEWS
MAIL '
SUBSCRIPTIONS
May Be Paid At
TED MAIER DRUGS
DRY OAK BLOCK wood, dry birch, wtilfe
oak tense posts. Clarenci Tacke, Bluff
Siding. Tel. MB7-6011.
~
DR YI
JAITBLOCK W00D and""slebs7Tel.
_ «68A«322.
_
BURN M0BII FUEl Oil and enlitylhe
comfort ot automatic personal care
Keep full service—complete burner
care. Budget Plan and guaranteed
price. OrdtY today from JOSWICK'S
EAST END COAL a. Oil CO., 901 E.
8th. Til, 3389.

We Have A Good Finance
Plan On These Tractors
And You Can Buy
Them Right —

See Us Before You Buy

"C " Loerc h
Loerch Implement
Minn.

49

""
"~
OUi\RAlJfEED torr 'quallTv black "dirt
HAI VERSON BROI
Tal. 440? or 4J73

50

LAST CHANCE
For The

. FREE

THANK SGIV ING
TURKEY

F. A. KRAUSE CO.
"BREEZY ACRES"
South on Now Hwy. 14-61
Open Saturday Afternoons

64

Several Occasional
Chairs

Houses for Sal*

1 ton, 7.00x17 t^ply tires,
V-266 engine, 4-speed transmission, complete with 10
ft . stock body. A-l condition.

$15
$5 ea.

Several other pieces.

HOME FURNITURE
Overlooking Lake Winona
350 East Sarnia

6 pc.
KROEHLER
living room
ensemble
• B2-inch Slimline sofa
in beige or aqua .
• Pair Plastic top end
tables in walnut.
• Pair Modernistic
table lamps.
• Walnut arm rocker
in nylon frieze.
Complete

$198 *•¦¦
FURNITURE MART
East 3rd and Franklin S(s .
Fres Parking Behind Store

Power s t e e r i n g , power
brakes, radio, heater, tinted
glass, good top and back
window/ tu-tone pink and
white.

$898

WALZ

BUICK-OLDSMOBIIVE-GMC
Open Friday Nights
Have You An

$1895

99

WOULD YOU LIKE to live In a home
worth S15.000 that can be bought for
under SB,«0, 45 minutes from Winona?
If to, Tel. 2At>5.
.
BEAUTIFUL modern home, east central,
extra large lot, $12,000, Modern 2-fam
?i ton pickup, 4-speed translly home, east central, large garage
mission, 6,50x16 6-ply tires,
suitable for business. Fountain City. No
Shore Drive, beautiful view ot the rivnew paint job.
er, 12-room, 2-famlly house, ISO' frontTelephone 8-2921
age, $4,500, rent terms. Cozy 5-room
cottage, east 9th, only $Si3», ttay
C. Shank. HOMEMAKER'* EX
Radios, Television
71 terms.
CHANGE, 552 E. 3rd St
- "*
~
"
*
HAVE " YOU SEEN the new"'**! Phllco IF VOU WANT to buv. sell or trade
be sure to see Shank, HOMEMAKER'S
TV sets at Firestone? If net, come in
EXCHANGE, 552 E. 9rd
new for the best deal In town, No
money down, take months .. to pay GTENVIEW ROAD- 135*J-^eomtorta"ble 3FIRESTONE STOR E, 200 W. 3rd.
brdroom home with attached garage,
carpeted living room, built-in oven and
IHC TRUCK SALES
Sewing Machines
73 burners, full basemlnt. all city utilities,
k SERVICE
beautiful yard and view , Tel. 4087.
~
~
USED PFAFF Zlgiao sewing machine
65
Laird
Tel. 4738
~^
>edroom
V E71U02
New 3
in attractive blond consola. WINONA BROADWA
home with garage, ceramic till bath
S EWING CO.. Sil Huff SI, Tel. 9348
with colored fixtures, large kitchen
109
wills stove, finest cabinets, sink and Used Cars_
75 disposal. Gas forced air furnact and CHEVROLET^Twa
Stoves, Furnaces, Parte
--j^oor coupe, new
water heater, provisions made for fu
tires, good body. Tel . 9610.
FAMOUS ALADDTtV~kerosene heateri
ture toilet In basement, corner lot. ImLow cost neat tor many uses, no
mediate possession, inquire Leo G CHEVROLET, 1959, S-cylinder, standard
transmission , 2-door ; 1956 Chevrolet stasmoke, no smell, 25 nours on one gal
Prochowlti, Building Contractor, 1007
Ion. A pertect fish house heater See
tion wagon, 6-cyllnder, standard transE, 6lh. Tc i 7841
a demonstration tt our display room.
mission. Cook'a Auto Body, Ooodvlew ,
K\vt> gas or oil heaters, ranges, wabetween I and 5.
ter heaters, service end parts. RANGE
S BOB
PONTIAC— 1M8 4-d00r, heater, radio,
Oil BURNER CO., 907 E. 5th St
Reasonably
transmissio n,
automatic
Tel. M7«. Adolph Mlchalowskl.
prlccd _Te|. _ 9160._JO6 E. _ «th:
1
Galaxle 500 4-door hardtop,
Typewriter*
77
Tel 349 FORD—1959
guaranteed, A-l shape , Tel. 3371 days,
~
after
5
Tel.
Rollingstone 1619-2422 .
rTPEWRlTERS ^Srl adding machine*
St.
120 Center
%
for sale or reni. Reasonable rates
CHEVROLET—i^SjT'Bel Air 2-door, radio,
'
&
&mi
*
m^
mm'mm
tia*
mmr
tree delivery. See us tor all your ut
heater, straight stick, 5 oood tires. Tel.
fice supplies, desks, files or otHct
4132 after 5.
_
chain, LUIW Typewriter Co, lei. «2'/
~
STUDB BAkBR Pre3iaent, "straight VtlcK ,
YO UR ' ONE-STOP lypewr iter "and BusiVB, Posllracllon. Reason for selling,
ness Machine Headquarters, We service
going to college, can't afford It. Any
Now buy her s house. Now under
all types of machines, stock ribbons lor
reasonable offer accepted. 273 W. Howconstruction. Four-bedroom, Iwo rlreany make end size typewriter. WINONA
ard.
place colonist with double oarage,
TYPEWRITER SERVICE, 161 E. 3rd.
pewder rooiyi , ceramic bnlh, kitchen
PONTIAC—1957 Chleltaln, radio, heater,
Tel, 8-3300.
wllh ul« ffflllnn area . Lei ui show
new whltewell tires. Exceptionally good
you flic plan Al this state you niny
condition, Tel, (-1734 after 5:30.
IV anted to Buy
81 pick your colors In Hie, pnlnt and
~
FORD - If57 4-door, " V-l," Fordomatlc
light
llxtur
i'
v
drive, priced right. Norman W. Fee,
MISCELLANEOUS furnlture "* wnnteri »nd
other Items, children 's clothing, must
Mabel, Minn.
De In good condition. On consUinmcn! or
f»AMBLER-1««
No. 770 4-door sedan,
will buy it reasonable. Tel. B 3952 nit
21,000 miles. Perlect condition. Will
er S p.m. _
Thk three hedroom nnd punched dm
Whitehall, Wit.
trade.
Tel.
collect
home Is rendy to move Into Icdey,
" vV ANTE 0 s"CR».P*~IRON "'»r<V.E TAL. ""
KE 1-4214 attar 1 p^!
Frullwoocl
kitchen
cabinets
,
bulll-m
C
URS.
COW HIDES. WOOL
RAW
Hot Paint innge end oven, disposal,
HIGHESl PRICfc b PAID
beaulilully
carpeted
llvlnn
room
,
IRON
AND
AACTA
I
CO.
1
A*
*v
coordinated
complete
with
color
702 W 2no. across Spur G/>» Station
drapes . l.«rga ceramic bnlh plus half
c or you, convenience
bnlh oil mnslcr hMlroom, 1wo-Car
We Are Now Again Open on *>ati.
gar<i o<* . landscaped lot .
WM . Mil LED SCRAP IRON 8, V E T A i
CO. payt highest prices tor scrap
Iron, metals, hides, wool and raw fur
HI w. InO
Ihnl Is, two or three In your family,
Cloaao Saturdays
this completely romodoled two-bedHIGHESl PRICES PAID
room .tnd den home will please you.
far icrap iron metals, rags, metes,
Ihe kitchen Is outstanding and complainly new, tut balh Is one ol tha
rev* tun ami woflii
nw I cilnmoroui we nave ever seen,
Ihe heat inn nnd wlrlno nta all new.
iNrORPORATiD
This home will really surprise vou.
rel. >FM/
-50 W trd
4-door hardtop, radio , heat-

ITCH
For a

'51 INTERNATIONAL
L-U2

fT"**-"--**

SWITCH?

Guita r Center

See us for a fine
new or used car!!!

Only $395

Wi nona Truck
Service

_

^

- 2

l b*-

Blond and Walnut Odd
Step and Coffee
Tables
$7 ea.

BURKE'S

MINN. LAND S, AUCTION SERV.
158 Walnut. Tel. «-371t>, alter hours 7114

'62 INTERNATIONAL
B-132

ktv- ov^

$15

5-Pc. Chrome Dinette
Set

NEAR NODINE, reduced for quick sale
with good terms. 120 acres with about
40 tillable. All modem, completely remodeled house. Good modern barn with
barn cleaner. Immediate possession.

I

USED
FURNITURE
' 2-Pc. Davenport . and
Chair Set . . . . .

Instruction Classes
For Beginners.

HALilajfcARD

Ready-Mix Bait
3-Ib. bag . . .$1 89

Furn., Rugs, Linolaum

1—Allis Chalmers WC.
As is. Runs cheap. '
1—McCormiek Deering F-20.
Closed steering. Needs •
some work . As is.
1—Massey Harris No. 30.
With cultivator. Good
condition.

Hey, Grain, Feed

WA RFARIN

Coal, Wood, Othur Fuel 63

1—Allis Chalmers RC.
Fair condition.
1—Allis Chalmers C tractor
with front cultivator .
1—Massey Harris Model 22.
Sold as is. Needs repair.

Fertilizer, Sod

?73 E. Jrd Sf.
tVe Buy
We Sell
Furniture—Antiques-Tools
and other items
_ Tel. IV3701

TREAT

The

ts Here

OLIVHflTcrswIer tractor, with pulley and
PTO. Inou're Roman Petrek, Arcadia,
^ 4>JI
JN\t. Til.
_

Telephone Vour Want Ads

— -I

Heusee for Sal*

Loerch Implement
Houston, Minn.

-4

healing iW plumbing. Oood terms.
LADIES' ind Meri'l clolhlnt etore, a
dandy. Oood terms.
TAVERN *-, L»cH»r plan* . «»otery
etore, IH VI
T „„
0, L Alt rM, REALTOR
Durand. Wis.
Tel. OR. 3 160/

STRICTLY BUSINESS

10

TWO MEN'S eercoals, top coat and sport
coat, alia 42; women's coat, beige
copy-writer? "
with fox collar, size II. ¦ rt* Orand
'
after 6.
VWe can't guarantee that the Dally News Classified Ads are "Indestructible"
bu) they 're unbeatable In advertlilftg results. Call 333).
OLD MASTERS Liquid wood will medernlie and rotlnlth old dark stained and
painted furniture and woodwork without
removing old finish, scraping or bleach- Good Things to Eat
65 Apartments, FurnUhed 01
159 Walnut
Ing. PAIHT DEPOT, W Center St.
~
Tel. 8-4365
DOWNTOWN
large
furnished
apt.
fi!
'
"
o
7*
sa1a Tei. M87-a3i?7"
APPLIANCE PRICES reduced for Christ- Ove cgese-f
3738 or 4170, 71 W. 3rd .
1. R. Clay 8-J737, Sill Zlebell 4854,
mas buying, come end iie> them. No GET your winter potatoes now. Cobblers,
I. A. Abls 3184.
down payment. FRANK LILLA aV
Kennebec. Sibago Kuisett, Burbank Wanted to Rent
96
_
SONS, HI 6. 8th. Open evenings.
Russeti, Winona Potato Mkt., ill) Mkt.
~
~
*^ moderiT'wItir i
"
"
TTTRE E OR t«OUR-rooni apt. Heated, MANKATO AV E741J
*
GAS STOVE^36"7T'l)i7rneri, light, clock, CHC»iCE"GEESE, "ducks, dressed ' beef.
bath,
large
rooms
and
full basement,
unfurnished, with bath. Kitchen prefertimer, large oven and broiler. ExCilllnt
Clarence Busch, Pleasant Vallay, or
new oil furnace, good garage , only
red, 2 conscientious college students.
condition. Tel, a-1376.
$J,7M. Will arrange loen with payments
Tal. 7143. Save this ad.
_ Tel._ M7«r
like rent.
SWISS MAGIC knitting machine, cam. APPLES—most popular varieties et reaSLEEPING
ROOM
end
gerege
wanted.
plete, MW , Ian than halt price. Mrt.
sons*) l« prices. Buy them et F. A.
Board
If
available.
Write
f-M
Dally
Richard Kowles, 304 Pearl, Spring VaIKrauee, "Breezy Aerei", S. on new
News.
..
175 Lafayette SI.
ley, Minn.
1—Oliver 770 tractor, 1959,
Hwy. I4-<I.
Tel. 5240, «r 4400 efter hours.
RELIABLE, mature girl or woman to
good tires, 1900 hours.
USED TVs, portables and consoles* DRESSED GEESE - pan ready, orders
help mother of 7 with housework, end
also used refrigerators. B * B
from now until Nov. 23. Gerald Thomai,
1—Allis Chalmers WD-45.
the 2 children not In school, for J or Sale or Rent; Exchange 101
ELECTRI C CO., 135 E. 3rd,
Rt. I, Arcadia.' Wit. Tel. 17-F-U.
3 hours each morning except Sat.
Very clean tractor.
W. 572—2-bedn)o"r"""""l"ouse, newly
TWIN BEDS, automatic record player, TWO 303 rifles, 16 giuge single, 13 gauge
and Sun. Near west 5th shopping cen- EIGHTH
decorated, new furnace. Inquire at 326
1—McCormiek Deering "M"
like new, two itip end tables, long cotilngli, your pick SIS. I double barrel
ter. Tel. 1-2313 after « on Fri. er
Center.
fee table, small rocker. 103 Lenox tt.
tractor. Complete motor
13. Lawrence Goracke, 1 mile E. of
anytime Sat. and Sun.
'z-f" "Sylvanla
Wis, iltva on Hwy. 88,
IN MONTANA Towmhlpr Buffalo " CounPragg,
WASHING
MACHINE,
dryir
overhaul.
ty,
Bus. Property for Sale 97
Wis., 523 Acres, much of tt highly
TV. inquire mornings, L«Rey Roberts,
productive, lor long term rent or sale
Household Articles
67
Stockton, Minn.
at easy firms. Rev. Kuhn, cedar
LARGE CAPACITY cheif type deep YOU saved and slaved for wall-to-wall
1-ALLIS CHALMERS
Crest, Janisvl lle, Wis.
freeze; large size refrigerator. Both
carpet. Keep It new with Blue Lustre.
D-17 HI.
units Ilka new. Mrs. George Troppmen,
Wanted—Reel
Estate
102
Rent electric shampooer, $l. H. Choate
¦
Used about 28 hours.
Utlce, Minn.
8, Co.
~
~"
WILL PAY HISHEST CASH PR ICES
Wide front and all
PRESTO PORTABLE humidifier. Mode"
Two downtown buildings,
FOR /OUR CITY PROPERTY
Mark 4, automatic controls, with stand, Musical Merchandise
70
the extras.',
marine
suitable
for
garage,
used 1 season, Reasonable. Tel. 8-1734
Used as Demonstrator.
after i:30.
operation, etc. Main buildi
(Winona's Only Real Estate Buyer I
STEREO PHONIC record player, with 2
Tel. I3M and '093
P.O. Box 343
ing, 30x60 ft., has overhead
Needles for All
speakeri, stand and record reck , 409
1—Allis Chalmers CA. Very
folding
doors
door
in
front,
Lincoln liter I p.m.
Tires,
Accessories,
Parts 104
RECORD PLAYERS
fine condition with cultito rear, clean, dry base- USED 7.50x20 S-ply truck snow fires, with
OIL BURNER, 250-9el. tank V* lull; new
vator and plow.
portable TV stand. All for S55. 105
ment. Front has been retubes, 3 for $15. Tel. S-3730.
Laird. TH. 8-1M5.
lit E. 3rd St.
1—Ford tractor. Complete
modeled for display pur- SNOWTfRES-two -7.50XT5-wltri^heeli,
Fiberglass TV trsys
overhaul. Excellent
like new 410 Lefayette.
poses. Rear building, 30x40
Set of 4 . . . . 17.9S
rubber.
BAMBENEK'S. 9th. & Mankato
ft., has new roof, concrete Motorcycles, Bicycles
107
s»«e «e^---«e« i--asiaaja »a»»«ie»»e ^e»ii^»B*»l
SOAP STONE
floor and drain, 3 folding
SCHWINN BICYCLES - largest selection
ROBB BROS. STORE
garage doors. Both buildin Winona. Sales and service. KOL'TER
1-FERGUSON TO-30.
Tel. 4007
3H .B*. 4th
BICYCLE SHOP, 402 Mankato. Tat.
ings are sound and in excelFEEDERS
Clean tractor. Good
_S«»5;_
lent
condition.
FEEDERS,
«14Si
hay
feeders.
GREEN
rubber with overdrive.
TRIUMPH Is consfa'nHyTmpToving- Itself
S35 and up. On display at our yard.
by the winning of major national chamIII
!
¦
I
Also mllve lumber. BRUNKOW'S SAW
—^—~
pionship events, enduros, scrambles
MILL S LUMBER YARD, Trempeaand
club activity throughout the coun1—Oliver 77 Diesel. Very
.
ie>u, wii. r>t. S34-MU,
try. ROBB BROS. Motorcycle Shop, 573
¦
good rubber. Priced
_ . 4th.
FOLDING t\\OH CHAIRS, $19.95,
Let A .
'
STROLLERS S«,»5.
right.
Trucks,
Tract's, Trailers 108
BORZYSKOWSKI FURNITURE,
601
Main
St.
Tel.
2848
1—Massey Harris 44 with
Open evenlnga
302 Mankato Ay*.
WE
ARE
EXPERTS
In our field. Truck
live hydraulic pump and
built, repaired, painted, lettered.
SMOW PLOW SEASON ,
98 bodies
Farms, Land for Sale
mounted cylinder .
BERG'S
3f5Q
W.
4933.
4'h.
WILL SOON be here. Put your snow plow
~
iij fAll.ES from Winona. 120-eere farm
on lay-by now at WINONA FIRE t.
1—John Deere A, 1949.
with SO acres of real good tillable land.
POWER CO., 54 E. 2nd. Tel. 5065
Fair condition.
Lira* modern house. Sood barn, milk
Entertain Yoii.
(Acrost from the new parking lot.)
house
end other necessary buildings.
Deere
B,
1945
1—John
.

with each ton of Shoat 40
AR and Shoat 40 MC orderMA»slVTfi7¥Rir4
1
ed and paid for ln the month
Situation!Wanted— Fern. 20 1O0 oclual boun.'lTi^eto7,T^r*oodlT
Edward Jorde, Rl.
of November , This offer
* ~ mending done In my home,
1.
BuOiford,
Minn.
Tel,
H49
W.
iRONINft and
ends November 20. For all
Tei, nn,
iaa the new 1? lb model XL It,
.
your Nutrena needs stop in
HOVBlITi CHAIN SAWS
1
7
bpportunltlii
Builneu
AUTO l SCTRIC SIRVICet
at .
Tel, saa
tnd a, JotinaBni
VERY good " Our Own Hardware*, with
*
COOK^Ioifweekly. Write
News .
_

Hey,Gnln,Feed

OOOD QUALITY Hay-tar sale' at ' my
place. Dmlel Walsfce, Oilnvlll i, Wit.,
. (Centorvlllo).

Legs, Posts, Lumber

In Town!

Houston ,

M.fl8

48

You Promised
Her A Lot

A Place to
Hang Your Heart

3

If You're Two
(Or even Three)

Sam Weisman & Sons

Room* Without Meals
SLTE EPING
4412.

86

ROOM for oenllsmnn. Tel.

Apartments . Flats

90

uME-BEDROOM unfurnished apt., heat
and air condltlonlnp furnished, renlrally located. Ml Main. Tal. 310] from 2
'111 3.
"¦HIIRO E, 401—«-room lower apt., private entrence , lurnice oil heal. Adults.
Tel. 4172.
TWO-aBDRbo 'vA upper apt,, air conditioned, neir Stale College, 1100. Tel.
72ia.
TWO'ii^OROOfvrLinturnlihedupstairs apt.
TeL MM-2I1I.
~'
"
"
TH«ES-R66M l^«ted apt,rwlth utilities
nnd hat water. Hank Olson, eoo E . 7th.
^el. »«?.
fRJfee ROOMt and beth, downtown.
Inj ulre Herdt' i Music Store.

Ever Grow Money?

This unusually nice duplex can 't
really rto Hint but It' s the next bul
lli ' nu. Only ten percent down pavmcnl txiyi this well ninlntalned 1apartment home and ycu cm Immediately sl^rf rollecflne rent. Good
we :.l Incillnn, each apartment has
two lnHlronnis,

Hunters Special

No license required to Inspect Ihls all
new home with stone ((replace, hlg
comet lot. hath and three quarters ,
built In range ind ovtn and lots ol
cto'set space. | ocaled nut far enough
to 0lv* you nreallilMQ ipece, clou
anouoh t» r>» cnnvenlanl.
AF 1L R HOURJ CALLl
Lnurn Flsk 211J
I.en Ko|l I'III

W. t

POB

(Wllil l l e h e i R - I l l l
hnh Selover I t ' l l

f. Q

Outstanding
Buys
'57 CADILLAC
62 Series

er , power steerlnfi, power
brnkes , automutlc transmission, tu-tone finish , whltewnll tircfl .

$495

'56 CHEVROLET

4-door , r.'idio . limine , V-fi ,
automatic transmission.

$295
55 CHEVROLET

;

2-door , radio , liralrr , aiiloniatic irnnBmiii.s Kiii , V-R ,
power steering

$245

VENABLES

91
Apartments , Furnished
T«l W«
I C ^ATelephone Your Want Ads
" FURNISHED 3 "room"' apt",' priN TCE CY
'I'd . n-2711
-^
7!S W, !!iul
Vm Cer.lar St.
to The Winona Daily News vate bnlh and entrance, gnrape aynll .|
0|>rn b'ri , Kvrnin ^.s
4hle, emplnyed adult, Tel. J0B*i for \mm ***imp ia^rmewwmammw
Dial 3321 ton an Ad Taker. appointment,

'59 RAMBLER
Station Wagon

6 cylinder, standard trans,
mission w i t h overdrive,
luggage rack , radio, heater ,
whitewall tires.

'55 CHEVROLET
Bel Air

Automatic transmission, (I
cylinder , radio, heater , real
sharp.

W INON- A UTO
^
RAMBLER y —\ DO 6*0 "*
E

-ft SALES ft

Open Mon. & Fri. Eve.
3rd & Mankato Tel . 8-3649
Mobile Homes , Trailtrt 111
COULEE MoblH Home Sales. Hwy 'T4-ef,
next lo Krause Impl. See Ihe beautiful
no* 10' nun 12' wicJ* mobile homes,
Also used. Open 'III 1 p rn Mon. thru

_

L —
"
RED ~f6p Hwy7 6l Mobile Home Sales,
See us Dolors you buy We sell quality and price 50 y««ri „t trailer dealings. Hwy. 61 nenr Gorxtvlnw iA/»ler
lower Tel t-M 'H.
HUNTERS, VACATIONERS - Heitwl
pickup Campers nnrt ti nviil tra ilers 'or
rent nr jale. I L AHV S Buffalo CHy.
Tel. Cochrane 548-2113 ,
Sa

Auction Sale*
~~~
Al VIN KOHNER
AUCTIONEER , City ann Hate llrensetl
and tmnaed. ''SV Libt rty St (Corner
E Sth and Llbcrlyi rel. 4980
AUCTIONS! I Household, Livestock o»r
General l V L t L Bono, RT :i, Hourston. Minn. Tel Hokah S945 I0J. Llcensotl s. Donded,
MinnpsnLa

Land & Auction Sales

Lvorstl I Knhner
Ml Walnut tel 8 Vio mini noun /IH
¦
NOV, ~i i-Thurs., I:• JO p.rn. !> miles 5.F,
ot Eau Claire on Vl, Alhrrl Warien ,
ownari Walter ^ecN , Aurlinneen Northern Inv, CO., clerk
~
™
7 nonn " 4> , rtt lle: N. nl
N"bv7 2»^FVl
Eyole, 5W miles !i. nf tlnin, Minn , on
Hwy. 4?. Donald Tr/»dup , Cunnlnnham
and Ynarsl» v > nwnnr" . i Mass K Mies,
Ai/r. 'te iteeis. fcliln Mile ftfiiK r.lmk.
NOV. 50— Fri ". 9 JO « in, Household 4
Ailllnue Auction , 314 Columbia Ave ,
Mnnriovl. Wis. Mrs. M«lt |e Oilmen, ownen Jim Holke, dur.llonteri Nnrfher it
Inv .. Co.. rleik
NOV, 31—Snt ., I p.ni , Apt, House «. r-ur"'
nllui « Am linn. Iril M, K Hwy , 93,
Tiitinpeal on'i
OHM Mriwarl Gtlale,
nw nnf k; Knlmrr K lr n*glUh, auctlonsersl
ArllrJ Enrjehen, rlorK.
NOV " 3I--»»I , ll a m I'i, mllei N, "«>
M»lirl nn Hwy 4j or l» miles », ef
Rii'itiirirri nn 4'i Mm. f.ranvllle lenrteidnhl. rwne r; Hown rd Knudsen, eucl'winfr; Ihoi (i Sales Co , clerk ,
NOV. 31- ivnf , 1 .00 p m in house' I. "et
Moihen Snrvl i a Oar<irj e In Rusmnrd,
Minn. Mis Lm< lllriula Lsteta; Carl
I Ann h , ,ii< tlrnium / Iff N4f'l $»ni ,
Rlllhlnrll, (Inik.

Talks Resume "P oled' Away by Squirrels
To Head Off
Rail Strike

FORD DISPUTE WILL HURT
¦
^^^——^—¦¦¦———

U.S. Bishops
Take Stand al
Catholic Meet

VATICAN CITY (AP ) - The
Roman Catholic bishops of the
United States came into their
own at the almost-finished third
session of the Vatican Ecumenical Council, leading the debate
on several major topics and reflecting traditional American
values.
American prelates have spoken out in St. Peter's Basilica
more than 30 times since September to urge strong council
stands on such matters as religious liberty ; racial equality ;
forthright clearance of Jews
from any special blame in the
Crucifixion ; church-state separation ; relieving world hunger ,
and the right of governments to
have defensive nuclear arms.
The five cardinals and 285
archbishops and bishops of the
United States make up the second largest national hierarchy
in Roman Catholicism, exceeded only by Italy 's 430 prelates.
They represent 44 million Catholics, almost equal to the entire
population of Italy.
At the initial council session
In 1962 they were largely listeners and followers. Critics suggested they might go down in
history as "the silent church" if
they remained on the sidelines.
At the second session in 1963
they began to emerge with selfconfidence and sign up on the
speaking list to present their
viewpoints, often in the name of
many or all of the U.S. bishops.
At this current third session
they moved into the spotlight .
Cardinals Richard Cushing of
Boston, Albert Meyer of Chicago and Joseph Ritter of St.
Louis all arose Sept. 23 to voice
a plea for freedom of conscience
in every man in following the
religion he believes.
For Cardinal Cushing it was a
rare appearance before the
council's microphones.
"The church must become the
champion of religious freedom,"
the 69-year-old cardinal insisted
in his booming Latin with Bostonian overtones. He won a
burst of applause despite council rules against it.
Cardinal Meyer said "nothing
else done at the council will
have much importance" if the
declaration on religious freedom
of conscience failed to win approval. Cardinal Ritter stressed
"the interior, natural/ native
right" of every person to his
religious beliefs:
Cardinal Cushing created an
even bigger stir in the council
five days later. Again opposing
the outlook of conservatives,
largely from Italy and Spain, he

¦

—¦———— ¦¦

I-

—

GM Strike
Jolted U.S

WASHINGTON (AP ) - The
General Motors strike last
month gave the nation 's economy its roughest jolt since the
1960 recession, and the effect
may linger if the current strike
at Ford Motor Co. puts another
extended damper on production.
Government economists fretted today about the possibility
that labor disputes could cause
a general business slowdown
after an almost uninterrupted
climb of four years.

If the Ford stoppage Is settled
quickly, there remains the
threat of a nationwide rail
strike next week. There is talk
of trouble in the steel industry,
even though the contract deadline is months awayBoth government and business economists have expressed
concern over the possibility that
wage settlements such as the
one at General Motors could
lead to a heavy round of inflation after four years of relative
urged the council to put back
into a declaration on Jews a
deleted phrase that the Jewish
people bear no special guilt for
the Crucifixion.
"Far be it from us to set ourselves up as judges in the place
of God," Cardinal Cushing declared as many prelates moved
into the aisle from their seats
for a better look at the fiery
American in action.
Cardinals Ritter and Meyer
also spoke again that day. Their
stand, backed by Bishop John J.
Wright of Pittsburgh, was endorsed by several European and
Canadian prelates.
Cardinal Meyer addressed the
council six times this fall , more
than any other American
prelate .
James Francis Cardinal Mclntyre of Los Angeles became ill
at the session 's opening-day ceremonies Sept. 14. He returned
home two weeks later after attending a few of the daily meetings but not speaking before the
assembly.
Francis Cardinal Spellman of
New York arrived in Rome late,
after a bout of sickness. He
spoke Oct. 20 during debate on
the council's modern world
problems schema , and asked
that the document not be weakened.
On Nov. 17, the New York
cardinal urged the council to
declare itself in favor of public
funds for religious schools, saying, "Justice and equity demand that a proper portion" of
public funds be given to religious schools.
The American bishops were
silent during council debate of
the church's position on birth

stability. Now they also face the
CHICAGO (AP) - Railroad
possibility that the same labor- and union officials resume negomanagement disputes could tiations with federal mediators
lead to a sag in the economy.
today in attempts to reach an
agreement in a long wage di"I believe we have to worry spute and head off a nationwide
more about keeping things roll- strike.
ing than we do about inflation, '' Some 140,000 non-operating
one administration official said. employes of six shop craft unThe Federal Reserve Board ions are set to strike at 6 a.m.
reported Monday that its index local time Monday. The walkof industrial production had fall- out, a spokesman for the unions
en from 134.0 in September to said, would halt service on 187
131.7 in October- The scale is major railroads and terminal
based on a value of 100 for the switching companies which han1957-59 average. Thus the Octo- dle most of the country's rail
ber rate was 31.7 per cent high- traffic.
er than that of the late 1950s.
The October drop was only Francis A. O'Neill of ihe Naabout 1.7 per cent, but it was tional Mediation Board said no
the first time in more than a progress was made in Tuesyear that ' the scales had dipped, day's talks with union and rail
and the size of the decline was officials in a wage dispute
the largest since December which started nearly 18 months
1960, near the end of a reces- ago.
sion. There was a considerably
"We re ]ust working back and
larger decline in industrial forth," O'Neill said affer meetproduction during the nation- ing with officials. "We'll just
wide steel strike in 1959.
keep plugging along. "
A tentative agreerent was
control and marital love, where .eached Tuesday with the
several Europeans and the Mon- Brotherhood
of
Locomotive
treal Cardinal Paul Emile Leg- Firemen and Engineri.en, repreer pressed for a re-examination senting about 28.000 firemen,
of traditional church restric- hostlers and engineers on 163
tions.
major railroads.

The Americans pressed for
all-out condemnation of racial
discrimination when the modern
world schema arrived at a discussion of human dignity.
Archbishop O'Boyle of Washington was applauded in the
council hall when he said Oct. 28
— in the name of the almost 200
U.S. bishops then in Rome:
"Discrimination is not a sociological problem but a moral problem, a cancerous evil. "
Bishop Andrew Grutka of
Gary, Ind., said equal opportunity was essential in all of
man's economic and social life.
"Just as no one'looks for beauty
in a garbage dump, no one can
expect to find virtue in a Slum,"
he said.
Cardinal Ritter spoke that
day, saying "recognition of human dignity must take root in
the heart of the individual."
Early this month the first
American layman ever to address an ecumenical council
took the floor. James-Norris of
Rumson, N.J., president of the
International Catholic Migration
Commission and a lay observer
invited to the assembly, urged
the church to put its weight behind a worldwide attack on poverty.

The agreement, similar to one
announced Monday by the 130,€00- me.nber Brother of Railroad Trainmen, provides a 9cent-an-hour wage hike for firemen and hostlers and a $1.75

GALESVILLE, Wis. (Special) — Some
of the 60-foot light poles at the Galesville
baseball diamond have cracks the entire
length.
They serve as ideal storage places for the
nuts and acorns gathered by squirrels, and at
the same time apparently don't damage the
poles.
The ingenious little animals have tucked
their winter supply of food inside the cracks.
There's an engineer in the clan, too — he 's
placed stones in the larger crevices where
nuts might fall out.
No on seems to have observed whether the squirrels take their supply from the top or
if the crevice is so arranged that as a nut is
removed from the bottom, another automatically drops down, like in a gumball machine.
No digging in the snow or frozen ground
for meals by the squirrels at Galesville ball
diamond.

increase per basic day for engi'
.
neers.
M.W.
Hampton,
assistant
president of the BLFE. said the
proposed contract follows the
recommendations of a presidential emergency board.
The shop unions have rejected
as inadequate the emergency
board's recommended increase
of 27 cents an hour over a threeyear period. Present hourly pay
in the non-operating unions averages $2.58 and $2.63 in the six
shop crafts
Michael Fox. president of the
AFL-CIO Railway Employes
Department, has called the recommended hike inadequate because, he said, the shop workers
possess special skills and are
underpaid in relation to comparable workers in industry.
James E, Wolfe, a spokesman
for the railroads, said the carriers would not agree to any

settlement beyond the board's
recommendations.

Mayo Board of
Directors Elects

ROCHESTER, Minn. (AP ) Dr. Collin S. MacCarty was
named president-elect and two
new members were placed on
the board of governors at a
Mayo Clinic staff meeting Monday night.
MacCarty takes office in 1965.
Incoming president is Dr. Howard P. Rome, elected a year
ago. Romt succeeds Dr. Donald
C. Campbell.
Dr. Joseph M, Janes was
elected vice president, and Dr.
T. G. Martens, secretary.
Named to the board of governors were Dr. John W. Kirklin
and Dr. Charles A. Owen Jr

Warehouse at
Hopkins Burns

MINNEAPOLIS (AP)-An old
warehouse, a block long and
well over 200 feet wide, burned
Tuesday at suburban Hopkins.
No one was in the building, authorities said.
The structure, formerly part
of the ' Minneapolis - Moline
Company 's complex, was sold
last spring and since used for
storage by Ford Motor Co. and
a supermarket organization.
Several new automobiles as
well as considerable merchandise were in the building. A
series of explosions heard with*
in the burning structure were
believed to have resulted as
flames reached the gasoline
tanks of the stored cars.
The building stood beside the
Kirklin succeeds Dr. James T. Milwaukee railroad tracks, and
Priestley. Owen Is successor to some freight cars on a siding
Dr. Charles F. Code.
were reported scorched.
¦
Cause of the blaze, first noticed about 11:15 a.m., was not
Native of La Crosse determined immediately. FireEdina and St
Sentenced in Alaska men from nearby
Louis Park joined the Hopkins
FAIRBANKS, Alaska <*-A department in, fighting the blaze.
Wisconsin-born airman stationed
UNDER KEY
at nearby Eielson Air Force LOCKS
Kan. (*> - When a disHAYS,
Base was sentenced to life implay
of
locks
arrived at Forst
prisonment Tuesday for the
Hays
State
College
nobody had
slaying of his wife Feb. 10, 1963.
a key to open the case.
Wayne F. Conley was sentencThe exhibit of 274 locks
ed after he pleaded guilty to a
be put on display until
couldn't
charge of second degree murarrived from the Amerider before U.S. District Judge a key
can Federation of Artists in
Raymond E. Plurnmer.
New York City.
A native of La Crosse, Wis.,
Conley and his German-born he thought the two stamps on It
wife, Erika, had five children. were too old to be used.
¦
Then he rechecked and found
STAMPS WORTH PLENTY
that the two y24«cent stamps
WICHITA, Kan. m - A were issued/in 1923. and now
Wichita postal clerk at first re- have a collectors ' value of $8.75
jected an airmail letter because each.

Jm\M %mmL

HISTORIC OPEN HOMES
LOUISVILLE un - The home
of famed explorer George
Rogers Clark at Louisville was
recently opened to the public.
It is called Locust Grove.

For holiday gifts and parties,remember...

Good taste
costs very little
this
Christmas.
<3JS>
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FORD
DEALER
HOT FLASH!There's no
\
/
shortage of new '65 cars at 1HOUSE AFIRE SALE!
your FordDealer's.Why wait? LMMMMHJI
SAVE NOW — SEE YOUR FORD DEALER TODAY

Sunny Brook
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Sunny Brook' s smooth,mild taste has the qualit y to make memorable
gifts and parties. Share your good taste with friends this Christmas.
Strai g ht or Blend,both are handsomel y wrapped for the Holidays.
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OWL MOTOR COMPANY

4th & Main

Winona, Minn.

group of top
izens Council, ¦
executive! who try to guide the
city in what they consider its
best interests, said: "I think
there will be a re-evaluation
here. Time is on our side."
On Jan. 1, Stanley Marcus,
president of the Neiman-Mareus
Store, bought a half-page ad in
each of Dallas' daily newspapers to discuss the problem of
"absolutism" in Dallas.
Does he think Dallas still suffers from this problem?
"Have you seen the election
results?" said Marcus. "Dallas
is changing — there are good
winds blowing. There will still
be differences of opinion, as
there should be. But gradually
people are beginning to realize
that not only are there two sides

MODEL OF KENNEDY MEMORIAL
UNVEILED . . . This model of the design
for a permanent memorial at the grave of
President John F. Kennedy in Arlington Na-

to every questionbut often three Christmas at Neiman-Mareus,
the opera season is, on, the symor four. So I'm optimistic."
Dallas people are less sensi- phony is bigger than ever, new
tive now about -visiting other managers try off and on to
cities; they seldom run into tbs make a go of Jack Ruby's old
bitter remarks and sneers that strip joint, and soon the Christmet them in the months Just mas decorations will be out.
after the assassination. When Jonsson has urged the city's
they go> into other states, people* ministers to take note of the
question them about Dallas — Kennedy anniverslry — especially since Nov. 22 falls on Sunbut curiously, not bitterly.
day. They are likely to be more
And Che city hat had plenty of gentle with Dallas than they
visitors. There have been un- were a year ago. ending conventions, including In another y e a r , construcnational meetings of the Junior tion may have started on KenChamber of Commerce and the nedy Memorial Plaza. This will
American Legion.
be a quiet park a block and a
Business has never been bet- half from the scene of the aster. The towers soar, the lights sassination. The city and public
gleam, you can buy his and her have raised $225,000 for the
gas ascension balloons for plaza and for donations to the

Kennedy Library in Boston.
From Kennedy Plaza, you will
be able to walk to the scene of
the assassination — the School
Book Depository and the street
dropping into the underpass
through Dealey,Plaza.
P l a i n people have already
made a memorial of Dealey
plaza.
Strolling up from the Union
Railroad Terminal and the bus
station, or from parked cars
bearing all kinds of license
plates, they wander through the
white colonnades where mourners first brought flowers and
kept bringing them for months.
They stand on the grass and
stare at the sixth floor window
of the depository or at a
guessed-at spot on Elm Street.

41 Refugees
Flee Cuba

MIAMI, Fla. <AP) — Fortyone refugees from Red Cuba
have arrived this week, the first
large contingent to make it in a
month.
The new refugees Included:
Twenty-four in a hijacked
fishing vesselFifteen in a boat picked up by
a freighter and taken to Key
West.
Two who flew a Soviet-mads
crop-duster plane to Key West-

tional cemetery was unveiled in Washington
today. The memorial was designed by architect John C. Warnecke and has been approved by the Kennedy family. (AP Photofax)

Dallas Remembers
Assassination Day

By ROBERT H. JOHNSON JR.
DALLAS (AP) - The driver
swings his car into Elm Street.
He passes the nondescript orange brick building. The underpass lies just ahead. Once more
the prickling begins in the back
of his neck.
Here, at this place on the
street, the first shot hit.
The car slips through the brief
shadow of the underpass and
turns into Stemmons Freeway.
The tired businessman is
heading , home. And the prickly
feeling, the compulsive recognition of the Texas School Book
Depository, of the Triple Underpass have become part of his
day.
This is the way it is ln Dallas
^
now, and perhapsyS^y^will
be, foruthousandsLofpeopl|jwKo
—go-home from work^J^ertain
way — and who werepStarf' on
Nov 22, 1963 when John F. Kennedy came to town and Lee
Harvey Oswald poked his rifle
out a window of the Texas
School Book Depository and
fired the bullets ' that killed
President Kennedy and wounded Gov. John Connally.

There was more than grief ln
Dallas that weekend a year ago.
There were shock, shame and
agonizing
s e 1 f-examination.
There have been changes in
Dallas since.
The people no longer talk
much about the assassination ,
but it lies deep within them.
"Sometimes it comes unbidden," an executive said.
"Maybe when you're shaving in
the morning, when there is no
reason in the world for you to
think about it. It's sort of like
feeling an old scar. Maybe it
hurts only a little, or maybe it
doesn't hurt at all any more —
but it's there."
A year ago, questions of personal and community guilt
seared Dallas.
Few, if any, in Dallas believe
now that the city was to blame,
or feel personal guilt. When the
Warren Commission report was
released, withIts comment that
the assassination could not be
linked to any "climate" in Dallas, newspaper editorials, officials and people on the street
said, in effect — see, Dallas is
innocent, just as we knew all
along.

had become known as a stronghold of extreme rightwing
thought and action. Some had
decided to change that.
Soon after the assassination,
Southern Methodist University
began a program of joining with
city leaders in examining community problems of law and
morality. This is continuing.
Last December, a small group
of Democrats formed the North
Dallas Democratic Club. »y the
time of the second meeting, the
club had 400 members. By election time it had 1,600 and had
changed its name to Greater
Dallas Democrats.
Last summer, more than 300
leading businessmen formed a
group called Businessmen for
Johnson- Many of them had
been voting Republican since at
least 1952. Harry S. Truman in
1948 had been the last Demo*
cratic presidential candidate to
,.
cany the county."
President . Johnson carried it
on Nov. 3 by a crashing majority. Former Mayor Earie Cabell,
a Democrat, defeated U,S. Rep.
Bruce Alger, who once Identified himself in the House as an
extremist. Republicans won
only one county office.
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Aw, cut it out,

But the glare of attention had
long before made them see A year ago, Erik Jonitop,
something else —that, Dallas then president of the Dallas Cit-
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NORTHERN DUAL-CONTROL HLECTRIC BLANKET
Mr*. J. L. KROGSTAD
BASKET FILLED WITH S10 WORTH OF GROCERIES
R.b«cc. Fuhlbru.0a .
PAPERMAT E PEN
Rob«rt McCUin
MAN'S VAN HEUSEN WHITE DRESS SHIRT

GENERAL ELECTRIC "Early Am.rican"
WALL CLOCK
John Mkhalowtki

SPICE RACK * HANDY DISPENSER
SPICE BOTTLES
H.l.n R|ak«

GREAT ATLANT

Mr*. R M. Stiph.n
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ChipS ^ "39c
Cake M|xes mtUt - 15c

Crisco » 3-79c

Knorr Soups * — "*£ 39c

PHILCO PORTABLE TV SET
H*nry Ruehmann .10)3 West Howard
EKCO SET OF KITCHEN KNIVES
H.rry WIg.nt
COLEMAN METAL CAR 4 PICMIC COOLER
Tin» Johnion
LARGE FRAMED SCENIC PICTURE

Mrt. John W.Ur.

Kobin Hood Flour ^ 7.33
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LOS ANGELES (AP) - British historian Arnold J. Toynbee
says "the United States and
Russia are just 15 per cent of
the world, but can decide the
•world's fate."
Toynbee, in Los Angeles to
accept an honorary degree from
California State College, told a
news conference Monday that
nuclear war is a real possibility,
but that it might be avoided if
the United States and the Soviet
Union unite to control arms.
Contending that the two countries have a tremendous "common interest," Toynbee said :
"I would like to see them take
extreme action. It's not good
democracy but it is good for
survival. If they can agree
•quickly, they can control the
world. If not, China will control
the world."
¦
PULITZER WINNER
NEW YORK (AP) - Ketti
Frings, who won the Pulitzer
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FRESH DRESSED

DEPOSIT ACCOUNT
JOHANNESBURG , South Africa (AP) — A self-confessed bank
robber was being questioned during his trial at Johannesburg's
sessions:
Prosecutor : And what did you
intend doing with the money you
stole?
Robber : I was going to put it
in a safe-deposit box.
Prosecutor: In a bank?
Robber : Yes, I thought it
would be safe there.

Phone 1450
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FRESH DRESSED

YOUNG GEESE - - - - , b 39c
FRESH DRESSED

YEAR-OLD HENS - - - , ., 29c
END CUT

PORK CHOPS - - - - t> 39c
SWIFT'S PREMIUM
SLAB BACON - ¦ - ¦ tt 45c
MORRELL'J - •• to ILb, fi\v 9 .

Ready-to-Eat PICNICS u, 29c

SWIFT'S PREMIUM

SIRLOIN STEAK - - u 89c
u 79c
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Prize with her stage adaption
of "Look Homeward Angel" is
going to work on s flay version
of Elfeabeth Janewny's recent
novel, "Accident."
The story, which concerns a
near - fatal automobile mishap,
Involves four characters. No production schedule has been announce^.
NO sliLF-PORTRAIT
HOPKINSVILLE, Ky. I* Commercial photographer W. E.
Knox, wbo takes hundreds of
pictures, was caught in an embarrassing position.
He was elected to the city
council but was unable to supply
a picture of himself to accompany the announcement of his
election.
"I had to go out and have one
made."
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Mankato U
Decision Set
For Dec. 19

By Ernie Buihmiller

NANCY

"¦"

by SAVING

ST. PAUL (AP) - The Minnesots State College Board -will
decide definitely on Dec. U
whether to Hpport the proposal
for MaakatoState College to becoma a university, the board
president says.
Charles F. Mourin set the decision date Monday after the
board heard a Mankato State
presentation of its case.
One point brought out was
that only eight states, all smaller than Minneaota, have a singgle university**. The Mankato
presentation said it would be
"highly questionable and possibly short-sighted" for Minnesota to continue on a one-university basis.
Board members appeared
concerned that Mankato genuinely merit the name "university'/ should a change be authorized. One member said it would
be "stupid" to do as Wisconsin
did and merely rename state
colleges as universities.
A Minneapolis Tribune canvass of the seven board members attending; Monday's meeting indicated that three favored
the change outright, two took no
immediate position but hinted
they could be convinced, and
two favored a coordinated
higher education plan before
any change is made. None expressed open opposition.

20 Walch While
3 Beat Up Man

CHICAGO Ml—Twenty terrified passengers watched Sunday
while three powerfully built
men beat a smaller man on a
N'orth Side bus.
The victim, Tommy Rembarz,
44, pleaded with passengers,
"Someone Mp me, please." No
on* didThe three men were captured by police after the bus driver reported the beating.
Police said Rembarz got on
the bus and walked to the rear.
One of the three assailants, all
Negroes, reportedly said, "Here
comes a segregationist."
All three then struck Rembarx In the mouth, head and
stomach. He ran to the front
of the bus pleading for help.
AS the three go> off the bos,
they tried to drag Rembarz with
them, saying they were going to
throw him, in the nearby Chicago River- Bleeding from the
mouth, Rembarz clung to a
floor-mounted coin changer and
the men finally left.
The three men, Jimmy Walker, 28, Henry Knox , 31, and David Hunt, 26, were charged with
battery and held in lieu of bond.
All are from Chicago.
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Arson Kills Self
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An Elk River man took his own
life Mondoy about the time he
was supposed to be in Anoka
County District Court for sentencing on an arson charge .
Thomas Blackburn, 52, was
convicted In September of setting a fire which destroyed a
$150,000 addition to the Kemethese Motel.
Blackburn had been free on
bond and wnfi to appear for sentencing at 3 p.m. About 3:30
p.m. he WHS found dead in his
plumbing shop, a shotgun lying
beside the hcxly.
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Ventriloquist Killed
In Auto Collision
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PETERBOROUGH , England
<AP) — Dennis Spicer , a 29year-old ven triloquist who had
appeared on both British and
American television programs,
¦was killed In an autom obile collision Monday night.
Lying beside him in the
wreckage wus his favorite dummy, "Jimmy Green. "
Spicer , a star of the royal va
ricty performance before Queen
Elizabeth II two weeks ago war
to have made a return appear
ance soon on the Bd SuUlvan
Show* He was married and had
a 4-year-eIdson.

Everything you'll need from turkeys to hams, ducklings, geese—and all the trimmings for the upcoming holiday feasting season-all have been
specially priced at Red Owl for joyous saving*
with bountiful values in every department!
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New Labor Climate Is Taking Shape
By SAM DAWSON
AP Basinets News Analyst
NEW YORK (AP) - A new
labor' climate is beginning to
shape the economy. Its effect is
likely to be stronger in the
monthsahead.
Already industrial production
clipped
a ¦¦bit byi a¦ rash
has been
¦
..
i ' nL

—— —

of strikes in the auto industry. worrying over the part the new

,

And so have retail sales. The
total of new orders by manufacturers has been raised by stirrings within steel union ranks.
At the money end of the economy, bankers report credit conditions slightly less easy and
suspect this to be due to official
'

"

'

'

'
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. ** '

labor climate might have in fostering another wage-price spiral
some months from now.

The labor climate itself has
been affected by changes in two
economic currents:
1. Technical advances have

*"~ '

"***"

™'

' " '

-"¦ ¦

¦-" '-—

eliminated or threatened many
jobs, thus making security uppermost in workers' minds.
2. Impressive spurts in profits
in many industries have underscored the fact that in the last
two years the increases in wage
scales have averaged lower
than a few years back
Labor is talking increasingly
of "total security " in job tenure
and "human dignity" in working conditions at the local plant
level and "a larger slice of the
profit pie"
" '

¦¦¦-¦¦

¦--¦¦
"

mands for a bigger share finan- TRY THE MIDDLE ROAD
LEXINGTON*, Ky. I'PW-NjamM
cially, and for working condi- Monroe Page is convinced he
tions more to its liking.
can't win.
Since automation seems sure Recently he was brought into
to be a problem to present job court on a speeding charge.
holders for some time to come, Two weeks later, he was back
and since unemployment will — charged with driving 5 miles
stay troublesome as the labor an hour in Labor Day traffic.
Page said he thought his speed
force swells, the new climate
about right ; the arresting
was
will become more evident and officer said he was driving so
have a deeper effect, at last as slowly that cars were passing
long
as the present business up- on both sides.
And prosperous times will
"$50 please."
'.
The judge¦¦¦¦¦laid
continues,
deswing
'
s
growing
¦ l '^l^ "¦ ' ' T^Tl*
strengthen
labor
j am ¦ ¦ I
'"•*
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stonewall and a strike results.
Some also are ordering now because they feel that sooner or
later steel prices will be Increased with production costs
given as one cause.
Such metal stockpiling, and
any rush to make up lost time
from the auto shutdowns, could
give the economy a glow. The
trouble is that such a flush usually is followed by a chill

The steel labor-mangement
confrontation won't come until
next spring, but already it is
affecting business thinking and
planning
A challenge to present steel
union leadership is developing
and . this could lead to stiff er
demands on management to
satisfy restless union members.
Customers are stepping up
their orders of the metal. They
want stocks on hand in case labor demands bit a management
.¦' i
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19 Await
Execution
In Alabama

By REX THOMAS
MONTGOMERY, Ala. (AP)
—Death lives in a iteel-barred
cell In a closely guarded wing of
Ktlby Prison He hat 18 roommates
Twelve condemned Negroes
and six white men convicted of
murder or rape wait as their
numbered days fade away Unless the courts or Gov George
C. Wallace intervene, they are
doomed to die in a gaudy yellow
electric chair
Some have been in the death
cell for years, living from reprieve to reprieve. Some, newly
convicted, have just begun to
wait It out
Three convicted as killers and
one as a rapist have exhausted
their remedies ia court, and
now only the hope of mercy
from the governor separates
them from death
The 14 others have appeals
pending the courts. In Alabama, all death sentences automatically are reviewed by the
State Supreme Court, and sometimes by federal judges as well.
The governor has the power to
commute the death sentence to
life imprisonment By refusing
to intervene further after the
execution .had been delayed 11
times, Wallace ordered a white
man, James W. Cobern, to die
for a robbery in Which a woman
was slain.
.
In every other death case
awaiting his verdict, the governor has put off the decision. He
once told a condemned man
during a clemency hearing, "I
have agonized over such matters, but it is a decision the governor must make."
That was last Sept. S, when a
Negro, Caliph Washington, 24,
begged him, "Please spare my
life."
Three times since then, Wallace has left the Negro slayer's
late in doubt by granting three
and four-week reprieves, without announcing his ultimate verdict. Washington, who was convicted of killing a white policeman at Lipscomb, Ala., near
Birmingham when he was 16,
BOW is under sentence to die
Nov. 20. '
Since he first walked into the
death cell on Jan. 26, 1960, the
Negro's execution has been
postponed 12 times — by former
Gov. John Patterson, by Wallace, and by the courts.
Some of his reprieves have
come only hours before he was
to die.
Cobern's execution a few moments after midnight last Sept.
4 was the first electrocution in
Alabama in more than two
years.
When Wallace became governor In January 1963, seven men
were waiting ln death row. One,
Cobern, has been electrocuted ;
another won a new trial and
received a life term.
Fifteen others doomed by trial
juries have come into prison
since Wallace took office.
Of the 18 in death cells now,
five white men and nine Negroes still have a chance ' to beat
the sentence in court But for
Caliph Washington, Leroy Taylor, William Bowen and Drewey
Aaron, it's up to the governor to
¦ay whether they live. Bowen Is
white; the other three are Negroes.
"This is a very solemn and
awesome duty," Wallace told
The Associated Press recently.
"Any governor v/ould dread this
duty and responsibility. But it's
something the governor has got
to face under the
¦law."

Huxleys, Darwins
Have Family Ties

NEW YORK (AP ) - The
Huxleys and the Darwlns , long
united in scientific and Ilterarv
association, now have family
ties.
Mrs . Schenck Huxley of New
York announced Monday the
marriage Saturday of her
daughter, Angela Mary, 24, to
George Pember Darwin, 36, in
London. The couple will live In
London.
Darwin is the great grandson
of biologist Charles Darwin,
who developed the theory of
evolution.
The bride Is the great granddaughter of T. H. Huxley, outr
atandlng defender of Darwin 's
theory.
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By Mott VValkar
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DAN FLAG6

By Den Sharwoed

By Chic Young

BLONDIE

LI'L ABNER

By Milton Canniff

STEVE CANYON
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By Al Capp

BEAUTIFUL STERLING SILVER...
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Wlth Dressing, Mashed Potatoes,
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Rich Gravy, Vegetable, Cole Slaw,
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You Owa It To Yauraalf t« Get a Brilliant Oramae

QTERLINfi SILVER
IMDE IN LONDON, EM6UN0

"GLOWING FIRE "
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NOW OPEN MONDAY

Insulated
Underwear - - - 53.95
BED
SWEATSHIRT

HEAVYWEIGHT HOODED
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Hunting Gloves. 49c d 89c
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WITH HAND-WARMER FRONT POCK ET
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GENUINE
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TUESDAY
,ni""mSDAY

Coma and Enjoy a
BLUE RIBBON DINNER STEAK

DANCE SATURDAY NIGHT
,
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In addition to a superb Steak Dinner , the Lady
shall receive her dinner steak knife to start
a se-l at home! This knife is puaranlecd. and
will he replaced if defective in any way. Complete Steak Dinner for just . . .
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and EVERY FRIDAY NIGHT
BATTER-FRIED "FISH-ALL"
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SEE US FOR TROPHIES, TOO!
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Bowling Bags.... $3.95
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Famous BRENNEKE Imperttd
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Buy these NOW — BEFORE we run out! All gauges avalla ^\c -r^p energy and shocking power plus the exceptional
accuracy prove tris slug to be sensationally better than all •fl**}
the others Roing!
Box Y*3
I
Wiry Parch.,.
cf Hi gh Quality
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Bowling Balls... S24.96
"Jewels" Series $34.95
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NOW AS LOW AS

SPECIAL SATURDAY
BARBECUED SPARE RIBS
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Willi French Fries , t 'olc Slaw . Dinner Rolls ,
and Bevern se . . . THE ' AL1." MEANS ALL

Barbecued Ribs $|75
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HUNTING GAP

For safety's sake ! Cap shows up
wonderfully in brush , woods or
corn fi elds. Has water-resistant
v n y' *he\\ with
warm ear flaps.
'
caps are so
These
we bebeterrific,
lieve there should
a law requlrmg hunters to wear them for protec-
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THE FLINTSTONES _
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By Chastar Gould
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BEETLE BAILEY
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\ Da«'l diaearfl that cJd bowling ball - trad. It In en
a naw Brumwlclc and aet a high rrada allowance
towards yoyr cuitom fittad ball. EASY TERMS, TOO!
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• ANYTHING THAT'S NEW! • IVIRYTHINO THAT'S NIWI

